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(1) Chaka or the wheels (2) Dandia (3) Ara (4) Banki (5) Hansa Pata (6) Kani (7) Sankha-dwara
(8) Jali (9) Gaipata (10) Singhasana (11) Kanak Mundai (12) Bhumi (13) Sola Nahaka (14) Makara
Danda (15) Basanta (16) Duar Ghoda (17) Sarathi Pida (18) Kumbha Pati (19) Rahu Pati
(20) Athanahaka (21) Banki (22) Pida (23) Rusi Pata (24) Danda (25) Para Bhadi (26) Khapuri
(27) Pada (28) Olata Sua (29) Dadhi Nauti (30) Kalasa  (31) Kasthi (32) Danda (33) Chakra
(34) Copi Ketana or the flag.

THE  PARTS OF A CHARIOT
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JAGANNATH  SWAMI
NAYANA  PATHA  GAMI

BHAVATU  ME...
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SANKHA   KSHETRA

1. Balabhadra,Jagannatha,
Subhadra & Sudarshan

2. Kshetreswari Vimala
3 Mahalaxmi
4. Uttar Durga
5. Bata Mangala
6. Garuda Stamva
7. Bhoga Mandap
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10. Bata Ganesh
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29. Vaikuntheswara
30. Yagnyaswari
31. Isaneswar
32. Sitala Devi
33. Pakasala
34. Dakshineswara
35. Kundaleswara
36. Ram Chaitanya Temple
37. Baravai Hanuman
38. Nirmalya Hanuman
39. Alaka Batika
40. Chakra Narayan
41. Rameswar
42. Chaturdhama
43. Kanapata Hanuman
44. Niladri Vihari
45. Bavabyeswara
46. Sialilata
47. Koili Vaikuntha
48. Tapaswi Hanuman
49. Suvarnakupa
50. Ananda Bazar
51. Devasnana Mandapa
52. Meghanada Prachira
53. Singhadwara (E.gate)
54. Aruna Sthambha
55. Badachhata Math
56. Chhauni Math
57. Pejanala

58. Prahari Hanuman
59. Dakshinadwar (S.gate)
60. Durgamadhava
61. Mangaleswari
62. Paschimadwar(W.gate)
63. Uttardwar (N.gate)
64. Sri Lokanath
65. Rameswara
66. Kandunrusingha
67. Kandu Asrama
68. Nikumvilabata
69. Harachandi
70. Chamundeswari
71. Banadurga
72. Basheli
73. Kapalmochana
74. Manikarnika Teertha
75. Ghatamangala
76. Vagabati
77. Markandeswara
78. Markandeya Teertha
79. Saptamatruka
80. Alamba Devi
81. Atharnala
82. Makardhwaj Hanuman
83. Vargavi River
84. Mukteswara
85. Bata Mangala
86. Kapoteswara

87. Vilweswara
88. Siddha Hanuman
89. Indradyumna Teertha
90. Nilakantheswara
91. Adinrusingha
92. Gundicha Mandapa
93. Mausima
94. Marchika Devi
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96. Sodasha Putri
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99. Angirabata
100. Dakshina Kali
101. Ugreswarashrama
102. Swetaganga
103. Muktisila
104. Adisankara Pitha
105. Swargadwara
106. Varahi Devi
107. Shyama Kali
108. Bedi Hanuman
109. Chakra Teertha
110. Chakra Narayan
111. Mahodadhi Teertha
112. Jagannatha Ballava
113. Kashi Biswanatha
114. Visweswari
115. Narendra Sarovar
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Chandan Yatra

PatitapabanaSri Madanmohan,
Sridevi and Bhudevi
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Construction of Chariots at different stages....
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Sri Sri Madan Mohan

Chaturddha Murtti on Snana Mandap
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Chaturddha Murtti's 'Gajanana Besha' on the Snana Mandap.

Patta Paintings of Ananta Basudev, Maa Bhubaneswari and
Ananta Narayan are worshipped during 'Anabasara'.
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Lord Alaranath
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The Chaturddha Murtti amongst the masses
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JagadGuru Sri Sri Shankaracharya

Chhera Panhara being performed by Puri Gajapati Maharaja
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Servitors of Puri Srimandir felicitating Hon'ble Chief Minister
Shri Naveen Patnaik after the judgement of the Supreme Court
regarding the Puri Heritage Corridor Project. 5 'T' Secretary

Shri V.K. Pandian is present during the occasion.
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Hon'ble Chief Minister Shri Naveen Patnaik
with the Indian Ambassador to Italy, Ms. Neena Malhotra.

 Hon'ble Chief Minister Shri Naveen Patnaik purchasing the first ticket of
T-20 Cricket Match held at Barabati Stadium, Cuttack.
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Ladies and Gentlemen,
When I took over as Chief Minister in 2000, the state was going through a severe crisis after the 1999
Super Cyclone. The finances of the state were in a mess and there was no money to pay even salaries.
The development activities had come to a complete halt. In those days,
Odisha used to be in news for all the wrong reasons like hunger, poverty,
disasters. In the last two decades of our government in Odisha, the State has
come out of the crisis situation and has been making rapid strides in
development and emerged as a role model in many fields.
It was not an easy journey. We had to overcome many challenges including
a strong legacy of political corruption and administrative lethargy in the state.
Large parts of the state face geographical and social-economic hurdles. But
with a single-minded focus to fulfil the aspirations of the people of Odisha, we have been working with
grit and determination. The people of Odisha appreciate our good governance and reposed their faith
in our party for five successive terms.

"We strongly believe in an inclusive governance,
which stands for the most disadvantaged people"

- Naveen Patnaik
Chief Minister, Odisha

Governance cannot take
giant leaps unless there is
team work. All parts of the
government have to be
aligned towards a common
goal of transforming the
state.
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Our model of governance is to provide transformational governance with the aim to build a new Odisha.
The principles of our Governance are best explained in the 5Ts – Transparency, Technology, Team
Work, Time and Transformation.  Transparency in Governance is the most important aspect of our
government. We follow a zero-tolerance approach towards corruption and have been taking exemplary
action against such government servants. We strive towards people-centric governance through
transparency in the decision-making and optimal utilisation of the public resources towards the
development of the state.
We leverage latest technology to improve the effectiveness of the governance systems and delivery of
public services. For example, the Secretariat (Lokseva Bhavan) is completely made online. Most of the
public services are now delivered online. Smart classrooms are built under the high school transformation
and the classes are taken online to improve the quality of education. A model scheme for farmer
empowerment like Kalia could be launched and executed within a short time, thanks to technology.
Governance cannot take giant leaps unless there is team work. All parts of the government have to be
aligned towards a common goal of transforming the state. Therefore, we follow the “Whole of
Government” approach. Especially during the crisis situations, this is very effective. Whether it is cyclone
management or the COVID management, the entire government machinery is involved in tackling the
situation.
Similarly, all segments of the society also have to be made a part of this process. We strongly believe in
an inclusive governance, which stands for the most disadvantaged people. Therefore, we have programs
for women empowerment like Mission Shakti. More than 70% of our Zilla Parishad Presidents are
women. We ensured that women get more than their fair share in the Governance structures and become
important members of our team for new Odisha.
Another example is our partnerships in Sports. We have built partnerships with Sports federations,
corporates and Sports persons. Together, we established high performance centres and organized
national and international tournaments. Due to such partnerships, we could help restore the glory of
Indian Hockey. We want to increase the pace of development and therefore, time is very important for
our government. We no longer believe in incremental development. The people of the state want
transformation to happen and therefore all our efforts are directed towards achieving that goal.
 A lot has already been achieved in the last two decades. From a situation of abject poverty and hunger,
we are now a leading state in paddy production. We are on a fast track of industrial development. We
are top in mining and mineral based industries like Steel, Aluminum etc. Odisha has been recognized in
many fields such as skill development, health initiatives like Biju Swasthya Kalyan Yojana, urban projects
like Jaga Mission, Drink from Tap, high school transformation, fiscal management, food security, mega
drinking water projects, road connectivity like Biju Expressway, etc.
 In spite of the COVID pandemic in last two years, Odisha is among the fastest growing states in the
country. We are making huge investment across all sectors including large irrigation projects, infrastructure
development, industrial hubs, health institutions, educational initiatives, etc.  In the next two years, there
will be visible transformational changes across Odisha. We are confident that this will be a giant leap
forward in the development history of the state and a new Transformed Odisha will emerge as a leading
state in the country.
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The 5 'T' Impact

A panoramic view of Maa Tara Tarini Temple located on the Kumari hills
of Ganjam District in Odisha.
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Hon'ble Chief Minister Shri Naveen Patnaik dedicating
the transformed High Schools under 5 'T'. Shri V.K. Pandian,

Secretary, 5 'T'  is present during the occasion.
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The greatest identity of Odia community is Lord Shree Jagannath. Our history, culture, tradition and
belief system are all centered on the Almighty. He is the symbol of Odia esteem and pride. Visiting

the Jagannath temple once in a lifetime and getting a glimpse of the Lord is the only prayer of millions of
devotees. All devotees, who come to the Jagannath temple in Puri to see the Lord have a desire in their
hearts to behold the deities in calm, beautiful and spiritual environment. The Srimandir Heritage Corridor
Project implemented under the 5T transformational initiatives takes the responsibility of inculcating a
divine feeling in the mind of every devotee who comes from across
the globe to Nilachal Puri Dham of Shree Jagannath. The Heritage
Corridor was launched with the vision to transform Srikshetra Puri
into a world heritage site. The project includes redeveloping major
portion of the town and in the vicinity of the temple for visitors and
devotees. Puri has now become the first city in the country with
drink from tap facility and now this mission is being taken to other
towns in the State.

Shree Jagannath Mahaprabhu is not just a deity but a living
philosophy that transcends the material notions of caste, creed,
religion, ethnicity, beliefs and values. Almost after two years, as the
impact of COVID recedes, this year, Rath Yatra is going to be held
in the presence of devotees. The excitement and enthusiasm is clearly
visible. The transformed city of Puri is waiting for the union between
the Lord and all those who love Him.

The annual ceremonial sojourn of the presiding deity Lord
Shree Jagannath along with brother, Lord Shree Balabhadra and
sister, Devi Subhadra to the Gundicha Temple is observed as world
famous “Rath Yatra”. Millions of devotees flock to Puri to participate
in the spectacular Rath Yatra, which takes place every year on the
Grand Road of Puri. The Holy Trinity is amongst the common masses
irrespective of caste, creed, sect and religion and shares the joys

Editor’s Note
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and sufferings faced by us. The Rath Yatra of Puri is also an extraordinary religious event. Nothing gives
the devotees as much satisfying experience as that of pulling the chariots of the Holy Trinity. The
construction of chariots commences from ‘Akshaya Trutiya’. On the full moon day in the month of
Jyestha, the Snana Yatra takes place. A sea of devotees from different parts of the country flung to Puri
to catch a glimpse of the ceremonial bathing rituals of the deities. After completion of the rituals the
deities suffer from Fever and are taken to a place called “Anabasar Ghar” for 15 days. During this time
the Temple Vaidya treats Them with herbal medicines. After recuperating from Fever, the Lord a day
prior to Rath Yatra allows Public Darshan “Naba Jauban Darshan”.

The Rath Yatra the nine day
annual spectrum of pomp and grandeur
is a grand culmination of a series of
celebrations spread over summer and
monsoon months. On the 2nd day of
bright fortnight of the month  Ashadha
the deities come out of the temple in a
spectacular procession called
“Pahandi”. Adorned with Tahias the
deities are pulled in rhythmic motion to
the beats of cymbals and chanting of
the names of the Holy Trinity in chorus
by devotees in frenzied ecstacy. After
the deities are seated on their respective
chariots, the “Chhera Panhara” by the
Gajapati Maharaja takes place. The
most exciting part is the pulling of
chariots by lakhs of people along “Bada
Danda”, the Grand Road. The chariots move slowly until they reach Gundicha temple where the deities
rest for a night adorned with “Dashavatar Costumes”. They enter the Gundicha Temple in the next day
morning in the usual “Pahandi” style and stay there for 7 days. On the 10th day of bright fortnight of
Ashadha the return of chariots or “Bahuda Yatra” takes place. The 3 chariots pulled by lakhs of devotees
reach the Simhadwar. The next day the deities are attired in the costumes of glittering gold which is
known as “Sunabesha”. After completion of certain rites like “Adharapana”, the deities go back to
“Ratna Simhasan”  which is popularly known as “Niladri Bije”. Their arrival to the sanctum sanctorum
marks the end of Rath Yatra, the grand festival of chariots.

There has been a phenomenal transformation in our State. Odisha has shed the tag of a ‘poor
and backward State’ and is now regarded as one of the fastest developing States in the country.
Besides remarkable economic growth the State has become a model in the field of governance and
public service. The principles of 5T and Mo Sarkar has set very high standards in public service
delivery.
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Focusing on 5T transformative model of governance, Odisha is first emerging as a leading State
in many fields. We have adopted a transformative governance model built on the principles of
Transparency, Teamwork, Technology
and Time. We have transformative
initiatives across varied sectors like rural
development, housing, skill development,
sports, industrial development, mining,
tourism, heritage conservation and many
others. Odisha once known for poverty
and disasters is recognized now as a role
model for disaster management across the
world. Odisha is a food surplus State and
doubled the farmers’ income in the last
decade. There is a rapid reduction of
poverty in the State. Through Mission
Shakti 70 lakh women have been
empowered who have become part of a
movement to bring about socio economic
change in our rural areas. Through Kalia
Scheme money has been transferred
directly in to the accounts of farmers including small and marginal one. With Biju Swasthya Kalyan
Yojana the State Government under the dynamic leadership of Shri Naveen Patnaik has walked an
extra mile and given health assurance to every citizen of Odisha. While the health infrastructure has
undergone a major up-gradation, the transformation of High Schools under 5T programme is envisaged
to bring about a generational change amongst our students.

Hon’ble Chief Minister has rightly said that “we have now reached a certain stage in the
development and governance from where we should take a leap to the next level. People are inspirational
and that should motivate us to provide effective services.” Let us therefore focus on our journey of
transformation towards a new Odisha, an empowered Odisha where poverty will be a thing of the past,
where women will be equal partners of growth and development, which will be inclusive of all vulnerable
sections in its landscape of development and where the dreams of youths come true.

With the blessings of Lord Jagannath, we now need to make the world know that Odisha’s
time has come, and for all of us it starts from here and now….

Jay Jagannath.

     Editor, Odisha Review
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Shree Purusottama Dham otherwise known as
ShreeKshetra is one among the Four -Dhams

(four divine abodes) in the holy land of India and
Shree Jagannath temple in ShriKshetra, Puri in
Odisha  is considered  unparalleled  so far as the
spiritual and cultural tradition of the world is
concerned. Many puranic as well as spiritual
treatises,  stone–inscriptions, copper plates,
ancient palm-leaf manuscripts etc. have given
vivid description about the fame and glory of
Purusottam Kshetra.

Since the appearance of deities in their
wooden manifestation at the sacred  Purusottam
Kshetra, the kings of ancient Udra, Kalinga, Utkal

have directly involved themselves for undertaking
the worship and rituals of the four deities. It is
known from archival sources, copper plates,
madala panji  (temple chronicles) and other
historical sources that right from the kings of
Keshari dynasty and Ganga dynasty  to the whole
regime of Surya Vamshi dynasty ruled by  king
Kapilendra Dev, Purusottam Dev, Prataprudra
Dev and Rama Chandra Dev (Ist),  the founder
of Bhoi  dynasty  and many other kings had
donated huge amount of wealth and jewellery  to
the Bhandara of ShreeMandir.  Documentary
evidence says that in the past,   kings and maharajas
from the different parts of the country including

king of Nepal and his courtiers had  donated large
quantity of gold, silver, various gem stones, kasturi
(musk),  rare shalagrams (Vishnu sila or  aniconic
representation of Lord Vishnu) to Shree
Jagannath.  Especially the rarest of rare gem
stones, include different types of valuable
diamond, neelam (sapphire),  moti (pearl),
manikya (ruby), pokharaj,    (yellow sapphire),
prabala (coral)   etc. The Ratna Bhandar of Shree
Mandir was enriched with  huge quantity of gold,
jewellery etc. towards the end of 14th Century
A.D.

                According to the description in Purna
Chandra Bhashakosha (an Odia dictionary)

Ratna Bhandar of  Shree Jagannath

Susanta Kumar Dash
Dr. Bhaskar Mishra
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Bhandar refers to a place for accumulating  or
treasuring  wealth. It is a place where articles /
commodities are treasured in huge quantity.
Bhandara ghar–a room where wealth gets
accumulated /  where different types of  valuable
things are stored.

According to the said dictionary, a room
where different types of wealth, jewellery &
highly valued objects etc. are stored is called
“Ratna Bhandar”. It can otherwise be called as
the Fabulous Treasury of Shree Jagannath temple
or the Divine Jewel House of Lord Jagannath.

As regards the origin of jewels it has been
mentioned in the puranic  scriptures  that Gods
could not kill the demon “Bala”. So Gods
pretentiously  started conducting a yajna.  They
approached   “Bala” and   pampered  him to make
a promise for offering   his own  body as a sacrificial
animal in the yajna. He  agreed to the request of
Gods  and  sacrificed himself.   Soon after  Lord
Indra hit his head like thunder and as a result,
animated jewels were created in the thunder-
smashed  head of the demon. The jewels were
named as “Vajra” by God. Hence “Vajra” is
regarded as another name of jewel.  Another
version of the tale narrates that by offering   his
body as  a sacrificial  animal, the demon “Bala”
in return secured  a place in the heavenly abode,
and his body and   mortal remains  while being
transported to the heaven, most of it fell down on
the earth which were found  metamorphosed to
jewels. Diamonds, Topaz and Sapphire were
created out of   the places where his bone, skin
and bile fell respectively.

        Generally jewels are of 35 types. Out of
these 9 are considered  important / Maharatna.
Other than jewels the inferior metals of that
category are considered as lesser  jewels (such
as Kachamani, Sphatika or Marmar).

The  types of jewels are as follows :
1. Vajra 2. Markat 3. Padmaraga (Topaz)
4. Mouktika (Pearl)  5. Indranila ( Bluegem)
6. Mahanala 7. Vaidurya  (Cat’s eye or  Lehsunia)
8. Chandrakanta (Moon-stone ) 9. Suryakanta
(Sun-stone) 10. Sphatika (Crystal)  11. Karketan
12. Pushparaga ( Yellow sapphire or Topaz)
13. Rajapata or Rajaparjyanka 14. Rajamaya
15. Sougandhika (Padaparadscha Sapphire or
Padmarag) 16. Gandha 17. Sankha
18. Brahmamaya 19. Gomeda (Hessonite Garret)
20. Rudraksha  21. Bhallataka  (Cashew-nut-
shaped  Gem)  22. Dhulee 23. Tutwaka 24. Shisa
25. Pillu 26. Prabalaka (Coral) 27. GiriVajra
28. Bhujangamani 29. Tittibha 30. Pinda
31. Bhramar 32. Utpala 33. Gandha Shasyaka
34. Jyotiyak 35. Bhagya.

There are nine sovereign jewels
(maharatnas). These  are other wise known as
“Navaratna”. The Maharatna / Navaratna  are as
follows :

1. Diamond 2. Pearl 3.  Coral 4.  Yellow stone /
Onyx 5. Sapphire / Bluegem 6. Cat’s eye / Lapis
Lazuli 7. Topaz 8. Emerald / Samaragdus 9. Ruby
/ Rubinus.

In  holy texts, Ratnas (jewels)  have been
described as auspicious  & beneficial. It has been
advised that kings should put on jayaratna
jewels,  studded with gold. In Garuda Puran
elaborate description has been made about the
quality, type, value etc. of different types of jewels.
It is pertinent to mention that  the word Ratna  is
used as prefix to some goods  and  articles. These
are as such;   Ratna Deepa, Ratna Mali / Ratna
Alankar (jewellery)  / Ratna Vedi (bejeweled
platform)  / Ratna Mudrika (diamond ring  / Ratna
Khachita (gem-studded)  / Ratna Bhandar.   As
per description in holy text , Lord Vishnu Himself
is  fond of ornaments  and  jewels.
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  As the wooden manifestation of deities
are worshipped as Lord Maha Vishnu since
ancient times,  large  varieties of  ornaments
studded with jewels are used in daily rituals, festive
occasions and Veshas of Mahaprabhu in
Shreemandir.

          Various  gold ornaments inlaid  with
diamond,  gem, pearl, ruby, lapis lazuli are used
during different Veshas of Mahaprabhu.   During
rest of the times  these ornaments are kept in the
iron chest (sindhuka-vault) in Ratna Bhandar.
According to the Record-of-Rights  of
Shreemandir, these rarest of the rare jewellery
are kept in the outer as well as inner  chamber of
Ratna Bhandar. Usually the ornaments and jewels
which are not used by the deities are preserved
in the inner Ratna Bhandar.

           It has been mentioned in the Gazetteer of
Puri district that the wealth and jewellery  donated
by the Hindu Kings and other benevolent
devotees  have enriched the Ratna Bhandar. The
kings of Keshari Dynasty had constructed different
temples in Purusottam Kshetra and they had also
donated small quantity of gold as well as landed
property for the smooth conduct of  rituals and
festivals of the said temples. It is learnt from the
Raja Bhoga history of Madala Panji that the
famous king of Ganga Dynasty, Ananga Bhima
Dev  had donated 47, 88,000  madha (half-tola)
(one tola is 11.66  grams)   of gold to the state
ex-chequer after conquering different States. Out
of the said quantity of gold,  he had donated
2,50,000 madha of golds towards the making of
gold ornaments of Lord Shree Jagannath and
10,000 madha of gold to Ratna Bhandar.

Similarly, King Raja Raja Dev had
donated 2377 Bati  (one bati is 20 acres) of Land
to Lord Shree Jagannath and 10,000 madha (or
5000 tola)  of gold to Ratna Bhandar. Prior to

him Kings of Ganga Dynasty had arranged large
extent of landed property for the worship and
execution of  rituals of Mahaprabhu as well as for
the need of the management of the temple. It is
clear from the above discussion that the foundation
of Ratna Bhandar became stronger during the
period of  King Ananga Bhima Dev, the renowned
king of Ganga Dynasty . From this period,  during
certain festivals,   the four deities   used  to appear
being adorned with different gold  ornaments
studded with jewels. After the festivals are over
these jwellery are kept in the Ratna Bhandar. The
culminating point of this arrangement was
achieved during the reign of Gajapati King
Kapilendra Dev who was the founder of Surya
dynasty. By reposing incessant  devotion, love
and faith in the national deity of Utkal, Lord
Jagannath,  he had completely surrendered himself
before His lotus feet and acknowledged  himself
as His Rout (servant).  He had also donated a
large quantity of wealth and jewellery  to the Ratna
Bhandar of Shree Mandir. It is learnt from a stone
inscription near the Jaya- Vijaya Doorway  that
the Gajapati King Kapilendra Dev while paying
a visit  to Lord Jagannath during his  31st regnal
year (Anka)  of his dynasty had donated the entire
wealth and jewels  he had brought with him after
conquering the southern states. Some new
ornaments including gold and silver utensils for
the deities were crafted and prepared out of  his
wealth, from his southern victory.  All these were
kept in the Ratna Bhandar. Some Ministers and
high ranking officers during the reign of Kapilendra
Dev,  made voluntary donations of wealth  and
jewellery to Lord Jagannath while remaining
present in the Jaga Mohan.  It has been reported
that in 1466 A.D. King Kapilendra Dev with the
blessings of goddess Maa Jayadurga after
conquering  the southern states  had brought  large
quantities of wealth and jewellery  on the back of
16 elephants. He dedicated all these wealth and
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jewellery   to the deities in the Shree Mandir and
thereafter as per the request of Tadau Karan
Servitor, 138 types of gold ornaments studded
with jewels were crafted  out of the said wealth
and jewellery  that he had brought from the south.
As per legend,  gold adornments (Sunavesha) of
the deities on the chariot,  were  introduced during
the reign of Kapilendra Dev. Similarly
Purusottamdev  during his royal visit  to Shree
Mandir had donated a bejewelled  cot studded
with  ivory, a bejewelled pot, a bejewelled
parasol, a fly whisk  and a mop- all  with
bejewelled hilts.

According  to the tradition of Shree
Mandir,  Kings, Zamindars and benevolent
devotees who came from different parts of India
and also  from Nepal  used to donate  different
types of gold and silver ornaments as well as
coins, valuable gem  stones and silken sarees (Pata
Vastra) during their scheduled visit to Shree
Mandir. By  1560 A.D,  the Ratna Bhandar of
Shree Mandir   enriched  with  valuable treasures
and  jewels was at par with  Ratna Bhandars  of
other famous temples and had  earned its distinct
identity.  In 1893 A.D. Man Mohan Chakravarthy
had opined that the ornaments made as per the
wish of King Kapilendra Dev  during 1466 A.D.
are still being  used by the deities.

             Having developed jealousy and
animosity  against the richness of the  India- famous
Shree Jagannath Temple, some heart -chilling
attacks on the shrine and  loot  of the Ratna
Bhandar were made.  History records how often
times in the past, the famous sacred shrine of Shree
Jagannath and the secret  Store house or the divine
treasury, filled with gems and jewellery were
subjected to plunder by external forces.

After Odisha came under the reign of
British rule  in 1805, Charles  Grome, the-then
Collector of Puri prepared a detailed list of wealth

/ treasure /  jewellery kept in the Ratna Bhandar.
During that time the list of gold ornaments included
Mayur Chandrika (in the shape of peacock
feather), Mayur Pankha, Chandra (moon),  Surya
(sun), Mukuta (large crown), Kiapatra (pandanus
leaf shaped)  Kundal (hanging ear ring), Alaka,
Rahurekha, Shree Bhuja (divine hand),  Nali,
Bahuti, Sunachakra (golden disc), Nakuasi (nose
ornament), Kamar Jhumpa (waist belt), Padma
Pada (Lotus feet), Bagha-nakha (tiger nail
shaped), Padma Mala (Lotus shaped necklace),
Sevati Mala (crysathemum  shaped necklace),
Parijat Mala (erythrina Indica { a flower of coral
tree}  shaped necklace), Keli Kadamba Mala
(nauclea kadamba shaped necklace), Kanthi mala,
Upachar Padaka, Baju Bandha (Bracelet), Suna
Benta (golden hilt), Suna mayurchula, Suna
chhanchuni (golden  broom), Suna beta (golden
cane), Jibhi (golden tongue), Tabija (armlet),
Suna Jumpha, Suna Naka phashia (golden nose
ring), Suna Kanthi (golden  beads), Bhanga Suna
Gahana (obsolete gold ornaments), Mudi (finger
ring), Suna Pia Badi (gold plated stick),  Karna
phula, Naka Chana (nose top), Chita, Sira Pencha
(sarpech or aigrette), Pana Bata (betel  container)
Gara (bell metal vessel) , Thali    (disc), Rupa
Sankha (silver conch), Para (pigeon shaped),
Phula (floral design), Dipa Rukha (Lamp stand),
Panadani (betel case),  Pankha Benta, Pilli  Saja
(Dipa Danda), Chua Dani, Chhata Benta (haft of
an umbrella),  Kansa  Darpana Benta (handle of
bell metal mirror shape),  Rupa Chhauni  Khata
(silver plated bed),  Waist silver chain (silver
girdle) for Shree Jagannath, Pana Bata (betel
container)  having the image of Dasaavatar (ten
incarnations),   silver crown (15nos.), Silver Flute
etc.

Besides the said ornaments, the following
jewellery  of deity  Madan Mohan Dev were also
available in the Bhandar.
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(1)  ear rings ( 10 pairs)   (2)   kundal 2 nos.
 (3)  padma mala (Lotus shaped necklace)  4 nos.
(4)  Sevati  mala, 3 nos.  (5) chhapa sari mala 1
no. (6) different types of necklaces 43 nos.
(7) baju bandha (arm let)  6 nos.  (8) padak 5
nos.  (9) kankana (bracelet)  2 nos. (10) khadu
(bangles) 2 nos. (11) alaka (head ornament) 2
nos. (12) nakuashi  (nose ornaments) 10 nos.
(13) notha (nose ornaments) 2 nos. (14) mudi
(ring) 5 nos. (15) mukuta ( crown)  2 nos.
 (16) khanda   (sword)  2 nos. (17) katari ( bill
hook) 1 no. (18) dhanu (bow ) 1 no. (19) shara
(arrow) 2 nos. (20)  jhumpa 9 nos.  Different
types of golden idols 7 (nos)  & silver idols (11
nos.), Pashana (1 no).  One south-coiling conch,
one Ramavisekha mohar (the gold seal of Sri
Rama’s Coronations)   and one singha jatia tanka
(lion- faced coin).

It is worthmentioning that 1000
Ramabhisheka gold coins which were donated
by  king Rama Chandra Dev (Ist)  were  not  found
in the Ratna Bhandar. These were plundered
from the Ratna Bhandar during  several attacks
made  on the temple.  Besides some of the gold
coins have  gone missing while these were taken
for repair.  Only a single  coin is still preserved as
a mark of memento  in the Ratna Bhandar.   For
the last time in  1978 when the list of ornaments
was   prepared,  the fact of availability of this
Ramabhiseka coin came to light.   According to
the report of the-then Collector, Puri in 1805 there
were  128  gold coins, 1297 silver currencies,
106 copper paise, 24 ancient gold currencies
including 1333  types of cotton  sarees, silk sarees,
dhotis and attires were  available in the Ratna
Bhandar. It is conjectured  that during different
Veshas of the deities these specially woven silken
fabrics  were used.

            The State Government before taking over
the management of Shree Mandir Administration

in 1960, the Shree Jagannath Temple
(Administration)  Act 1952 was in force.  For
observance of  rituals and worship in the temple,
a Record of Rights was prepared. As per the
provisions of this Act,   Sri Laxman Panda in the
rank of a district judge was engaged for
preparation of the R-o-R. In the 4th part of the
R-o-R, a detailed report  on the Ratna Bhandar
is mentioned.  This report says that Ratna Bhandar
consists of two chambers.  The first chamber is
known as outer Bhandar and the rear chamber is
well known as inner Bhandar. 150 types of
jewellery  are stored  in the outer Bhandar. These
include 3 nos. of Haridakanthi  mali, suna
shreebhuja (golden hands) and suna payar
(golden feet) having 120 tola weight (tola or
bhari, a measure  of 11.66 gms). Besides,
3 gold kiritas (crown)  having  610 tola,
434 tola and 275 tola each are also available in
the Ratna Bhandar and these are meant for Lord
Jagannath, Lord Balabhadra and Devi Subhadra
respectively.  Other than these ornaments, various
types of jewellery  are also available in the Ratna
Bhandar. In the inner Bhandar 180 types of
ornaments are available which include 74 varieties
of pure gold ornaments. The weight of some of
the ornaments is  more than 100 tola. In addition
to these ornaments, diamond  pieces, ruby, blue
gem, emerald, pearl, many rarest of the  rare jewel
stones, jewellery are stored in the Ratna Bhandar.
Other than the above, 146 types of silver utensils
and ornaments are also available. The  weight of
some of the items is  more than 500 tola. It is
worth mentioning that one tola is slightly higher
than 11 gms because half tola is equivalent to
5.83 gms.

According  to the prevailing practice out
of the three keys  of outer Ratna Bhandar, one is
retained with the King Gajapati of Puri and two
other keys  remain in the custody of  Shree Mandir
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Administration and Bhandar Mekap. Similarly as
per Shree Jagannath Temple Act, 1955, two locks
of the inner Ratna Bhandar  (double lock keys)
after being sealed with wax,  the keys are kept
under the custody of the Managing Committee of
the temple. In the 6th paragraph  of the first part
of the  report given by the Special Officer, Shree
Jagannath Temple, Puri in 1954 there is a  mention
about Ratna Bhandar on the heading  “Property
of Jagannath Mahaprabhu”. The extract of the
report is given below :

 “The detailed account regarding
availability of jewellery and gemstones of Lord
Jagannath  at that time has found place at the 15th

Annexure of the report given by Charles Grome
in 1805. Besides this, Patajoshi Mohapatra had
also shown a lot of records and documents
wherein the detailed accounts of jewellery  and
gem  stones have been reflected. Such account
was prepared at the time of change in Government
or during the  change of kings. In the 3rd part of
the report he has mentioned that whatever jewels
and treasures the pilgrims donate, are kept in the
storehouse (Bhandar). It has been mentioned at
the 41st Chapter of the report that in order to
prevent  theft, the security guards of the store
house, the Bhandar Mekaps were frisked at the
time of entry into  and exit   from   the Bhandar.
Valuable gem  stones are kept under the safe
custody of Paricha servitors. In the 46th part of
the report it has been mentioned that if any
unclaimed property found existing in Puri Kshetra
can be appropriated  for use in the temple."

 Further it has been mentioned in the
report submitted by Sri Laxman Panda, Special
Officer that  “many valuable items and items for
current use  are kept in the Ratna Bhandar.  People
also called it the  'Jewel House'  or  Bauna Koti
Bhandar or a  store house containing valuables
worth fifty two crores of rupees. Some also call

it an inexhaustible store house which never
becomes empty even after elaborate use.  As said
earlier, for crafting of the ornaments for the deities,
Ananga Bhima Dev had donated a huge quantity
of gold and gemstones. As per the prevailing rules
and practice, all the gemstones, gold and silken
fabrics  donated by the pilgrims are kept in this
store (Bhandar). As a result of which it can be
easily  guessed the growing richness of the
Bhandar. The kings of Odisha ever assumed their
responsibility for  the upkeep of the  Bhandar
which contains  enormous  wealth; hence in 1926,
when King Rama Chandra Dev remained  in
charge of the  temple the following practice was
prevalent :

The Ratna Bhandar was sealed with three
locks. The inner Bhandar was fastened with two
locks. The key of one of the locks was kept with
the Superintendent of the temple and the other
key was with the Bhandar Nayak or the chief
storekeeper.  The key of outer Bhandar was kept
with  the Bhandar Mekap.

The Bhandar Nayak was both the
Representative of the Servitors and  Nayak of
Chhatisha Nijog, the Superintendent was the
Manager  of the Temple and Bhandar Mekap was
an employee of the temple.  Since three keys of
Ratna Bhandar were entrusted to three different
persons,  there was no reason to doubt any one
of them.

List of articles  reflecting all valuables in
the Bhandar were prepared regularly and after
verification and  counting a copy of such list was
retained by the Bhandar Nayak.  In 1803 when
the British Government took over, a list was
prepared in 1905,   of course prior to  this,  other
lists were also in existence.  A final list was,
however prepared at the time of  appointment of
Sri Raj Kishore Das as Manager of the temple.
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A book named Shree Jagannath
Mandir Ratna Bhandar Talika which was
printed in the Satyabadi Press at Cuttack reveals
that the detailed list of gold, silver and jewellery
available in Ratna Bhandar were prepared in
1926. The said list after being certified by the-
then king was sealed and handed over to the
Record Room of the Collectorate.  From that
period till 1978  a  detailed / full-fledged  list of
availability of articles in the Ratna Bhandar  was
not prepared. As per the recommendation of the
"Shree Jagannath Temple Administration
Development Committee" which was formed
under the Chairmanship of Sri Sankar Dayal
Sharma,  His Excellency  the-then Governor and
also as per the direction of State Government, a
detailed list of jewellery  and other articles kept
in the outer and inner Ratna Bhandar was
prepared. At that time six members including  the
Administrator of the Temple were kept in charge
of preparation of the list. Those included were
Sri Bhimsen Gochhikar, Member, Shree
Jagannath Temple Managing Committee, Shri
Narasingha Das Mohapatra, Addl.
Superintendent of Police, Puri, Shri Sachikanta
Tripathy nominated Member on behalf of
Collector, Puri and Shri Prahallad Ratha,
Administrator, Shree Jagannath Temple.  The
inventory and preparation of list started on
13.05.1978 and was completed on 23.07.1978.
Hence,  the preparation of the detailed list took
71 days. As mentioned in the list / brochure  of
1978, the weight of 367 types of gold ornaments
which were in inner Ratna Bhandar was 4364
bhari  (each Bhari  is equivalent to 11.66 gm.
approximately). Similarly the weight of 231 types
of silver ornaments and  ritual-related materials
weigh  14878 bhari and six anna (each anna is
one-sixteenth part of a bhari). On the other hand,
the weight of 79 types of gold ornaments kept in
the outer Bhandar is of 8175 bhari  and the weight

of  33 kinds of silver materials is 4671 bhari.
Besides this,  in the Chalanti Bhandar (store
house for every day use)  wherein 8 types of gold
ornaments weighing  299 bhari and  one ana
and 23 types of silver materials weighing  2603
bhari  8 ana have been kept for meeting the festive
ritual needs of the deities.

It is worth- mentioning that 3 categories
of jewellery  are kept in the Ratna Bhandar. The
first category includes the jewellery that are
available in the inner Ratna Bhandar are no more
in use now.  The 2nd category of jewellery  which
are  kept in the outer Bhandar are used for
different Veshas  of the deities during festival times.
The 3rd category of  jewellery and worship
materials are kept in the Chalanti Bhandar to
meet the ritualistic need.  Accordingly the said  3
categories include 454 types of gold and jewel-
studded ornaments weighing  12838 bhari  1 ¾
and  293 types of silver materials weighing  21153
bhari. Out of different gold and jewel- studded
ornaments stored in  the inner and outer Bhandar,
the gold arms, gold feet,  crown, gold nose ring
(nakuasi) studded with jewels, gold champa
kadhi mali, karamangia kanthi mala,
marichia kanthi mala, odhiani, chhecha kanthi
mala, Chandra jhumpi, gold-crown of Madan
Mohan, upachar padaka, chhecha sorisia
mali, gold brace-let,  gold chain and  gold ear
rings studded with jewels,  gold bael  leaf-shaped
chain, tiny pitcher – shaped gold necklace
(Jhoba), gold crown, amulet shaped beaded
necklace (tabiza mali), ratna jadita alaka (head
ornament), ratna jadita suna Chandra jhoti
(gem-studded gold crescent moon-shaped ear
ring), panapatra mali (betel leaf shaped
necklace), tulasi patra mali   (basil leaf shaped
gold necklace),  Gadu, chhati, pana diba, silver
disc, etc. (Page 33 to 34 not mentioned)."
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It is revealed from the RoR of  Shree
Mandir that out of the gold ornaments studded
with diamond  and  jewels  available in the inner
Bhandar,  16 diamond pieces are  in the pendant,
204 diamond pieces  in the jewelled chain, 125
smaller diamond pieces   in the other two jewelled
chains, 40 diamond pieces in a chain and 16
diamond pieces  are fixed in the locket of the said
chain, 39 very small diamond pieces  in the
jewelled  chain having enamelled  minakari art
work,  2 small diamond pieces in the palia and
12 diamond pieces are also  in the locket of the
same palia.   Similarly in the three – pieced  13
jewel  studded sripecha, 49, 52, 53, 28, 64, 83,
81, 194, 30, 26, 47, 46 and 18 diamond pieces
are found to have been  fixed respectively.

Elsewhere  in the inner store many
valuable jewels are found. Besides a solid
diamond weighing 10 bharies, 11 pieces of
nayak diamond in a necklace with betel leaf-
shaped beads  in the jewelled chita small and big
sized  diamond buds, shark –faced  bangles, alaka
studded with diamond,  other ornaments like
chandra –jumphi, armlets and sarpech or aigrette
(ear ornaments) are also found studded with
diamonds.

Similarly in the outer Bhandar  golden hair
studded with jewels, a chita weighing 125 bharis
studded with jewel, with one  Brahma Jyoti,
(diamond in the middle)  meant for  Lord Jagannath
are available. In the Ist, 2nd and the 4th bedha
(layer) of the chita, 16, 24 and 34 pieces of
diamond respectively are found studded.
Likewise in the studded jewel chita of Lord
Balabhadra  and  Devi Subhadra,  diamonds  and
emerald each at the middle are  fixed. For
assessment of Ratna Bhandar one goldsmith
(jahuri) was called from Tirupati. But after
making an assessment of only 26 ornaments,  he

refrained himself from  the assessment work.
According to him because of insufficient sun light
in the Inner Jewel House  (Bhandar) it was  not
possible to carry out the assessment work.
Without doing any work for the last 4 days, he
simply sat idle on the backside of the  bejewelled
plat-form.

            When asked by some of the servitors,
he replied that Shree Jagannath is really Param
Brahma. Had it not been true, Mahaprabhu would
not have put on a gold crown studded with the
rarest of the rare Brahma Jyoti  Diamond on His
forehead. Citing an example  he stated -  “if   the
said rare diamond is worn from one Vishuba
Samkranti to another Vishuba Samkranti  any
material or stone will melt” .  Possibly for the said
reason the gold chita studded with Brahma Jyoti
Diamond does not remain on the crown  of Lord
Jagannath through out the year. As per temple
tradition from one Snana Purnima (full moon) day
of lunar month Jyestha to the eve of  Sravana
Amabasya (new  moon) this diamond is not seen
on the forehead of  Lord Jagannath.  As per temple
tradition this rarest and unparalleled   gold chita
studded with jewel and diamond does not remain
on the forehead of the deities for about  45 days
in a year.

In 1978 a detailed list of gold ornaments
and other materials of Ratna Bhandar was
prepared.  In 1984  some valuable jewellery of
the deities were taken out from the inner Bhandar
for repair. Thereafter the inner Ratna Bhandar has
never been opened.

Susanta Kumar Dash, Special Secretary, GA & PG
Deptt., Odisha, Bhubaneswar.

Dr. Bhaskar Mishra, Former OSD, Law Deptt., Govt. of
Odisha, Bhubaneswar.
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Neelachal Dham, the glorious epitome of Rig
Veda on the eastern coast has been identified

as 'Prajnana Brahma' by Sankaracharya. The
creamy four great sentences (Mahabakyas) of Rig
Veda, Yajurveda, Samveda and Atharvaveda are
'Prajnana Brahma', 'Aham Brahmasmi',
'Tattwamasi' and Ayamatma Brahma' respectively.
'Prajnana Brahma' belongs to Aitareya, 'Aham
Brahmasmi' to Tejobindu, 'Tattwamasi' to
Chhandogya and 'Ayamatma Brahma' to
Mandukya Upanishads. The complete words
containing the Mahabakya of Aitareya Upanishad
is Prajnane Pratisthitam Prajnanetrolokah
Prajna Pratistha Prajnana Brahma. It explains

Secret Mystery of  Sri Daru Vigraha

                                                                                       Sudarshan Sahoo

that the one consciousness by whom all the living
and non-living selves have existed being created
from Hiranyagarbha is manifested into all. The
infinite metagalaxy is injected with the knowledge
of Paramatma. It is created from Him, managed
by Him, deluged into Him. He has caused the
metagalaxy to keep steady, though He is infinitely
minute. Sri Vishnu Puranam narrates :

Adharabhuta Viswasya api aniyam samaniyasam,
Pranamya sarba bhutastham Achyutam

Purusottamam.

(He is microfined into infinity in shape, still He
upholds the metagalaxy; obeisance to Achyuta
Purusottama.)

The infinite and inconceivable universe is
a great ocean. A single drop from anywhere of
the ocean tastes salty. The salinity is equal
everywhere. 'Prajnana Brahma' is the salinity of
this great ocean. It is depicted in the
Brihadaranyaka Upanishad, 'Idam
Mahadbhutam Anantam Aparam bijnana
ghana eba.' It means, this manifestative
extravaganza of the Creator is endless and
unsurpassable. Beyond Him there is nothing. In
Seventh Chapter of Gita, Srikrishna explains :

Mattah parataram nanyat kinchidasti Dhananjaya,
Mayi sarbamidam protam sutre mani ganaiba.
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( O Dhananjaya, nothing is beyond me. All are
intertwined with me like pearls in a thread). The
word 'Bijnana' is evolved from Bijnapti
(Exposure). As because he is pure exposition, he
is known as 'Bijnana ghana'. The precipitated
ocean water turns to a solid piece of salt. When
the piece of salt dropped into ocean, it mingles in
water losing its identity. The metagalactic
splendour are the solid pieces of the great ocean.
The solid forms as galaxies and universes are
precipitated from 'Hiranyagarbha'. Hiranyagarbha
is the intermediate blazed entity in between the
metagalactic ocean and precipitated pieces as
galaxies. At the end of a cycle of creation, deluge
grasps the celestial objects. The universes with
galaxies get lost in the Hiranyagarbha and
ultimately the Hiranyagarbha evaporates into the
cosmic infinity diminishing its glaze to zero.
Hiranyagarbha is infinite effulgence having no
definite shape. Such is the hymn scriptured in the
Yajur Veda (32:3) : 'Na tasya pratima asti yasya
nama Mahadyasa Hiranyagarbhah' means He
has no image. His name is glorious Hiranyagarbha.
Similar citation is in the 1st Canto of Srimad
Bhagabatam.

Lord speaks in the 15th chapter of Gita,
'Mameibanso jiva loke jiba bhutah sanatanah.'
It means the perennial part of God is present in
the body of creatures. Body is Nature and soul is
God. According to 'Sankhya Darshan' both soul
(Pradhan) and nature (Prakriti) are eternal. When
soul is encaged in a body, it is called 'Jiva'. The
Jiva is subject to suffer from worldly miseries. It
perishes in the endless cycle of births and deaths.
A physical form is called 'Khilya' or 'Khila'. It
interprets to an object which can be seen, touched,
weighed, measured etc. In alternative sense,
'Akhilya' or 'Akhila' is that which can't be seen
nor touched nor measured etc. The 'khilya'
evaporates into the 'Akhila.' This 'Khila' or galactic

splendour will some day mingle into the 'Akhila'
ocean. When the Almighty intends to create, the
effulgent Hiranyagarbha appears having no shape.
Then blazed precipitations take formation into
interstellar galaxies and immense number of
universes. Such created are the stars, suns, moons,
earths, air, water and other material factors. The
tenth 'Mandala' of Rig Veda scriptures :

'Tamah asit tamasa gudhamagre,
Apraketam salilam sarbama idam,

Tyachhenabhupilitam yadasit,
Tapasah tanmahina ajayat ekam.'

( In the foremost, it was densest darkness spread
all over like inconceivable ocean without symptom.
Nothing existed all around except deepest
nocturnal efficacy. The meditation of the Creator
culminated into effulgent precipitation evolving the
galactic bodies and the sky, stars, sun, moon, earth
etc. came into existence.)

In Mandukya Upanishad, Paramatma is
said to be quadruped- 'Sarbam hi etad Brahma
Ayamatma Brahma soayamatma chatuspat;'
means all are Brahma, this soul is Brahma, that
this soul is quadruped. In the first step, the physical
sensible soul with its seven organs and ninteen
faces enjoys the worldly matters. The seven
organs are seven 'lokas' namely Bhuh, Bhubah,
Swah, Mahah, Janah, Tapah and Satyah. The
nineteen faces are ten sensory organs, five lives
(Prana, Apana, Samana, Byana and Udana) and
four Antahkaranas (Mana, Buddhi, Chitta and
Ahankara). The Supreme Lord has manifested
Himself into this vast galactic exposure. In Vedic
term, it is 'Bijnana' which means exposure into
material being. So accordingly, a living body is
known as 'Bijnanamaya Atma'. The immense
galactic exposition is the first step of Paramatma.

The second step of Sri Purusottama is
'Swapnasthan Taizaso Hiranyagarbhah.' In
dream someone experiences happenings, events
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etc. which have no real existence. But they do
exist in mysticism. In modern science, it could be
explained in terms of astro-physics. The celestial
bodies are consolidated forms of some invisible
entity. After crores of years, time will come when
they will be finished as dead stars being lost in the
dark space. But their energy will exist as
transformed. When all the celestial bodies will be
finished, there will remain only invisible
transformed energy; but effulgent. In Vedic term,
it is 'Taizaso Hiranyagarbhah'. It is also known
as 'Abyaktah'. All features and forms are created
from this 'Abyaktah'. In the volume 'Brahma Sutra'
by Sankaracharya 'Hiranyagarbhah is identified
as 'Jyotischaranabhidhanat' which explains that
effulgence is one step of Paramatma. Apart from
this second step, there are more and higher
(deeper) steps. So this 'Hiranyagarbhah' seems
to wrap the Lord. In the 15th hymn of Isha
Upanishad, this wrapping is hymned :

'Hiranmayen patrena Satyasapihitam mukham,
Tattwampushanapabrunu Satya Dharmaya Drustaye'

( The face of Truth has been covered with the
sparkling effulgence. Hence, O Lord, kindly
remove that cover so that I can see the Truth and
its principles. Paramatma has been described as
"Hiranyagarbhah" in the 25th chapter of Yajurveda.
There is a chapter named 'Hiranyagarbhah Sukta'
in Rig Veda.)

The third step of Paramatma Purusottama
is 'Susuptasthana Ekibhutah prajnanaghana
ebanandamayo hyanandabhuk chetomukha
prajnah.' As during a deep slumber there is no
dream, so above 'Hiranyagarbha' there is
Paramatma beyond it. The stage of
'Hiranyagarbha' gets effulgence from Him. The
effulgence is the process of creation. In Vedic term,
it is narrated as meditation as written earlier. This
third step of Paramatma is zero effulgent, calm,
blissful, unstirred as in deep slumber. It is hymned
in Katha Upanishad (2 : 2 : 15), Mundak

Upanishad (2 : 2 : 10), Swotaswatar Upanishad
(6 :14) and Gita (15 : 12) apart from many
puranic scriptures that the sun, moon, stars,
lightening and fire are very insignificantly energised
effulgence of the Supreme Lord. So He is in the
third step and above. In third step, He is known
as 'Prajnah.'

The fourth step of Paramatma is,
'Amatraschaturtho abyabaharya
prapanchopasamah sivoadwaita ebamonkar
atmaiba sambisatyatmanatranam' - means the
fourth step is in alphabetic which can't be brought
under action or utilization, manifestationless, the
only one, insparkable, beyond mind-tongue and
blissful 'Siva tattwa'. The first three steps of
Paramatma are with modes of nature; the fourth
step is 'Aumkar Brahma' without modes of nature.
The devotee who desires to achieve Him
understanding this titled three steps and the fourth
as 'Aumkar', gets salvation into Him. When a
drop of water fallen into ocean loses its existence;
similarly  learned scholar having known Him loses
himself into Him. This truth is hymned in  the
Mundak Upanishad (3:2:8) :

Yatha nadyah syandamanah samudre astam-
gachhanti nama rupe bihaya,
Tatha vidwan nama rupad bimuktah
Paratpar purushamupeiti divyam.

(As the flowing river loses its name and shape
after meeting the ocean, similarly the learned
scholar having His knowledge gets salvation and
lost into Him).

The first three steps of quadruped
Paramatma is known as 'Aumkar'. The eighth
hymn of Mandukya Upanishad analyses these
three steps as A, U and M. The first step A
represents the vast metamorphic manifestation of
Lord, U represents the unmanifested effulgence
known as 'Hiranyagarbha' and the third M
represents His unmanifested-uneffulgent state. He
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is not subjected to expression; but can be
expressed only by 'AUM' which represents the
three modes of nature. He is beyond the modes.
When a devotee or meditator surrenders to Him
with pronunciation of AUM, he starts with A. A
represents the vast manifestation.  It gets lost into
U. U represents to effulgent Hiranyagarbha. The
meditator feels the physical world lost in the glaze
of 'Taizaso'. Having aimed his soul towards the
eternity, he feels escalated by losing bodily
experience. Next he slowly closes his lips
pronouncing M. This closure reveals that M is
grasping U into it. M is the ceasation of effulgence.
Hiranyagarbha is lost in M. In this stage, the
meditator is like in deep asleep when there is no
dream situation. M is scriptured as 'Prajna'.
Slowly the soul of meditator proceeds to the fourth
step where there is no alphabetical representation.
So this stage is having no pronunciation. From
the deep slumber, soul proceeds ahead and
above, where he meets the only one, 'Adwait
Brahma', the peaceful unstirred - blissful 'Tattwa'
of Parambrahma. From M, he crosses over a
nectarous bridge to reach Him. As such,
'Swetaswatara Upanishad' scribes :

'Niskalam Niskriyam Santam Nirabadyam
Niranjanam, Amrutasya Paramsetum
Dagdhendhanamibanalam.'

(He is manifestationless, actionless, peaceful,
unspoken and dirtless supreme bridge of nectar).
The concentration, consolidation of senses, mind,
wisdom and soul of the meditator is purely unstirred
as if a lamp flame in a windless place. He is like a
concentrated archer. The AUM is bow, soul is
arrow and the aim is Brahma. The Mundak
Upanishad scribes this bow-arrow example.

'AUM' kar Brahma Sri Jagannath - Sri
Purusottama Daru Vigraha-Abyaya, Abikari,
Abinasi, Anadi, Ananta, Adwaita, Asanga,
Akarta, Aprameya, Apratarkya, Aprajnata,

Abijneya, Anakara, Anadhara, Alakshana,
Anasrita, Akalpa and Akhandamandalakara
infinite pure ocean. The soul when encaged in a
body is called 'Purusha' or 'Jiva'. 'Purusha' is the
combination of two 'Kshara' and 'Akshara'. The
'Kshara' is the body of everyone and 'Akshara' is
secretely present in the body which is the tiny
undivided portion of Paramatma. As he is beyond
the 'Kshara' and greater than 'Akshara', he is
entitled as 'Purusottama' (Gita-15:18 and
Brihadaranyak Upanishad -2:3:1). The unstained
pure portion of ParamBrahma Sri Jagannath is
encaged in the human body as 'Jiva' is swimming
in the pool of three modes of nature, i.e. Sattwa,
Raja and Tama (Goodness, Passion and
Ignorance). Contentfully the 'Jiva' is enjoying the
juice of the three modes, sweetened by 'maya'
(Abyakta). It is the colourful illusory net of worldly
grandeur. Lord speaks in Gita, "my illusory power
of three modes is hardly penetrable. Whoever
prays me gets freedom from the illusion. "In
Saptasati Chandi" of Markandeya Purana the
deity  is prayed, 'O Narayani, obeisance to you,
the source of three modes of nature.' So 'Maya'
the deity power of three modes as 'Abyakta' is
the illusion which hypnotizes everyone. After
'Samudra Manthan' when there was a difference
between the gods and demons for nectar,
Sri Vishnu appeared there in disguise of an
undescriptive beauty 'Mohini' to settle the dispute.
Lord Sankar the great yogi could not resist his
thirst to enjoy the beauty and followed after her.
After a while, the illusion was over and Lord
Sankar felt his weakness. How can an ordinary
'Jiva' like man can understand the illusion of
'Maya'?

The human body is known as 'Kshetra'.
In Gita (13:1) the Lord explains that whoever
knows it, learned people call him 'Kshetrajna'.
Kshetra has nine gateways as described in
Swetaswatar Upanishad,'Nabadware pure dehi
hanso lelayate bahah'. (The swan is playing its
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pastime in the city of nine gates). These nine gates
are two eyes, two ears, two nostrils, mouth,
genitalia and anus. As because the soul is residing
in the body (Deha) it is called Dehi. The swan-soul
is playing in the Pura of nine gates. He is called as
Puri. According to this name of Sri Jagannath, His
location is also famous as Puri. He is Sri
Purusottama, hence Puri is known as 'Purusottama
Kshetra'. His gigantic temple has nine gates. Eight
gates in four directions on two boundary walls are
physical and the last one is metaphysical. The ninth
gate in human body 'Payu', has been described as
earth in different Upanishads. So earth is 'Koili
Baikuntha' where the Vigrahas get into after
'Nabakalebar' and it is the ninth one of 'Pura' of
Sri Purusottam. He is the swan in the temple-pond.

Sri Purusottama has manifested Himself
into five elements as 'Prapancha'. Yajur Veda
(32 : 3) reveals : 'Na Tasya Pratima asti yasya
nama Mahadyasa Hiranyagarbhah' - means He
has no statue. His title is Mahadyasa
Hiranyagarbha. He is the metaphysics of all the
interstellar objects, for whom they glitter. If an
image of Param Brahma is to be prepared, how
it will be formed ? He has no symptom, neither
beginning nor end. He is shapeless. How His image
will be shaped ? He is beyond knowledge. How
a material concept will be taken about Him ? He
is beyond the measure. What would be the statue
size ? Kena Upanishad (1 : 3) scribes, 'Na tatra
chakshurgachhati na baggachhati no mano
nabidmo na bijanimo' - neither eye nor tongue
nor mind nor wisdom nor knowledge reaches up
to Him. He is beyond them all. It is impossible on
the part of the encaged 'Jiva' to have knowledge
of Him. Swetaswatar Upanishad scripturises that
He has knowledge of every thing, but none have
knowledge about Him. He was only in the
foremost. His statuette is the precipitation of past,
present and future. It is entitled as 'Bijnanaghana'
in the Brihadarnyaka Upanishad - 'Idam

Mahadbhutam anantam aparam
Bijnanaghana eba.'

The entirity of intellect has been applied
to reach the unreachable entity of the Supreme.
Brihadaranyaka Upanishad scribes how could be
the appearance of Sri Purusottama; this could be
His countenance or that could be or some other
could be; such numberless anticipations have been
exercised. This is His appearance as like a cloth
coloured with turmeric, as like a white woollen
cloth, as like a velvet insect of red colour found in
rainy season, as like a flash of fire ...... Neti Neti
..... He is not like this, he is not like this ...... His
shape and countenance has no end ...... His name
is Truth of Truth ........, such indecisively His
conception of appearance has gone in darkness.

King Indradyumna recovered 'Daru
Brahma' (the divine log) from the sea after hearing
aerial voice. The log was sailing with its root
upwards and branches down (Gita - 15 : 1). It
had four branches earmarked with conch, wheel,
mace and lotus. The four branches symbolized
either the four Vedas or four steps of Mandukya
Upanishad or four principal arts of Chhandogya
Upanishad or the quadru-statues. King
Indradyumna felt undone how to worship the log
in the form of blue sapphire image as he has seen
Lord Neelamadhab. Ananta Maharana, an
extremely old man with age stricken bent body
assured to build the statue within twenty one days
inside the closed temple. He was carving to reach
the unreachable aspect of Kena Upanishad, to
precipitate the formless Hiranyagarbha theme of
Rig and Yajur Vedas and to materialise the
metaphysics of 'Neti Neti' of Brihadaranyaka
Upanishad. It was only the artistry of 'Prajnan
Brahma' from whom all the techniques of creation
originated. 'Ananta' 'Maharana' - these two words
mean the artist having neither beginning nor end.
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The word 'Brahma' means the oldest, the largest,
the most magnificent, the grandeurmost etc. after
which there is nothing greater. The age stricken
oldest body symbolises 'Brahma'. He was
compounding Upanishads for structuring the
Vigraha. In Swetaswatara Upanishad it is
described that Param Brahma is hidden in the
hymns of Upanishads.

What he must have built at first ?
'Chakshyusi eba prathame sambhabatah
sambhabat iti (Brihadaranyaka Upanishad.)' -
At first he probably must have built the eye which
represent illumination and in that light he would
have built the other organs of the statue. All the
Upanishads would have sung their own individual
magnificence following which He would have
continued the process. Swetaswatar Upanishad
would have sung, 'Apanipado jabano grahita
pasyati achakshuh sa srunotyakarnah' - He
has no leg nor hand. He finds without eye and
hears without ear. His hands, feet, head, eyes and
face are omnipresent. His knowledge is spread
everywhere. Isha Upanishad would have sung,
'Tadejati tannejati tad dure tadwantike' - He
walks and does not walk. He keeps away and
comes near also. While applying colours,
Swetaswatar Upanishad would have murmured,
'Ajameka Lohita Sukla Krishnam' - the unborn
one has three colours, i.e. red, white and black
representing the three modes of nature. The
Prasna Upanishad would have echoed about His
majestic abode, 'Tesamasou birajo
Brahmaloka' - His abode is pure, dirtfree and
magnificent Brahmaloka. Mundak Upanishad
would have reverberated, 'Ara iba ratha navou
sanghata yatra nadyah sa eso antascharate
bahudha jayamanah.' - the multi-born Param
Brahma resides there where all the nerves are
joined together  as like the bars of a chariot wheel.
In a commanding voice Brihadaranyaka

Upanishad would have nodded its head singing
'Neti Neti' - He is not like this, He is not like that,
authoritatively. While Ananta Maharana Himself
entered into the statue, Aitareya Upanishad would
have told soothing words, 'Sa etameba simanam
bidarjyaitaya dwara prapadyata' - He entered
into the body by tearing its 'simanam' (top of the
skull). Ultimately Brihadaranyaka has declared the
statue as 'Bijnanamaya atma'. Bijnanamaya
means visually exposed.

After 15 days king Indradyumna  opened
the closed temple. He discovered quadru-statues
as if incomplete. It is not in twenty one days, even
if it can't be completed after twentyone lakh crores
of years. All the Upanishads have finished their
store houses to feed Ananta Maharana. Himself
He is endless. How could His statue be
completed ? What done, is the maximum possible
all ending figure in never ending entity.
Sankaracharya has expressed in Brihadaranyaka
Bhasya that when Paramatma takes a physical
form, He must enjoy and suffer the worldly
hurdles, bodily pimples, results of action etc. He
plays wordly pastimes round the year. After a hot
summer, He takes bathe and suffers from fever
and receives treatment too. All the rules of nature
to a mortal body remains applicable to the
'Bijnanamaya atma'. When body gets old, the
soul relinquishes it to accept a new one. The
pastime of 'Navakalevara' is the replica of natural
law. Brahma ever is born nor dies; it is eternal.

All the four varieties of living bodies named
'Jarayuja' (born from ovary), 'Andaja' (born from
egg), 'Swedaja' (born from sweat) and 'Udvijja
(born from seed) have definite process in the birth
system. In case of creatures, secretly flesh, blood,
fat, skin, membrane, bone and marrow are
prepared in the mother's womb. After completion,
the body takes birth. The Bijnanamaya atma also
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enacts the same natural law. Each year after the
'Snana Yatra' (Bath pastime) the deities go into a
secret residence for fifteen days known as
'Anabasara'. Ananta Maharana toiled for fifteen
days in a living entity to make the Vigrahas. He
also does the same work in human womb for nine
months and ten days. The body is made with seven
elements like blood, flesh, fat, membrane, skin,
bone and marrow. In the 'Bijnanamaya atma' it
is called 'Saptabarana' (Seven Covers). King
Indradyumna was narrated by quadrufaced
Brahma regarding 'Saptabarana' with repeated
warnings as 'Top Secret, Top Secret'. As such the
Brahma present in the Sri Vigraha is marrow,
wooden statue is bone, campher coat is fat, sandal
- camphor -  musk - Kumkum combinedly applied
is flesh, red coloured cloth is blood, layers of white
cloth with sandal is skin, 'jhuna' - til oil - camphor
coating is regarded as membrane. All these seven
treatments are known as 'Saptabarana', secretly
performed execlusively by 'Daitapatis'. As per
nature, it is the work in the mother's womb. Hence,
naturally it is secret.

The first Balli of Taittiriya Upanishad
scribes that Param Brahma is the shelter place
for all. Soul traverses through eightyfour lakh of
births exhaustively. By virtue of good deeds of
several births, it has been rewarded with His best
of all, the human body. In this body, all the means
and ways have been provided to know Him, unlike
all others. He has gifted the ability to human being
to plunge into the infinite ocean of Param Brahma
for eternal rest. The metagalactic extravaganza is
the visible form of Paramatma. He is the
inconceivable ocean in the initiation. Thus are the
mysteries defined in the Upanishads. If we
consider the Vedas as ocean of milk, the
Upanishads are butter, and the ultimate essence
as ghee is Param Brahma Sri Jagannatha.

Sudarshan Sahoo, Sector-2/516, Niladri Vihar,

Bhubaneswar - 751021, M-9040501805.
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A pillar in the name of a gigantic bird 'Aruna',
who happens to be the charioteer of SunGod

is situated in front of the Sri Jagannatha Temple
at Puri. Puri, a pious place in the geography of
the world as it carries the residence of  the
supreme God, the Jagannath, very well known
as The Jagannath Dham. Jagannatha dhama
means the abode of Sri Jagannatha. In the  temple,
Srimandira the God of the Universe resides with
His family, and friends. In the ratna simhasan
(worshipping platform) his elder brother
Balabhadra, the only sister  Subhadra, Sudarsan,
Madhaba, Sridevi and Bhudevi  along with Sri
Jagnnatha are  remaining  present as Saptadha

Mahabharat maha purana.This is a paper which
trys to highlight on the Aruna  and Aruna stambha
just situated in front of the Lions Gate, the main
entrance of Srimandir (Puri), it’s origin  the
mythological expressions regarding the birth of
Aruna and the historical background of Aruna
stambha. The study also includes the size, etc.
along with the architectural and spiritual diginity
of the pillar.

Regarding the origin of Aruna stambha, it
is narrated in different purans like Mahabharata,
etc. (mythology ) where it is described that during
the creation of this living world, Brahma,the
creator took the assistance of Rishi Kasyapa to

Murtty  in seven numbers to  give
darshan to the  devotees.  Other
deities like Laxmi, Nrusingha,
Ganesha, Bimala and many other
Gods and Goddesses are also
residing in this temple permises.
Inside and outside the premises there
are two pillar like structures which
are named as Garuda  stambha
(inside the temple) and Aruna
stamba stays out side the temple.
Aruna and Garuda happens to be
the brothers born from the same
mother Binata one of the wives of
Rishi Kasyap as described in

create different kinds of living
beings and gave his daughter in
marriage with Rishi Kasyap. For the
purpose of creating feathered  birds
Kasyap married Binata. Later
Binata the bird  layed two
eggs.Since that days birds are laying
eggs instead of directly  giving birth
to their issues.

Even after five hundred years of
waiting the eggs were not ripend
and ruptured and so the birth of new
borns did not come in to existence.
Binata the mother bird was

Arun and The Pillar "Arun Stambha"

                                                     Dr. Prafulla Chandra Mohanty

Srutiswana Mohanty
Swadhina Mohanty
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impatient and so out of anxiety she forcefully
broken the outer skin of the first layed egg. From
the said egg a half formed creation of incomplete
body came out. The lower part of the new born
was deformed and a blood like creepling structure
with strong feathers  came out of the egg.The
offspring has no normal waist. So the creation
was called as Aruna. In Sanskrit, the meaning of
Aruna means the na uru or uruna, the waistless
creature.The new born baby Aruna angried and
cryingly cursed mother Binata who was fully
responsible for his untime delivery and so for his
deformed body  to lead a miserable life like him
be a dependent and to live like a slave for her
rest of the life.Then Aruna flied to the sky. As the
creature has no waist (uru-na or na-uru), the bird
was named as uruna or Aruna. Aruna later became
Aruna deva after engaged as the Sarathi,  in the
charioteer of seven horse pulled chariot of Surya,
the Sun God. Accordingly, it is seen that, daily
Aruna rises early in the morning in the eastern
sky with his soft orange coloured rays first before
the Sun rises and drives the chariot  of the Sun.
The instance taught a lesson the mother Binata
and  accordingly the second egg allowed for
normal fertility out of which Garuda deva born
and so Garuda  happened to be the younger
brother of Aruna. Aruna married to Gudhri
otherwise called as Syena and was  blessed with
two sons named Sampati and Jataayu. Sampati
and Jatayu were the two striking characters  of
Ramayan of Tretaya Yuga.

Aruna and Garuda, both were the
carriers of God Surya and God Vishnu
respectively. In India and also in abroad it is in
practice that in each and every sun temples Aruna
deva the charioteer’s pillar will first be worshipped
in Jagannatha Temple before worshipping the main
God Sun. This system is also applicable to all the
deities of Sanatan Hindu culture.The custom says
that 'service is greater than God' or 'service to

mankind is service to God'. Sri Aruna is a server
to  the whole Universe, as a great punctual
charioteer of the the great Sun God.  Duty is God.
The Veda equalizes the sun with the God like
Vishnu, Narayan and Jagannatha and gives Him
the supreme status. So a pillar in the name  Aruna
justifies its existence with the Supreme God Sun
and also in the outer permises of Lord Jagannatha
Temple at Puri.

The Aruna stambha is a monolithic pillar
of chlorite stone crowned by a squatting figure of
Aruna a bird like devotee.The height of the pillar
is 33feet and 8 inches. The pillar has a very
magnificent base carved with military scenes and
similar other martial arts. The monolithic chlorite
stone pillar has sixteen edged body. The capital
base is decorated by  some series of  lotus  flower
petals of two and half feet circumference in size
which looks very  attractive and beautiful. The
carvings on the plinth base are of the most
sumptuously descriptive, which is not seen
anywhere in  any other Indian temples and
monuments. The artistic pillar excluding the base
is of 25 feet 2 inches in height. The diameter of
the pillar is 2 feet and the circumference is exactly
of six feet and three point five inches. The  gigantic
Aruna Stambha stands on a very well artistic
pedestal of seven feet nine inches square and of
six feet height. The pillar also contains a capital
like structure  of 2.5 feet high over which en
elegant structure of a bird charioteer of Sun God
named Aruna stands with folded hands in a prayer
mood. The Aruna stambha in a total height of 33
feet and 8 inches looks very very beautiful with
its so long slim like blackish blue coloured pillar
made out of stone and all the time well decorated
with the very loveable coloured silk clothes,  petals
of Tulasi and flower garlands.The devotees
irrespective of their caste and creed bow down
their head to get the fruits of spiritual salvation at
these icons of God, it may be the Arun stambha
or the Garud stambha.
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Arun stambha was not originally built
infront of the Shreemandir, but it was built in front
of the Konark temple which is at a distance of 21
miles east of Puri.After the destruction and
disruption of  the  wonderful  Konark temple,
the Sun God temple was deserted as a broken
status for centuries together. Later under British
rule, the Arun Stambha was taken to Puri and
placed infront of the Lions Gate of  the great
Jagannath temple of Puri (Odisha). Regarding the
repositioned of Arun Stambha, the Madala Panji
(the calendar of facts of Shreemandir) describes
that, during the reign of Divyasingh Dev, the
Gajapati king the pillar was  transferred from
Konark to Puri in the first quarter of 18th century
by the active initiation of a Maratha saint
Brahmachari Gosain. A drawing of the Aruna
Stamba was prepared on 26th April 1815 at Puri
is now kept in the Indian office library of London.
Andrew Sterling a British officer who was in
Odisha during 1818 to 1822 has  mentioned that
the pillar has been brought from the famous
Konark temple about sixty years ago, by a
brahmachari inhabitant of Puri, of great wealth
and influence. The placing of the pillar Aruna
stambha in front of the temple of Lord Jagannatha
is quite appropriate. From the Vedic times, the
Sun God is considered identical with the God
Vishnu. The sun God of Srimandir and the Aruna
Stambha were taken from the deserted Konark
temple but later placed at Puri Jagannatha temple.
A specification can also be marked that the image
of Sun God and ArunStambha originally
constructed and worshipped at Konark were
transferred to Jagannatha temple of Puri and since
then continued their worshipping on  a regular
basis as it was done earlier at Konark.The British
Administrators tried many times to take the pillar
to Calcutta but due to the heavy weight and of
vast size of Aruna stambha they were not able to
shift. Perhaps it was the desire of the Almighty,
the Lord Jagannatha to keep the pillar with Him.

The pillar is a Masterpiece of art and
architecture which bears eloquent testimony to
the impeccable history of Odishan culture. On the
basis of architectural execution the date of this
pillar can be traced back to early part of 13th
century CE. The epigraphic facts on the Aruna
and the Aruna Stambha  thus attracts and
increases  the spiritual base of a visitor devotee
to get the solace  of a purposeful life, that is of
attaining  the peaceful salvation. Jay Jagannatha !
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Shree Jagannath Culture is a blend of opulence
and loveliness virtues. He is the monarch and

a lover also. The abode of Shree Jagannath is
broadly divided into two parts. The area from
Shree Jagannath Temple to Mausima Temple is
called the land of opulence an majesty. Lord
Jagannath is an administrator to rule the entire
world. Hence the Grand temple is considered as
Dwarika and Mathura. The land beyond
Badasankha to Gundicha Temple is considered
as the area of loveliness, charm and graceful
virtues. Hence such area is compared with
Brindaban and Gopa, the epitome of love and
emotion.

As far as the nomenclature of Sharadha Bali
is considered, such has Puranic, historical and
social facts. As per Puranic views, king
Indradyumna heard about Nilamadhab, the living
God from Bidyapati, the brother of the chief priest
of Malaba. Indradyumna proceeded towards
Neelachal kshetra to see the living God. But he
was so sad to see that Nilamadhab was
submerged in the huge sand heaps in a cyclone.
Indradyumna was burst to tears and proclaimed
to bring an end to his life. Monk  Narada appeared
before the king and advised him to pray Lord
Nrusingha with devotion i.e, ‘Shraddha’. King

Sharadha Bali, The Celebrated Sand

Prabhat Kumar Nanda

The area from  Mausimaa Temple to
Gundicha Temple is known as Sharadha Bali, the
celebrated sand fostering the emotion of love and
affection. Sharadha Bali area can be divided in
four parts as  follows :

A. The sandy area from Mausimaa
Temple to Gundicha Temple.

B. Gundicha Temple.

C. Indradyumna Pond.

D. The area adjacent to Gundicha
Temple i.e, Nilakantheswar Temple, Yajana
Nrusingh Temple and Rai Tota (Rasa Kshetra).

Indradyumna was successful in his mission and
Lord Nrusingha appeared before him with blessing
for construction of main temple. Since by the
intense love and devotion, King Indradyumna
could achieve the goal, the area was called the
sandy area of love and devotion i.e., ‘Shraddha’
or ‘Sharadha’.

Another school of Puranic thought believe
in the legend that, after the completion of main
temple and consecration of deities on the Grand
throne,  Lord Jagannath desired to grant  boon to
King Indradyumna. Kind did not ask for any
things but prayed that, there should be no living
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successor to him as he may claim for the credit of
construction of temple. Shree Jagannath agreed
to it. Queen Gundicha requested that, every year
the Lord should visit His birthplace. Shree
Jagannath was very happy and agreed to it. Further
he declared the temple as Gundicha Temple.
Lastly Shraddha Devi the mother of king
Indradyumna did not beg for any boon. She was
so overwhelmed to behold Lord Jagannath that,
she only continued to shed tears which were rolled
down on the sandy area. Lord Jagannath was so
pleased with her devotion that, He declared the
entire sandy area as Sharadha Bali. Hence the
area from Bada Sankha to Gundicha Temple is
named as Sharadha Bali area.

Historically it is mentioned that the area has
been named after Queen Shraddha Devi, the wife
of king Bhanudeva (King Narasingh Deva).

Earlier there was a river named as Malini on the
way from Shree Mandira to Gundicha Mandir.
Hence three chariots which were driven from main
temple were parked on the bank of the river.
Deities were taken to the other bank of river by
boats. Other three chariots were kept there for
the journey of deities to Gundicha Temple. Guru
Madhwacharya opined that, during the journey
of deities, the change of vehicle on the way is not
a sacred  practice. It brings displeasure to deities.
Considering such fact and to get rid of the
construction of six chariots, Shraddha Devi filled
up the river bed with sand and constructed a
bridge named as Balagandi. The River was very
deep, hence it was called ‘Bada Ganda’, i.e, deep
water area. As per public parlance ‘Badaganda’
has become ‘Balagandi’. Such bridge was
constructed in the year 1270 AD. Hence it is
believed that the area has been named as
Sharadha Bali as queen Shraddha Devi
constructed it.

It is mentioned in Rajabhoga history of
Madalapanji the chronicle of ancient history of
rulers (Gajapati) and Shree Jagannath Temple (At
Page-36) that king Narasimgha Deva of Ganga
Dynasty (1278-1307 AD) reclaimed the
confluence point of Banki. Earlier there were six
chariots.   After the reclamation of Banki river
confluence,  the Car Festival was managed by
three chariots. As per Odia Version,

“A Raja Banki Muhan Potaile

Chha Ratha Heuthila.

Nadi Potei Tini Ratha Karaile.”

During the year 1610, Keshomaru a ruler
caused devastation to three Chariots parked on
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Sharadha Bali. He set fire to all chariots. A number
of pilgrims lost their lives.

Indradyumna pond is considered as one
of the celebrated ponds out of five sacred water
bodies of Puri. Such water bodies are, the sea
(Mahodadhi), Sweta Ganga, Rohini Kunda,
Indradyumna and Markandeswara Ponds.
Indradyumna pond was created by the movement
of thousands of cows assembled near Gundicha
Temple during Yajna of main temple. It is believed
that, after taking bath in Indradyumna pond,
someone who visits Nilakantheswar Temple and
Yajna Nrusingha Temple with devotion, gets
Moksha (Salvation), the ultimate aim of the human
being.

Rasa Leela held in the month of Ashadha
during car festival  is another symbol of offering
love and affection by Shree Krishna to Gopis in
Raitota, a portion of Sharadhabali. Lord Jagannath
as Shree Krishna enjoys the Raasa Leela during
last three days of Car Festival, while adored in
Gundicha Temple. That is the only occasion of
Raas Leela in every year fostering the graceful
performance in memory of Gopaleela of Dwapar
Yuga. Hence Sharadha Bali is named as Nitya
Brundaban by scholars of Baisnaba Culture.

Socially the area of Sharadha Bali is
considered as the charm of Shreekshetra as a

departure from majestic opulence of main temple,
where Lord Jagannath is a Monarch, the husband
of wealth queen Lakshmi and being surrounded
by all Gods and Goddesses of the Universe.
Sharadha Bali is a place of peace, loveliness and
beauty. Apart from majestic and administrative
activities, every man requires loneliness, peace
of mind and joyful thinking. Sharadhabali provides
such virtues to Lord Jagannath  every year during
nine days visit to Gundicha Temple.

Lord Jagannath is performing graceful
activities known as Leela in Kalijuga as that of a
man. Hence his other name is Purushottam, i.e  A
Best Person. Hence Skanda Puran has described
the activities of Lord Jagannath as, “Shreesha
Manusa Leelaya.” Sharadha Bali is the epitome
of love, affection, devotion, faith and reverence
to the Almighty. Hence people have trust in the
glory of it and put the sand on their heads as that
of sandle paste.  Sharadha Bali is an oasis in the
desert of modern peace less atmosphere.

Prabhat Kumar Nanda, Chief Advisor, Shree Jagannath
Sanskruti Parishad, Atithya, MIG-I-227, Satyasai
Enclave, Lane-22, Kolathia, Khandagiri, Bhubaneswar-
751030.
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Maninaga Balabhadra was declared as
Rastradevata during the 6th century by king

Sambhuyasha king of North Toshali. This
Maninaga Balabhadra is known as Manishruynga
Baladev or SIDDHA BALADEV and Toshali
Kingdom named as Tulasi Kshetra.

Lord Balabhadra is known as the elder
brother of Vasudeva. Rebati Raman, Musali, Hali,
Kamapal, Kalandi Vedan, Pralaghna Achutagraja,
Bala, Rohineya, Nilambara, Sripani, Halayudha,
Baladeva, Balaram and Sankarsana are the
sixteen other names of Balabhadra. Kabi

Siddha Baladevjew and His Puja Ritiniti

Dr. Basudev Das

Jayadeva described him in the Geetagovinda as
Avatar or incarnation -

“Bahasi Bapusi Bishad Basanga Jaladavang
Hala hativiti milit Jamunavang
Keshabdhrutta, Haladhararupa

Jaya Jagadisha hare.”

Balaram worship was prevalent in
different parts of India. An interesting carving of
Balaram belonging to the 2nd or 3rd century AD
had been discovered from the Gwalior area at
Tumain. Thus, the locality of Gwalior state came
under the influence of Vaisnavism in the Saka
Kusan period of the early centuries of the Christian

era. One inscription on the wall of Nrisngha
Temple in the campus of the Sri Jagannath Temple
discovered by late S.N. Rajaguru reveals that in
the 37th Srahi of Anangabhima-III (1241 AD), a
Mahamandalika had donated lands for Amruta
Manohi Bhoga of two Gods namely
Balabhadradeva and Kamalak Shadeva (Sri
Krishna). It establishes the importance of worship
of Baladeva in the temple of Puri. Worship of
Baladeva is prevalent in different areas of Odisha.
There are some other Baladeva Jew temples like
Sri Baladev Jew of Jignipur near Salepur, Indupur,
Dhenkanal, Keonjhar etc. Sri Baladev Jew
Patapur under Dharmasala (Jajpur), Sri Baladev
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Jew of Garadpur (Kendrapara), Sri Baladev Jew
of Indupur (Kendrapara), Sri Baladev Jew of
Agarapada (Balasore), Sri Baladev Jew Manjuri
(Bhadrak), Sri Baladev Jew of Kupari (Balasore),
Sri Baladevjew of Keonjhar, Siddha Balaram of
Dhenkanal, Baladev of Dasapalla (Nayagarh).

There are many absorbing stories
associated with the History and culture of
Kendrapara. Tulasikshetra and Kendrapara are
interchangeable terms. Dr. N. K. Sahoo states
that around 602-03 AD Sambhuyasa had united
both Dakshina and Northern Toshalis. From this
Toshali the term Tulasi is derived. According to a
legend Balaram, the elder brother of Krishna did
not take any side when the Mahabharata battle
began between the Kauravas and the Pandavas.
He set out on a sojourn of the country. In course
of his journey, he came to Kendrapara region
where a demon named Kandarasura was ruling
over the area surrounding Lalitgiri and terrifying
the local people. Finding on way- out, people
appealed before Balaram, to save them from the
demon’s oppression. Taking pity on them Balaram
killed the demon and threw his limbs to various
places. The spots where his Body fell at

Kendrapara came to be known as Balagandi.
Kandarasura had a beautiful daughter. The Lord
was pleased with her humility and indicated that
he will marry her and make the place as his abode
to be known as Tulasikshetra during the Kaliyuga.
Until then you should wait as Tulasi. It is said that
the image of Balaram was discovered from a
garden of Tulasi plants in Balarampur near
Kendrapara.

Some scholars are of the opinion that
Kandarasura who was living in Chandikhole was
not a demon but an ardent Buddha arhat (follower
of Buddhism) and a tantric. He was the leader of
an aboriginal race like Kondha. According to his
name the place Kendrapara has been derived.

Scholars like. N. Mahalik, Prof. Balaram
Lenka, Prof. Brahmananda Das, Sribachha Nath
have stated in their writings that the name
Kendrapara is derived from one beautiful; musical
instrument Kendara. Kendara is played by
wandering Nath saint of Kendrapara. People
belonging to Nath cult are found in villages -
Taradipal, Choudakulat, Birasati, Chakrapur,
Chhachunia, Narasinghapur, Gopalpur, Kasoti,
Jadupur, Rajanagar, Nuagan, Haripur, Sorisgada,
Chandiagad, Nial etc. of Kendrapara distrct. King
Sailanath of Aul was from Nath cult. Mathas are
managed by Nath Mahantas. Nath saints of
Kendrapara have invented the musical instrument
‘Kendra’. Like the Troubadour poets of France
Nath saints have been the unofficial moral
preceptors of rural Kendrapara. They generally
move about from village to village and beg alms,
singing ballads like Tika Govinda Chandra,
Lakshmi Purana Suang, Mruguni Stuti etc. rich
with moral and spiritual lore to the tune of the one
stringed Kendara. The visit of Nath wandering
minstrels to a village with his quaint music and
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ancient ballads is an unforgettable event and leaves
a deep nostalgic impression in the psychology of
all Odia adults who find themselves wrenched
away from the rural environs of their childhood
days. Dr. Mayadhar Mansingh in his ‘A History
of Odia literature’ has aptly said, “As in many
other modern Indians literatures, in Odia also the
entire credit of ushering in modern literature
appears now, as a results of recent discoveries
and researches, to go these humble unostentatious
Naths who are a small but important and highly
respected sect in Odisha even today, completely
oblivious of the great national role they have
played.” Kendrapara is the cradle land of Nath
Cult. Nathas from Kendrapara have migrated to
other districts of Odisha. Hence it is plausible to
accept that the present name of Kendrapara is
derived from Kendra.

For the worship of Lord Baladev, one
temple was constructed near the present
Collectorate by King Anangabhima Deva-III,
Ganga Dynasty in the 13th century A.D. This
original temple was demolished by Khan-e-
Dourani (1663 AD), the then Subedar of Odisha
during the time of Aurangzeb. In 1761 AD the
present Baladev Jew temple was constructed at
Ichhapur during Maratha Rule in Odisha. It was
constructed by the king of Kujanga, Raja Gopal
Sandha / Gopinath and Sri Srinibash Narendra
Mahapatra, Zamidar of Chhedara Killa.

Temple Description

Sri Baladev Jew temple is one of the
historic temples of Odisha. The total area is
divided into two parts. First part includes different
temples and second part embraces a garden. The
boundary wall (Bedha) around the temple is 14
feet high.

1. Bada Deula or Manishrunga

2. Majhi Mandir or Bhoga Mandap

3. Jagmohan or Natya Mandira

4. Bata Mandir or Mukhashala.

Aruna Stambha of 40 feet high and four
feet girth is standing in front of the temple. The
Aruna Stambha is also known as ‘Astapanda’.
The height of the main temple (Sri Mandir) is 75
feet (23m) and width is 40 feet (12m). It is
constructed with heavy Baulamalia stones in
traditional architecture. At the top of the temple
‘Brahma Chakra’ and at the apex one white flag
is fluttering restlessly. Inside the main temple, three
deities of Sri Baladeva Jew, Sri Jagannath and
Devi Subhadra are worshipped on a dais named
as ‘Ratna Simhasana’. Other representative
deities are Sri Gobinda Jew, Mahalaxmi, Sri
Sudarsan, Sri Balagopal and Shalagrama.

The middle temple is bit shorter than the
main temple and it is constructed in 5 step
traditional architecture. There is ancient Garuda
Stamba inside Jagamohan. Sacred steps are in
front of it. Gigantic Stone status of lion and
elephant are in front of Batamandir of Mukhasala.
Navagraha statues are also there in Sri
Patitapabana and Kshetra Rakshak Sri Hanuman
inside the Batamandir. Idol of goddess Tulasi in
sitting position is there after the sacred seven
steps.

Apart from this, there are other temples
inside the boundary (Bedha). Those are
Astasambhu temple, Baikunthanath temple,
Kanak Durga temple, Padapadma temple,
Navagraha temple, Basudeva temple, Sri Ganesh
temple, Revati temple, Tulasi temple, Kalki
temple, Shadabhuja Gouranga temple & Sriram
temple.
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Other structures are Jhulan Gruha, Ratna
Mandap, Mukti Mandap etc. In the  Ananda
Bazar different types of prasads are available for
the devotees.

Car festival

The rituals and festivities of the temple
are observed in the lines of the ones followed in
Puri. The most important festival is the car festival
of Lord Balabhadra celebrated in June-July like
that of Puri. He moves in a magnificent chariot
called Taladhwaja Ratha with other deities
Jagannath, Subhadra and Sudarshan. This chariot
is 39ft (12m) in height 24ft (7.5 m.) in diameter
and has 14 wheels. Two Black and two white
horses are fitted in front of the chariot. The chariot
is colourfully decorated and pulled by devotees.

Total No. wheels : 14 (This signifies the 14
universes or Brahmada)

Height of the wheels : 6 feet 6 inches

Total No. of log pieces used : 113

The Height of the chariot: 67 feet

Height of Simhasana from ground level: 12 feet 6
inches

No. of horses: 4 (2 black and 2 white)

Names of the horses- Treevra, Ghora,
Dirghasharma & Swarnanava

The name of the flag (Neta): Unnani

Gods in front of chariot: Garuda & Hanuman

Gate Keeper (Dwarapala): Surya & Chandra

In Murdhi: Ketuprabha

At the door : Rudra

Chariot Keeper (Rakshak): Basudeva Sankarsan

Side deities (Parshwa Devata): Harihar, Tripurari,
Laxman, Siddha Vinayak, Nrushingha, Basudev,
Chamunda, Bhadrakali, Mangala, Banimangala,
Bhairavi, Chakra Basuli, Natabar, Durga,
Shesadeva.

Ratha Charana : Mahasiddha, Ulemi,
Garbhadhiswari

Ratha Sakti : Tunga, Turangabhadra, Prabha,
Suprabha, Dharitri, Bidhatri, Nanda, Surianda,
Rushipata, Angira, Poulastya, Pulaha, Agasti,
Atreya & Kashyapa

Ratha Kumbha :  Bhuban, Biswa, Purthibi

The other important festivals observed
here are Sri Panchami, when the deities are
decorated with Kanchi Kaveri attire (Besha).
Kartika Purnima is yet another festive occasion
when the whole temple is decorated. Festival of
Makara Sankranti, Mahabisubha Sankranti,
Shubarna Purnima / Gamha Purnima (Baladeba
Janma), Maghapurnima are also observed in the
Baladevjew temple.

Beshas:

Three deities of the Ratna Simhasana are
decorated with different types of costumes and
ornaments with basil leaves & scented flowers.
Some special costumes are organized on some
special occasions. Some of the costumes are :

1. Nitya Besha - daily

2. Nrusingha Shesadeva Besha - Baisakh
Sukla Chaturdasi or Nrusingha Chaturdasi

3. Gaja Uddharana Besha - Jyestha Purnima
or Devasnana Purnima

4. Sri Gundicha Raja Besha - Ashadha Sukla
Dwitiya
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5. Sri Raghunath Besha - Ashadha Sukla
Dwadashi

6. Gamhabhisheka Besha - From Sravana
Sukla Dasami to Purnima

7. Suna Besha, Janmastami Besha - Bhadrab
Dwadashi (Bamana Janma)

8. Radha Damodar Besha - from Kartika
Krushna Pratipada to Purnima

9. Kaliya Dalan Besha - Kartika Astami

10. Ekalaksha Tulasi Arpan Besha - Kartika
Sukla Navami (Amlan Banami)

11. Madhu Samhar Besha - Kartika Astami

12. Pralamabasura Samhar Besha - Kartika
Sukla Ekadasi

13. Garuda Arohan Besha - Kartika Sukla
dwadashi

14. Dwibinda Banar Besha - Kartika Sukla
Trayodashi

15. Bakasura Badha Besha - Kartika Sukla
Chaturdasi

16. Padma Besha - Kartika Purnima

17. Prathamastami Besha - Margasira Purnima
(Pandu Purnima)

18. Dhenuka Marddana Besha - Pousha
Purnima

19. Pushabhisheka Besha - Magha Sukla
Panchami (Panchami)

20. Kanchikaveri Bhesha - Magha Sukla
Panchami (Sri Panchami)

21. Kandarasura Badha Besha / Kandara
Marana Besha - Magha Purnima

22. Krushna Balaram Besha - Dola Purnima

23. Sri Raghunath Besha - Chaitra Purnima

There are arrangements for three main
offerings for the deities which are as follows:

Morning offering

Offering Pre-noon

Rice offering (Dwiprahara Dhupa) - Offering at
afternoon

Rice offering (Nisankhudi Dhupa) - Offering at
night

The Peetha of Lord Baladev in
Tulasikshetra has stood as a lighthouse of peaceful
coexistence. It is the melting point of all the
divergent religious cults harmoniously syncretising
the Nath Cult, Buddhist, Saiva, Sakta and Islam.
Lord Baladev is the symbolic representation of
such religious - cultural syncretism.

Dr. Basudev Das, Jaipura, Baladev Colony, Kendrapara
- 754211.
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The fame and popularity of the ‘Lord of the
Universe’ are largely due to the Car Festival

with its  three cars which carry Lord Jagannath
and His divine sister and brother, Subhadra and
Balabhadra  from their Great Temple (Bada deula)
through Puri’s Great Street (Bada danda) to the
Gundicha temple, their  summer residence for
about nine days. More than a religious festival,
the Car Festival is an eternal celebration of the
divine values of love and compassion, of equality
and fraternity.

               The history of the Car Festival of Lord
Jagannath, like the history of the cult, is shrouded

A Brief History of the Car Festival

                                                                                                         Balabhadra Ghadai

in obscurity. Annals and antiquities of Odisha do
not   give us a clear idea as to when actually the
Car Festival started at Puri. However, there is
evidence to suggest that Purusottama Jagannath
was worshipped in Puri long before the
construction of the present temple of Lord
Jagannath by Anantavarman Chodaganga Dev in
the 12thcentury A.D. The existence of the three
divinities i.e. Purusottama, Balabhadra and
Subhadra during the 12thcentury has been attested
by epigraphic evidence of the Narasimha temple
located in the inner courtyard of the Jagannath
temple. It is likely that the Car Festival was in
vogue during the 12th century or even earlier to it.

                The Anargharaghava (Sanskrit play)
of Murari Mishra refers to the Yatra of Lord
Purusottama which may denote the car festival.
Since the composition of the drama is assigned
to 10th or 11th century, we can safely guess that
the Car Festival was known during that period.
With the construction of a grand temple for Lord
Jagannath at Puri in the 12th century and other
temples subsequently, the   fame of Purusottama
Jagannath reached far and wide. During the
Ganga period Jagannath was honoured as the
State Deity of Odisha and the Ganga monarchs
from the time of Anangabhima Dev III (1211-
1238 A.D.) regarded themselves as the Rautas
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(Viceroys) of Purusottama-Jagannath. The  Ganga
empire  was considered as belonging to
Purusottama Jagannath (Purusottama
Samrajya). In such an atmosphere the Car
Festival must have been held on a lavish scale.

The earliest European account of the Puri
Car Festival was given by Friar Odoric in 1321
A.D. which runs as follows:

 'Annually on the recurrence of the day
when that idol was made, the folk of the country
come and take it down and put it on a fine chariot;
and then the king and queen, and the whole body
of the people, join together and draw it forth from
the Church with loud singing of the songs, and all
kinds of music and many pilgrims who have come
to this feast cast themselves under the chariot, so
that its wheels may go over them, saying that they
desire to die for their god…..'

             The Muslim historian Abul Fazl, one of
the Nine Jewels (Navaratnas ) of Akbar’s royal
court gives   a brief description of the temple of
Lord Jagannath and His Car Festival in the
following manner :

 'In the town of  Purusottama on the bank
of the sea stands the temple of Jagannath, where
the three  images of Lord Krishna, His brother
and sister made of sandal wood and set up there,
were washed six times every day and freshly
clothed; fifty or sixty Brahmin  priests used to be
on their feet in their service and each time (they
were washed and made to don new garments)
they were made an offering of large dishes of
food, the leavings of which were partaken by
twenty thousand people.'

He also refers to the car festival of Lord
Jagannath. 'The Brahmins at certain times carry
the images in procession upon a carriage of sixteen

wheels, which, in the Hindu language, is called
Rath; and they believe that whoever assists in
drawing it along obtains remission of all his sins.'

During the Mughal period the temple of
Lord Jagannath was considered one of the richest
temples of India. In Jahangir’s time it contained
properties worth two to three crores of rupees
and perhaps more. It was probably for this reason
that it was occasionally plundered by both Hindus
and Muslims. In 1610 A.D. a Hindu Rajput
Jagirdar of Cuttack named Kesodas Maru in the
disguise of a pilgrim, came to Puri while the Car
Festival was going on and occupied the temple.
The Gajapati King of Khurda stubbornly opposed
and used his military Paik forces, but was
defeated.

There can be no doubt that the holy shrine
of Lord Jagannath has not only drawn pilgrims
from across the country but also foreigners who
took considerable interest about the place and
the Lord. Mahammad-bin-Amir Wali of Balkh,
Afghanistan in his travelogue ‘Bahar-ul-Asrar’
gives the trustworthy accounts of Jagannath temple
of Puri and the Car Festival. The author witnessed
the Car Festival in 1626 A.D. He mentions that
'the Car consisted of ten wheels, the circumference
of each being 20 zira (cubit), the length  of the
chariot  being 60 yards and breadth 50 yards.
The height from the ground to the top would be
more than 80 Arrahs (a cubit, a fathom). The
idol known as Jagannath, was installed at the top
of pedestal and the tower of the chariot was
decorated with coloured silk. Nearly 500
devotees including those of Brahmins, Rajas and
Zamindars from different parts of the country
offered their services for making the procession
ready. About 100 Kalavantas (Rope pullers) and
Natis (Nachuni) were engaged for reciting
devotional songs to Hari and Govinda, and when
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the procession  moved, they also accompanied
singing and dancing on the way.'

As early as 1633 A.D., William Bruton,
the first Englishman to visit Puri observed that,'the
people were so eager  and greedy  to draw the
Ratha, that whatsoever, by shouldering, crowding,
shoving, heaving,  thrusting or any violent way,
could  but come to lay a hand upon the ropes,
they thought  themselves  blessed and happy.' The
same passion for drawing the Ratha or at least
laying a hand on the ropes, is still present with the
laity. This endows them with a sense of personal
identity as ‘Sevaka of Lord Jagannath. By simply
touching the rope that is, by being temporary
Sevaka’, they believe, all their vices may be wiped
out.

Thomas Bowrey, another missionary who
lived in India for a decade from 1669 A.D. has
given a vivid description of the car festival of God
Jno Gernaet (Jagannath).Many rich merchants,
Brahmanas  and  many others from  remotest parts
of Hindustan visited the temple. According to
Bowrey, ‘The main spectacle and purpose is to
behold their graven God Jno  Gernaet which at
such times is carried in a chariot (richly adorned
and of curious and costly workmanship) around
the Pagoda and through the broadest streets of
the town in great  triumph and with great
solemnities.

             The chariot is of exceedingly great
weight, being made of very solid wood, very rich
with much iron work thereon and finely engraven,
with the shapes of men and women dancing, as
also many hideous shapes of satyrs, bulls, bears,
tigers, elephants, rhinoceroses, etc. in so much
that it is so ponderous, that  although  it be fitted
upon 6 or 8 good Axle-trees, with good wheels
on each side, yet requireth more than  an hundred

strong  man to draw it along upon hard and smooth
ground (and this they accompt the Arke of God).

In the middle of the great Diabolical
Chariot, is placed their great patron Jno  Gernaet,
having the foremost hand open, fairly to be beheld
by many of the people, which in general they
endeavour to do, but more than one half  are
prevented  by the infinite multitude, in so much
that many of them are pressed down by the
crowd. And  which is both  stranger and more
incredible, many of them come  a great  many
miles to end their days here, under the wheels of
this ponderous, but accompted by them,  holy
Arke.’

We have also accounts of the car festival
of Puri as given by Alexander Hamilton who
visited Puri in 1708 A.D. As he had no opportunity
to see the Car Festival, his drawing is rather
imaginary. His accounts , based on second-hand
report, is as follows: ‘His (Jagaryant’s) Effigy is
often carried abroad in procession. Mounted on
a coach four storeys high …..they fasten small
ropes to the cable, two or three fathoms long, so
that upwards of 2,000 people have room enough
to draw  the coach, and some old zealots  as it
passes through the street, fall flat on the ground,
to have the honour  to be crushed to pieces  by
the coach wheels.’

The Marathas occupied Odisha in 1751
A.D. In 1753 Raja Jagannath Narayan Dev of
Paralakhemundi  asserted his claim to the Gajapati
throne by making an attempt to perform the duties
of the Gajapati   king on the temple car. He
reached Puri with his armed followers on 12th July
1753, when the return Car Festival was being
held. He ascended the Car in royal dress and
wanted to discharge the royal duties of the
Gajapati King. He did not, however, succeed in
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his attempt. In this conflict between the Raja of
Khurda and Narayan Dev, the Marathas came
to the rescue of the King of Khurda, and ultimately
they took over the Purusottama Kshetra including
the administration of the Jagannath temple in 1760
A.D. The Raja of Khurda, however, enjoyed his
royal privileges in the Car Festival. It is known
from the Gundicha Vije of Brajanath  Badajena
that the Raja, as the inheritor of Gajapati  legacy,
continued to perform the rite of Chherapahamra
(Sweeping  of the Chariots) during the Car
Festival. Further, the Raja of Khurda issued
Chhamu Chitaus (Royal Letters) to feudatory
chiefs of Odisha demanding their contribution to
the Car Festival, and thereby asserting his pre-
eminence among the Rajas of Odisha. The wood
required for the construction of the chariots was
supplied by the Raja of Daspalla. The feudatory
chiefs of Dhenkanal and Talcher provided iron
for the temple cars, while Ranpur supplied ropes
for dragging the chariots.

The British occupied Odisha in 1803
A.D. After the conquest of Odisha, the British
officer Harcourt with reference to the temple
remarked that, ‘’in a political light its value is
incalculable. In 1805 A.D., when Harcourt with
his party visited the car festival at Puri, he was
received by the pilgrims and priests with shouts
and clapping hands.’’ He has recorded his
impression as follows:

‘The concourse of the pilgrims exceeded
anything I have witnessed. It is generally believed
that at least five lakhs were present. As far eyes
could reach, nothing could be seen but the heads.
I was astonished at the order and regularity
preserved. There was not the least tumult or
disposition to violence.’

‘The images being placed in their cars,
the multitude drew them on, and   the facility with
which those stupendous carriage proceeded is
wonderful. Each idol much resembles the other
and the cars are also very much alike. They move
on sixteen wheels and are about sixty feet high.
They are handsomely ornamented.’

Andrew Stirling, Secretary to the
Commissioner at Cuttack during his stay in
Odisha, saw the Car Festival and recorded his
impression about the alleged custom of self-
immolation. In his article published in Asiatic
Research in 1825 A.D, he mentions: ‘During the
four years that I have witnessed the ceremony,
three cases only of these cases of self-immolation
have occurred, one of which I may observe is
doubtful, and should  probably be ascribed to an
accident; in the other, the victims had long been
suffering from some excruciating complaints, and
chose this method of riding themselves of the
burden of life in preference to other modes of
suicide, so prevalent with  the lower orders under
similar circumstances.’

In 1837 A.D. James Fergusson witnessed
the celebrated festival in honour of Lord Jagannath
and has given an informative account in his book
‘Picturesque illustration of Ancient Architecture
in Hindostan, published in 1847. He attributed
the fame of Puri temple not indeed, so much on
account of its architectural magnificence, as on
account of the celebrated festival in honour of the
presiding deity.’

‘The fashion of giving the gods an airing
in cars or raths, is by no means peculiar to the
worship of Jagannath at Puri. In south of India in
particular, all the gods and goddesses keep their
carriages, but nowhere have I seen any so large
as these, nor any festival that I have seen  so well
attended.’
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There are several reports of the Car
Festival in the 19th century by missionaries, civil
servants and visitors to Puri. The travellers from
the West who gave their impression about the
festival, hardly comprehended its meaning and
significance. Those who spoke about the
‘monstrous cars’ or the ‘horrors of the festival’
could not appreciate this solemn ceremony from
the prospective of the Hindu devotees.

Literary works like the Brahma Purana
(12thcentury), Purusottama Mahatmya of  the
Skanda Purana (13th-14thcentury), Yatratattva
of Raghunandan (16 thcentury), Niladri
Mahodaya (18th century), Bamadeva Samhita
(16th century)etc. offer  interesting insights into
the rituals of the Car Festival and their religious
significance. Sevaral writers have also composed
works in Odia, Sanskrit and Hindi on the theme
of the Car Festival. Among   such works, mention
may be made of Bhaba Samudra of Odia seer-
poet Balarama Dasa (15th century), Mahabhaba
Prakash of Kanhei Khuntia (15thcentury),
Basantosava Kavyam of Haladhar Mishra (17th

century), Gundicha Champu of Bakravaka
Chakrapani (18th century), Niladri Mahotsava
of Lokanath Bhramarabara (17tscentury) and
Gundicha Vije  of Brajanath Badajena (18th

century). Pandit Narahari   has composed a
commentary on the Meghadutam of Kalidas
entitled Bhrama Prakasika Tika in which he has
interpreted the text in the light of the Car Festival
of Lord Jagannath. In the Ganga

Vamsanucharitam by Basudeva Rath (18th

century), an interesting description of the Car
Festival   is   given. Similarly, Kosalananda Kavya
written in 1663 A.D by Pandit Gangadhar Mishra,
is a major historical Mahakavya of Sanskrit
literature in which the Car Festival of Puri is
described in a very vivid manner. However, the
poet expresses, despite his profound scholarship,
his inability to describe this Ghosa Yatra which,
he feels, it is humanly impossible to see, hear and
narrate in its totality.

As discussed, the Car Festival  is not only
a colourful display of the Hindu religion and an
occasion for offering unrestricted devotion to the
Lord of the Universe, Jagannath, but it is also an
occasion for the sense of fraternity and ecstatic
involvement of the masses closing all barriers of
our multicultural and multi lingual Indian society.
In the path of devotion it is believed that having a
glimpse of Lord Jagannath on the chariot is
considered to relieve us of all sins, and paving the
way to liberation. Even a touch of the chariots or
the ropes with which the devotees pull the chariot,
is considered auspicious and is equivalent to
several pious deeds. Such is the spiritual
significance of the Car Festival of Lord Jagannath.

Balabhadra Ghadai, Former  Principal,   M.K. College
Khiching,   Mayurbhanj, E-mail : ghadaibalabhadra77
@gmail.com.
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The word ‘Purusottama’ generally stands for
Vishnu in literature but in Vaishnava

philosophy, it signifies a special deity that
represents different forms of Vishnu like
‘Narayan, Madhab, Damodar, Sri Krishna etc.
Darubrahma Sri Purusottama has been
worshipped in Srimandir, Puri from ancient times
up to 13th century AD. Then, He is popularly
accepted as Sri Jagannath. The exact date of
consecration of Sri Purusottama in the temple
is still an imagination and not a conclusive
evidence, because history fails to provide the
exact time line. Sri Purusottama Himself is a
mystery and His Lila (diversion) is more

mysterious. He is the Lord of the Universe and
above all, the Gods and Goddesses. He is Anadi
(without a beginning), Anakar (formless), Ananta
(eternal), Nirakar (empty) and the Brahma (the
Supreme Being) or the mystic syllable of AUM.
The temple of Sri Purusottama Jagannath is
Srimandir, Puri. This is a famous tirtha (a sacred
shrine) named as Sankhakshetra, Purusottama
and Nilachaladhama. Even Brahma, the creator
fails to ascertain the beginning and end of Sri
Purusottama-Jagannath. So, it is beyond the
imagination of a common man to describe His
Superhuman power in words. Sri Purusottama-
Jagannath nourishes the whole Universe. He

takes away the sorrows and sufferings, kills the
demons, protects the innocents and establishes
Dharma on the Earth. In the beginning, Daru
Brahma is Sri Purusottama and later He is Sri
Jagannath. It is nothing but His will and one of
the diversions. In course of time Lord
Purusottama-Jagannath has become popular
as Sri Jagannath from 13th century AD.

Sri Mandira, Puri is famous all the world
as a sacred shrine and the holiest. Generally, the
famous religious places are named after the
presiding deity. The examples are Rameswar,
Badrinath, Nrusinghanath etc. Similarly, Puri is

Sri Purusottam - Jagannath :
Assimilation of Myth and History

Dr. Sarbeswar Sena
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commonly known ‘Purusottama’ for Sri
Purusottama-Jagannath of Srimandir.
Purusottama is gradually called ‘Purasthama’.
Years passed by and ‘Purusottama’ is converted
to ‘Puri’. Today the word ‘Purusottama’ does
not mean the deity Sri Purusottama and
‘Purusottama’ is accepted the Purusottama
Kshetra.

The main source of Purusottama is the
Vedas. In Purusa sukta it is described that the
chief God is ‘Purusa’. This word Purusa
indicates three meanings - (1) Byakti
(manifestation), (2) Jibatma (the soul),
(3) Paramatma (the supreme spirit). Purusa
sukta also narrates that Purusa has countless
legs, heads and eyes. He covers the whole
Universe. He is omnipotent, omnipresent and
omniscient. His existence is from the beginning of
creation and even before. He is Paramapurusa
and the Lord of the Gods. From Parampurusa,
Virat (the first progeny of Brahma) is originated
and from this source Jibatma (soul) created. This
Virat is present in Deva (the god), Manusya
(human being) and Pasu (animal).
Paramapurusa has prepared the Earth and the
body. Purusa of the Vedas is Sri Purusottama-
Jagannath. In another sukta (hymn), the Rig
Veda clearly speaks of Darubrahma
Purusottama, “Adou jaddaru plabate
sindhohpare apurusam, tadarbhaswa durhano
tena gaccha parastaram.” (Rigveda, 10-15-
03)

Shayanacharaya, well versed in the
Vedas describes, ‘The body of the God floating
on the waters, no one is its builder. For this, He is
a Apurusaya. By worshipping this Daru Devata,
a devotee attains salvation.” The four deities i.e.
Balabhadra, Jagannath, Subhadra and

Sudarshan are the imagination of four legs of
Purusa of the Vedas. It is presumed that Daru
Brahma Sri Purusottama-Jagannath has been
worshipped in Sri Kshetra from the Vedic age
and before. Darubrahma is also mentioned in
the ‘Swetaswetara’ and Kaibalya Upanishad,

“Jasmat param naparamasti kimchit
Ja smannaneeyo na jyotirasti kaschit

Bruksha iba stabdha dibis ekastenedam
purnam purushena sarbam.”

(From whom there is no big no small,
from whom there is no superior no separate, He
is one and unrivalled. He is immovable like a tree
and full of greatness of its grandeur.) and by that
Purusa, the Universe is completed. So, it is said,

“Apanipado jabanograhita
Paschadya chakshyuhsa srunotya karnah

Sa betti bedyam na cha tatsyasti cheta
Tamahuradhyam purusham mahantam.”

(He has no legs, walks fast, no hands but
receives. He has no eyes, but looks at the whole
world, no ears but lightens to the prayer of the
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votaries. He understands all but nobody
understands Him. People address Him
‘Purusottama’). He is,

“Apanipadoham chintyashakti
pasyamyachakshyuscha srunomya karnaha

aham bijanami bibiktarupah n chasti be
suktas tta mamachit sadaham.”

It is clear from the Vedas and the
Upanishad that Sri Purusottama has been
adored in Srikshetra from the time immemorial
and later, He is worshipped as Sri Jagannath.
The name of Lord Jagananth is written in
Utarakanda of the great epic, the Ramayan that
Sriramchandra, at the time of His eternal sleep
blessed Bibhisan, the younger brother of demon
Ravan and advised him to worship the family god
Jagannath of the Ekhwaku dynasty.

“Kanchanyad baktrumichhami
rakshyasendra mahanagha

Pujayashree Jagannathamikshyaku –
kuladevatam.”

Accordingly, among other rituals of Sri
Jagannath, ‘Bibhisana Bandapana’ is also
important one and it still continues without any
interruption.

The description relating to Sri Jagannath
is there in the Shantiparba of the
‘Mahabharata’.

“Naraden tu sampraptah sarahasya
sasamgraha

Eppo dharmah Jagannathat sakshyata
Narayanat nrupah

Eba mesho mahadharmah satat purba
nrupottamah

Kathito hari geetasu samasabidhi kalpitah.”

From these narrations the antique of the
Jagannath religion is well imagined. The essence
of Purusottama tatwa (substance) is analysed
in the Bhagabad Geeta and the name of
Purusottama is written,

“Dwabimou purusou
lokekshyaraschakshyara ebacha

Kshyarah sarbani bhutani kutatmetyu
dahrutah,

Yasmat kshyaramatito-ham kshiradapi
uttamah

Atosmi loke vede cha prathitah
Purusottamah.”

 Purusottama is renowned in the Vedas
and is very much popular among the people. The
devotees address Him Purusottama and from
the point of the Supreme spirit He is
Purusottama. The same theory is philosophically
described in the Bhagbad Geeta. This is the
opinion of a great litterateur, Nilakantha Das.
The verses Ananta, Debesha and Jagannibas
are related to Balabhadra and Jagannath.
Keeping in view the above facts, it is clear that in
Loka (one of the three great divisions of the
Universe) is Purusottama and from the angle of
knowledge of truth He is Purusottama.

Some ancient literature like drama and
mythology bears the story of Sri Purusottama-
Jagannath. History is not silent in this respect.
In the ‘Natyashastra’ of Bharata, an important
episode is Laxmi Swayambar (a form of
marriage in which a maiden chooses her husband).
Urvashi (the heavenly nymph) acts as Laxmi.
While delivering the dialogue Urvashi by mistake
utters ‘Pururaba’ instead of Purusottama.
Bharata is annoyed and has cursed Urvasi.
Hence, it is justified to say that-during the times
of Bharata, Purusottama Kshetra had become
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prominent. Matsya Purana is the oldest
mythology written before the 3rd century AD. This
mythology says, “Gayayatha mangala namo
bimala Purusottama.” It indicates that during
the 3rd century Sri Purusottama was popular. In
a copper-plate grant of Raja Sridharana of
south-east Bengal, Sri Purusottam is depicted
as Srashta (the creator), Dhata (an epithet of
Brahma) and Samharkarta (the destroyer).
According to some historians, this copper-plate
grant is of 7th century A.D. and by this time Sri
Purusottama has been famous. Some historians
opine that Sri Vishnu Purusottama is worshipped
at Puri but not elsewhere in Bharat Varsha. They
have not hesitated to say that Purusottama
mentioned in the said copper-plate grant is of Sri
Kshetra, Puri and by 7th Century AD the place
has become a popular sacred shrine. In the
Neulpur edict of Subhakumar Dev of Bhoumya
dynasty provides an important information that a
Brahmin named Purusottama donated landed
property to another Brahmin Balabhadra. It is
believed that in the 7th century Purusottama and
Balabhadra were very much popular Gods.
Murari Mishra, a famous dramatist and poet of
9th century AD has written ‘Anargha Raghaba’.
Purusottama is the tutelary deity of Murari
Mishra and his drama is staged in Purusottama
Mandir and no doubt that Purusottama Mandir
is Sri Mandir, Puri.

Hence, it is inferable that Purusottama
is known in Tribhuban i.e., heaven, earth and
nether regions by 9th century and has been adored
as Ramaraman or Laxmikanta (the husband of
Laxmi). Record says that Jagad Guru
Shankaracharya came Puri to have a Darshan
of Sri Purusottama in the mid of 8th century. If
Purusottama Kshetra would have not been
prominent, Shankaracharya may have not come

to the sacred shrine. He has preached the doctrine
of Adwetabad (Pantheism). For many years the
images of Shankaracharya and his disciple
Padmapadacharya were on the Ratna
Simhasan of Srimandir and in 18th century A.D.
those images were shifted from Ratna Simhasan.
Purusottama, a prominent lexicographer of
Utkal has included Jagannath in the forms of
Vishnu in his dictionary ‘Trikanda Shesa’. In his
times Jagannath has been venerated as the Vedic
God. Madalapanji, the chronicle of Srimandira
is the valuable document of Sri Jagannath though
in certain places some exaggerations are marked.
Many historians refer to this while writing the
history of Srimandira and Sri Purusottama-
Jagannath. In this chronicle, the episode of
Raktabahu's attack on Sri Mandir is described
that Gajapati king and the priests were not able
to give protection to Sri Purusottama-
Jagannath from the attack of the furious and
powerful invader Raktabahu and compelled to
hide the Trinity – Balabhadra, Jagannath and
Subhadra under the earth at Sonepur. The Raja
Jajati (I) of Soma dynasty has consecrated the
deities again on Ratna-Simhasan and constructed
a new Jagannath temple at Puri. This is clearly
mentioned in the Madalapanji and the historical
truth is yet to be established because not a single
concrete document like copper-plate grant is
made available to this effect. The Raja
Gangeswar Anantabarman Chodaganga Dev
renovated the old, shrivelled temple and
constructed a new one. This is written in
Rajrajdev copper-plate grant. This historical
document says,

“Prasadam Purusottamasya nrupteh,
ko nama karttum kshyamah tasye tyadya

nrupairupekshitataya, chakredha
Gangeswarah.”
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It signifies that Jagannath temple, built
by Chodogangadeva is not the first temple.
Jajati Mahasibagupta-1 has constructed it
beforehand. It is pertinent to mention that during
the reign of the Ganga dynasty Sri Purusottama-
Jagannath has become very much popular.

Rudrajamala a famous Tantric scripture
is written in the 10th century AD. This scripture
speaks,

“Sa Pasyati Jagannathanam
Kamalorugatam Harim.”

In other Tantric scripters, the name of
Jagannath is also mentioned. Krushna Mishra is
the writer of the drama ‘Prabodha
Chandradwaya’. In his drama he has described
about Purusottama kshetra. Krushna Mishra is
a brilliant erudite in the royal court of the Raja
Kirtiburma from 1050 to 1070 AD. The theme
of the drama is a fight between Vishnubhakti and
Mohamoha. The envoy narrates before
Mohamoha about Purusottama kshetra and the
temple of this kshetra,

“Atra prabisati patrahastapurushah.
Purusah ahamukuladeshadagatoasmi.

Asti tatra sagar bela sannibese
Purusottamasadditam devayatam.”

It is prominent that Purusottama
Kshetra was renowned during 11th century AD
and before Chodagangadeva there was a temple
for Purusottama. In the Kalidinda copper-plate
grant of the Raja of Chalukya of Eastern region
it is inscribed that Brahma has taken birth from
the naval-lotus of Purusottama of Sridham.
Sridham indicates Purusottama kshetra.
Pujaripali rock inscriptions of Gopal Dev of
Madhya Pradesh and Nagapur eulogy of
Laxman Dev, the description of Purusottama
is well marked. Gopal Dev has ruled over

Vilaspur region towards the end of 11th Century
A.D. He has built any of the temples of
Purusottama. He is praised as Purusottama for
his bravery and heroism. The eulogy of Laxman
Dev of Nagpur is also compiled in 1104 AD and
the name of Purusottama is found there. During
the 12 th Century AD the fame of Sri
Purusottama-Jagannath spread over Bihar and
this is observed from Govindapur rock-
inscription. It states that Rudraman was the Raja
of Gaya, Bihar. His poet Laureate was
Gangadhar. His father Manorath had been to
Purusottam Kshetra on pilgrimage (1210),
completed the obsequies in the honour of his
deceased ancestors on the day of Lunar eclipse
and donated all his riches.

Another event, related to Purusottama
Dham is that a temple is on the top of the hill
Maihar, built in the memory of Damodar and
offered to Devi Sarasvati. A rock inscription is
on the body of the temple and it reveals that
Damodara had been on pilgrimage to
Purusottam Kshetra of Udrarastra. He lost his
life while bathing in the sea at Puri. His father was
deeply shocked for this woeful mishap and
constructed the temple in the memory of his
departed father. The Manihar rock inscription is
of the mid of 10th century A.D. and before that
Purusottama Kshetra has had its high
reputation. Pilgrims from far and near, even from
Madhya Pradesh were attracted towards this
tirtha for salvation. It is also mentioned in the
Tantrik Scripture that a devotee achieves
chaturbarga (Dharma, Artha, Kama and
Moksha) if worships Purusottama. From the
above discussion, it is clear that before 12th

century the name ‘Purusottama’ was very much
popular and Sri Purusottama was the most
familiar name all over Bharat Varsha.
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From the 13 th century AD Sri
Purusottama is venerated as Sri Jagannath and
from this century the deity Purusottama has been
accepted as Purusottama kshetra. Nilamadhab,
the deity of the Sabar tribal becomes the God of
the Aryans and named Sri Purusottama. Equally
some Gojapati kings have presented themselves
as the servant of the Almighty Sri Purusottama.
Anangabhima Dev-III has declared himself as
‘Purusottama Putra’ (the son of Purusottama)
and his empire ‘Purusottama Samrajya’. It is
made clear that from 13 th century Sri
Purusottama is accepted as Sri Jagannath and
Purusottama is confined to the Kshetra only.

Sri Purusottama has been worshipped
in Srimandir with Kamala or Laxmi from the
beginning. This is narrated in some mythologies,
scriptures, dramas and other pieces of literature.
Different Tantric scriptures also speak the same,
‘Kalarugatam Harim’. Among Jagannath-
trinity Devi Subhadra is Kamala. It is established
in ‘Skanda Purana’, “Tasya Saktiswarupeyam
Bhabani Stree Prabartika.”

Devi Subhadra is accepted as Durga,
Bhubaneswari and Khambeswari. Some
historians have given different opinions that Sri
Balabhadra was associated with them and
Jagannath-trinity created. The other names of
Balabhadra are Shankarsan, Ananta,
Shesadev and Rudra. There is a shield on the
body of the Sun Temple, Konark and the image
of Jagannath, Durga and Shiba are engraved.
It indicates that Subhadra is Durga and
Balabhadra is Shiba. Chodagangadev is the
worshipper of Siva and during his rule the trinity
in Srimandir are consecrated in Srimandir. From
the beginning, Sri Purusottama with Kamala are
worshipped and it is not a concrete fact, but an
imagination only. The name Hali, Chakri and
Subhadra are in the Pataleswar edict. Sourism

in Utkal is also popular. The world famous
Konark temple is built by Narasingha Dev. Some
are of the opinion that worship of Sun was
introduced and Sri Sudarshan is the symbol of
Sour worship. Sri Jagannath-trinity is converted
into Chaturddha Murtti – Balabhadra,
Jagannath, Subhadra and Sudarshan. For some
Sri Sudarshan is Nrusingha. Mythology says that
Nilamadhab gave a vision in the form of
Nrusingha to Maharaja Indradyumna.

 During Nabakalebar rituals the Daru of
Sudarshan is consecrated by the recital of
Nrusingha-Mantra (a Vedic hymn). Some
similarities are visualised between Nrusingha-
image and Sri Sudarshan. The passionate
semblance of Nrusingha is imagined in the form
of Sudarshan.

From the above analysis it is believed that
Sri Purusottama is the Adidebata (the 1st God)
of Srikshetra. He is the Sovereign Emperor of
the Universe. The Jain-chief is called
Purusottama by Jains. It is speculated that
originally Purusottama is a Jain word. In course
of time the worshipped god, Daru of the Sabara
tribal has become popular as Purusottama and
it is an assumption only. Hence, hundreds of
mythical facts, events and stories are related to
Sri Jagannath-Purusottama. But history is very
feeble in this regard. A devotee gives less
importance to logical episodes rather than
mythological events. For him, Lord Jagannath
is only Jagannath and in his body, mind, spirit
and soul. Every event that occurs in this Universe
is His will and diversion. A devotee seeks salvation
and that is all for him.

Sri Purusottama-Jagannath nourishes
the whole Universe. He is very much kind hearted
towards his devotees. He establishes perpetual
peace on the Earth. He is the Almighty and the
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greatest. He is the apotheosis of humanism, a cult
of universal brotherhood, love, tolerance, equality
and fraternity. Every religion lost its identity in
Jagannath religion. To be very particular,
Jagannathism is the synthesis of Vaishnavism,
Shaktism, Shaivism, Sikhism and Sauraism.
Really Purusottama-Jagannath is the Lord of
the Universe.

Sri Jagannath is always with his devotees
and sleepless for them. Any moment He is prayed
provides mercy. He is the ocean of kindness and
piety. He is the only God of providing Kaibalya
(salvation). Simply uttering His name is sufficient
for achieving Moksha.

His blessings are poured on the human
race. It is humbly prayed before Sri

Purusottama-Jagannath, the Lord of the
Universe:

“Jay Jagannath Swami,
Nayan Pathagami Bhaba Tume.”
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The Whole Universe
Is in your Hands, Lord,
You are its theme
I join my hands with devotion
And lay down on your Lotus feet
for the same !

You are the drop, you are the ocean,
You are the whole water
And also the Land.
The world is naught
Without you
So also life.

You are darkness, you are the light,
You are sign of life,

Let Your Grace Be On Us
Hansanath Muduli

You are sorrow and also you are Happiness.
Only your name can
Destroy the sorrows
And enlight happiness.

So you exist in the lips of people, Lord,
Please show true path
To all in this planet.
Let your grace be on us
And also on
Heads of all the lives.

Hansanath Muduli, Khandagiri (Dumduma – A),
Bhubaneswar-751030, E-mail: muduli.hn @gmail.com,
M - 9777968719.
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The scarf known as Khandua Pata woven with
the sacred lyrical text of the famous devotional

epic The Geet Govind composed by the poet
Jayadev bears significance in the Jagannath cult
as Lord Himself is very much fond of this scarf.
Jayadev was a great Sanskrit poet, who
composed the famous Geet Govind in the 12th

century AD. This poetic work depicts Rasalila
of Radha and Krishna. The cantos of the Geet
Govind are melodious. Lord Jagannath listens to
the cantos of this sacred text at His bed time in
the temple. Tradition has it that the cantos of the
Geet Govind are sung in the temple as a ritual at
the time of Bada Singhar Besha (bed time

decoration). During this Besha the Devadasis
(temple danseuse) sing the cantos of the Geet
Govind and perform dance to the sweet tune of
the sacred text. After listening to the sacred cantos
Lord Jagannath goes to bed.

When the Bada Singhar or Bada Srungar
Besh is done, Lord Jagannath is bedecked with a
kind of scarf, which is called Geet Govind
Khandua Pata as the sacred cantos of the famous
Geet Govind have been woven on the sarf. Lord
Jagannath is decked with this specially designed
scarf as a mark of affection to his beloved devotee
Jayadev.

There is a story behind the Geet Govind
Khandua Pata. One day Jayadev wanted to offer
a scarf, woven with the famous cantos of the Geet
Govind, to Lord Jagannath. It was his long-
cherished hope. Since he was living in his village
at that time, he went to the weavers of his village
and opened up his wish before them. The weavers
endorsed his wish and agreed to take up the
weaving work of the special scarf with cantos of
the Geet Govind. The condition was that Jayadev
would sing the cantos of the Geet Govind and
weavers do their work. Accordingly the work
started. With sincere devotion to Lord Jagannath
Jayadev used to sing the cantos and the weavers

Lord Jagannath and
Geet Govind Khandua Scarf

Dr. Dibyajyoti Moharana
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weave the scarf. One day the situation came to
such a pass that while singing his own composition
of the Geet Govind poet Jayadev was immersed
in the divine thoughts and would not proceed
ahead with the task of singing. All on a sudden
the weaving of the special scarf came to a halt. At
that time a saint appeared there singing the cantos
of the Geet Govind. On seeing the saint the
weavers’ joy knew no bounds. They all fell flat at
the feet of the saint, who encouraged the weavers
to continue the weaving work. The saint told them
that he would sing the cantos of the Geet Govind
as he remembered them and they (weavers)
would weave the scarf as promised earlier. The
saint was of the opinion that though Jayadev took
a nap in the middle of the singing, the work he
had entrusted with the weavers should no way
be disrupted. It would be delayed for Jayadev to
regain consciousness, observed the saint and
convinced the weavers not to stop the work. The
weavers realised the importance of the situation
and continued weaving in order to fulfill the wish
of Jayadev.

The work had been halted till the singing
of seventh chapter of the Geet Govind as Jayadev
had fallen unconscious while singing the cantos.
Encouraged by the saint the weavers kept busy
weaving the scarf to the tune of the singing of the
saint. The cantos of the Geet Govind were finely
textured on the special scarf. All the twelve
chapters of the sacred text were completed by
the saint and the weaving also completed. When
the weaving came to an end, the saint wanted to
take leave of the weavers saying that he was
already late and had no time with him to spend
any more with them. But the weavers insisted  the
saint to stay there till Jayadev regained
consciousness as the latter might seek to have
talks with him. The weavers requested the saint

to wait for Jayadev a bit. But the saint told them
that gaining consciousness back would be delayed
for Jayadev as he had deeply been absorbed with
the eternal love of Radha and Krishna. Rather
the saint advised the weavers to simply pass on
the message to Jayadev when he regained
consciousness that his friend had come down there
and completed the half-done task of singing the
cantos of the Geet Govind for him. Then the saint
disappeared.

After a while Jayadev awoke from his
sleep and regained consciousness uttering the
word ‘Radha Krishna’. The weavers told him all
that had taken place during his sleep. He was
taken aback when he heard from the weavers
that a saint dubbing himself as his friend had come
down there and sung the remaining cantos of Geet
Govind encouraging them(weavers) to complete
the weaving of the Geet Govind scarf. The special
scarf was woven with the cantos of the Geet
Govind. Jayadev was delighted to see the scarf
complete in all respects. He thought to himself
that nobody except him and his wife Padmavati
had remembered all the cantos of the Geet
Govind. Then how could it be possible on
another’s part to complete the singing of the
cantos. The saint was none but his beloved Lord
Jagannath. He reached at the conclusion and tears
jerked in his eyes out of love towards his Lord.
At that moment as if he turned mad and screamed
out, “Oh weavers, you all are great souls. You
have experienced the presence of Lord
Jagannath, who had come here in the guise of a
saint to complete the work of the sacred scarf.
You all are fortunate enough to see Lord Jagannath
with your own eyes, which I have not been able
to do. You all are further lucky that Lord
Jagannath has felt your pain in weaving the scarf
and he has accepted it.
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Delighted Jayadev made for Puri in order
to offer the Geet Govind Khandua scarf to the
deities in the Puri temple. When he reached Puri,
he got in touch with the servitors of the temple
and spoke out his scheme of things expressing
his story and desire to offer the scarf to Lord
Jagannath, designed specially in honour of Him.
The servitors did not approve of the idea mooted
by Jayadev. Rather they made fun of it. Ultimately
the matter reached the court of the king. The Geet
Govind scarf was placed in the royal court. The
king announced, “Let the Geet Govind scarf be
thrown into the Markandey pond. If the scarf goes
deep down the water, it will not be offered to the
deities. If the scarf floats on the surface of the
water instead of sinking down, then it will be taken
for granted that Lord Jagannath has accepted it
and the scarf will be offered to Him in the temple.”

According to the king’s order the scarf
was thrown into the pond. But to the utmost
surprise of all, the scarf, instead of sinking down,
floated on the surface of the water. Everybody
there was all praise for Jayadev. The poet
withstood the test of time. The king and his
courtiers eulogised him. The air was reverberated
with the singing of glory of Lord Jagannath. As
per the wish of Jayadev the specially designed
scarf, known as the Geet Govind Khandua Pata,
was offered to Lord Jagannath at the time of the

ritual of Bada Singhar Besha, the last ritual of the
day in the temple. Since then the sacred scarf is
being used in the temple at the bed time of Lord
Jagannath.

The Devadasis (the maid-servants of Lord
Jagannath) danced to the superb tune of the Geet
Govind at the bed time of the Lord every night in
the temple at Puri. This ritual was performed for
many years, but has now been discontinued. It is
said that another devotee of Lord Jagannath, the
composer of Odia Bhagabat, Jagannath Das, used
to have darshan of Lord Jagannath during the
Bada Singhar Besha in order to listen to the recital
of Geet Govind before going to his bed.

Lord Jagannath looks handsome when
the Geet Govind Khandua Pata, the sacred scarf,
is put on Him at the time of Bada Singhar Besha,
the time for the deities to retire to the bed.
Although the singing of the Geet Govind has been
discontinued in the temple, the same should be
re-introduced in the temple so that the importance
of the great poet Jayadev can be felt.

Dr. Dibyajyoti Moharana, M.D. Panchakarma(AY), Rajib
Gandhi University of Health Services,  Bangalore,
Karnatak.
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Known as Odisha’s Dwitiya Srikshetra,
Baripada hosts the second most popular

Rath Yatra (Car Festival) in the state after Puri.
It is a 13-day celebration here. The temple of
Lord Jagannath at Baripada is known as Hari
Baladev Jew temple. Built by Shri Baidyanath
Bhanj in 1575 A.D. on the same architectural
principles of Kakharua Baidyanath temple, the
temple stands as a symbol of the religious fervour
of the erstwhile Bhanja rulers of Mayurbhanj. It
is made of laterite stone with exquisite designs
engraved in the walls. It has height of 842 -63 .

A big boundary wall encircles the temple
which is a replica of that of Lord Jagannath temple

Uniqueness of Rath Yatra at Odisha’s
Dwitiya Srikshetra, Baripada

Dr. Bishal Das

at Puri. An inscription on the temple wall states
that in the year 1497 of the Saka Era this temple
was built by Baidyanath  Bhanj.

There goes a saying that when Maharaja
Baidyanath Bhanj went to Puri in royal grandeur,
the Gajapati of Puri refused permission as it was
display of higher status quo over the ‘Thakur Raja
of Puri’. The prevailing custom then was that the
devotees to Puri will come as common man
without showing of any supremacy over the
Gajapati ‘who is Chalanti Vishnu Designate’. The
Maharaja went in penance near Atharnala, on the
outskirts of Puri.

In a dream, he was instructed by Lord
Jagannath to construct a temple in Baripada.
Showing respect to wishes of Lord Jagannath,
the Maharaja got constructed the majestic temple
at Baripada.

Like Puri, all the rituals for Lord
Jagannath, Lord Balabhadra and Devi Subhadra
are performed here at Baripada. The Bhanja
Rulers, whose royal patronage in the field of
architecture was at par excellence, would be
remembered for their magnificent offering to Lord
Jagannath in getting built the Jagannath temple
prototype of Puri.
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This temple is provided with Vimana,
Jagamohan and Nata Mandira. Besides the
presiding deities, there are as many as seventeen
Bedha deities consecrated in the temple. The
Jagannath temple compound is provided with
small cells in which the images of different religions
find place.

Every year the Rath Yatra is celebrated
on the day after the day on which Car Festival is
celebrated at Puri. On the first day, Pahandi Bije
of the Trinity is done and on the second day
the chariot of Lord Balabhadra known as
Taladhwaja is pulled first followed by
Devidalana of Devi Subhadra. Pulling of
Devidalana is stopped in the middle of
badadanda in the evening and resumes the next
day. Next day Devidalana and Nandighosa of
Lord Jagannath are pulled to Gundicha temple
by devotees. The same process is followed
during Bahuda, the return journey.

The speciality of the Baripada Car
Festival is that the chariot of Devi Subhadra is
pulled by women devotees only. During the
celebration of first International Women’s Year in
1975, the district administration of Mayurbhanj
had started the innovative idea to let women pull
the chariot of Devi Subhadra.

The three deities go to their aunt’s house
(Mausi-maa Mandir- Radha Mohan Mandir) for
nine days. For these nine days, the three deities
eat the delicious sweets in their aunt’s house and
the devotees got their sights in various forms,
known as “Besas”.

During these nine days, the small
township of Baripada wears a festive look with
three gigantic chariots of Lord Jagannath, Lord
Balabhadra and Devi Shubhadra, criss-cross of
light and thronging of large number of devotees
coming from different parts of this district as well
as from the neighboring districts and the states.

The Nine days festival on Badadanda fills
the heart and mind of the devotees with religious
sentiments as their faith goes like this- ‘touching
the rope of Ratha of Lord Jagannath would
mitigate the pain of rebirth and immortal soul
would mingle with great soul of greatest creator
of this Universe’. Whatever may be the truth
behind it, Ratha yatra or Ghosha Yatra of three
deities are performed with religious thoughts and
enthusiasm which is simply beyond description.
The construction of these huge chariot begins on
the Akshaya Trutiya (Shukla Trutiya of Baishakha)
day.

As per available historical records, the
Car Festival at Baripada commenced in the year
1575, the same year the temple construction got
completed. The construction of the Hari Baladev
Jew temple at Baripada started in the year 1565.
Since then, the Car Festival has been taking place
continuously without any interruption till 2019.
However, in 2020 and 2021 due to the COVID-
19 outbreak, the Car Festival has not taken place
to avoid community spreading of the CORONA
VIRUS as prescribed by the District
Administration.

However, what puts Baripada on the top
of the chart relating to Rath Yatra celebrations is
perhaps the association of women with the
festival. While the buzz around women
empowerment is catching up with the active
participation of the self-help groups across the
state, Baripada was there to lead the path,
decades ago.

Dr. Bishal Das, Indian Information Service (IIS),
Campaign Officer at Bureau of Outreach and
Communication (BOC) (erstwhile DAVP), Soochna
Bhawan, M/o Information and Broadcasting, Govt. of
India, New Delhi. E-mail- dasbishal1@gmail.com
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Lord Jagannath is the part and parcel of our
past and present and certainly He would be

there in the future when we would not be there.To
talk about the infinite, the vast who is omnipresent
as well as omnipotent, to write everything about
Him in words would be an act of daring and a
mistake as a single lifetime is not enough to know
everything about Him.Still being the fortunate
natives of Odisha or Utkal/Udra, we need to
know things related to the sole and unanimously
agreed head of our families, as our social systems,
customs, culture, life style, thought process,
glorious past, present circles around Him. Being
His sons and daughters, being His believers and

followers, being His worshippers  we need to
pass on information about the chief of our family,
our cultural head, our owner, our patron, our
fortune maker to the forthcoming generation. It's
we, who would be blamed of not doing our job
properly if our future generations won't know
everything about Him. It's a reality that we can't
inject information in to their brains or compel them
to participate in our cultural functions. But still I
should say, where there is a will, there is a way.
So let us first of all make a will, tell to ourselves
that it is our duty towards Lord Jagannath to
know everything about Him, that it is a part of
our devotion to organise and participate in

functions related to Him. Then let us bring home
books related to Lord Jagannath, Shree Kshetra
Puri and Shree Mandir.When we elderly people
would read them at home, that discussions over
them would surface at times and would reach the
ears and eyes of our young generation with or
without their wishes. If hundred things would
reach to their ears and eyes, at least ten things
would touch their hearts, would become a part
of their thought process and ultimately occupy a
place in their acts too.

In past the kings of various small
provinces of Odisha had declared lord Jagannath

Lord Jagannath,
the Vibration of our Hearts

Pradipta Kishore Panda
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as the crowned king of their respective kingdoms
and treated themselves as His "rauta", a soldier
to the undisputed king Lord Jagannath.So in His
name they remained united, took decisions, fought
wars against Mughal rulers and other invaders. It
was His pious name that had boosted their
enthusiasm, strengthened their arms, ensured their
supremacy over comparatively more powerful
forces. From time immemorial He is the father, a
friend, a teacher and a guide of every Odia. He is
a patron, an architect, a ruler of our land, customs,
life and destiny. He is the vibration of our hearts,
a powerful current in our blood stream, an
inseparable part of our thought process.

As all rivers, small or big reach out ocean
and find their last resort there, sages of various
beliefs came to see Him, dissolve in Jagannath
culture. Ramanuj, Shankaracharya, Sankar,
Sri Chaitanya, Ganapati Bhatta all of them saw
their beliefs in Him, bowed before His authority,
built temples, mathas (monasteries), akhadas
surrounding the Shree Mandir, participated in
customs and rituals of the Jagannath temple,
contributed to the richness of Jagannath culture.
He is as people wish Him to be. He is the trust of
Salabega, a Muslim devotee, Basudeva of Shree
Chaitanya, a friend of Dasia Bauri, a small boy
for Karama Bai. He gives importance to devotion,
pure, pious, selfless surrender of souls. For
devotion, for love, for pure vibration of heart, He
can leave the majestic chariot of the car festival
and board sand chariot of Balaram Dasa, He can
ride horse and go to fight a battle for His devotee
king. He is like a human being in all His rituals.
He wakes up early in the morning, washes His
face, brushes His teeth, changes nightwear, takes
bath, takes breakfast-lunch-dinner, likes
decoration, wears gold ornaments,  listens music,
sees dance, takes rest after food, listens to His

subjects at specified times. He too visits in-law's
house and birth place every year, likes boating in
summer, wears warm clothes in winter, remains
under doctor's treatment when ill.

He is the head of every Odia family. We
invite Him when we inaugurate our new house, in
sacred thread ceremony, at the time of marriage
ceremony. We give Him the first copy of our newly
published book. Its because we believe, wherever
we make Him participate, the occasion, the
situation, the event would become auspicious
automatically. In a single sentence one can say,
He is one of us. He is like us as well as an eternal
supreme soul, our ruler our love. We hold Him in
our hearts firmly, proudly and with utmost respect.

There is verse in "Kapila Samhita"
according to which Purushottam Kshetra, Puri is
the king of all pilgrimage, Purushottam Shree
Jagannath is the king of all Gods. This enthrals all
Odia hearts and fills them with pride. As depicted
in Skanda Purana Utkala khanda  by Veda Vyasa,
"Vishnu, the husband of Laxmi, the lord of the
universe ascends in the wooden body at the most
pious pilgrimage named Purushottam dham, Puri
for His amusements like ordinary human beings.

According to a verse from the Sanskrit
verse poem Mahapurusha Vidya, "I pray Him,
who shines like blue cloud, well decorated by all
ornaments at a shell (Sankha) shaped place  called
Niladri (blue mountain, a name of Puri). He seats
over a hundred petals lotus shaped throne made
of precious jewels. Surrounded by His elder
brother Balabhadra and other relatives along with
Sudarshan, He seats to the right side of His sister
Subhadra. He is worth worship by Brahma,
Rudra and Indra. He is the essence of all the
Vedas."
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This depicts the significance of Lord
Jagannath for all believers of Hinduism. Parbati,
wife of Lord Shiva holding names as Mangala,
Bimala, Ardhashini, Sarbamangala, Kalaratri,
Marchika, Alamachandi,Chandarupa safeguards
the Antarbedi (the place where the deities seat)
staying at various places of Srikshetra (Puri). Lord
Shiva too as Kapalamochana, Kamapala,
Kshetrapala, Jameshwara, Markandeya
Ishaneswara, Nilakantheshwara, Bateswara is
worshipped all over the Shreekshetra. Being a
devotee of Lord Rama, Lord Hanuman, the
monkey god keeps his vigilant eye over the pious
place bearing various names as Fate Mahabira,
Bedi Hanumana, Mashani Mahabira, Mundia
mara Hanumana etc.

According to Skanda Purana, before
Lord Jagannath appeared over the jewel throne
of  the sanctum  sanctorum of the Jagannath temple
was worshipped by people of Sabar tribe as
Nilamadhab, an idol made up of blue sapphire
on a mountainous place called Nilagiri.  Gods and
goddesses from the heaven used to visit and
worship Nilamadhab regularly. When
Indradyumna, the king of Avanti heard about the
glory of Lord Nilamadhab, he sent Vidyapati, to
Nilagiri to trace the whereabouts of the place.

Vidyapati met tribal king Biswabasu, who
was returning from Nilagiri. He conveyed his wish
to see Nilamadhab and also warned him that he
won't take food or water until he sees Nilamadhab.
Biswabasu was in a dilemma. If he would show
Vidyapati the place, the sabar tribe might lose their
right to worship and if he won't take him to
Nilamadhab, Vidyapati might lose his life.
Ultimately Biswabasu took Vidyapati to

Nilamadhab tying his eyes with a piece of cloth.
Vidyapati went on spreading mustard seeds all
his way to the place, so that when the seeds would
germinate and become plants it would be possible
to locate the route to Nilagiri. There, Vidyapati
saw the 81 inch deity of Nilamadhab made up of
blue sapphire standing over a lotus of gold along
with his wife Laxmi.Wearing an yellow dress, his
body was well decorated with ornaments and head
with a shining crown. He was holding shell
(sankha), wheel (chakra), club (gada),  and lotus
(Padma) in all his four hands. Vidyapati returned
to Avanti and narrated everything near
Indradyumna. When Indradyumna came to see
Nilamadhab at Niladri, the king of Utkal told him
that Nilamadhab disappeared after a sandstorm.
On hearing this Indradyumna became very upset.
Narada, the son of Brahma assured him that the
disappearance of Nilamadhab happened
according to His own wishes. He wished to
reappear in the form of wooden deity at the same
place. Narada adviced Indradyumna to build a
temple for Sri Vishnu. According to the advise of
Narada, Indradyumna arranged to carve the
deities out of the log of a tree that had appeared
in the ocean near Nilagiri. Then he decorated the
deities with silk clothings and many ornaments of
gold and jewels.He made a huge temple and
invited Brahma to inaugurate it.

You are the master of the knowledge
That you have given me at your wish

What am I without your blessings
Nothing at all, Oh heavenly bliss.

Pradipta Kishore Panda, Bilaspur, Chhattisgarh, E-mail :
pradiptapanda82292@gmail.com, M-9752444147.
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Purushottama Kshetra or Puri enjoys its
position as one of the foremost religious

centres of India. It is one of the seven
mokshapuris or salvation centres of the Hindu
faith. Named after Purushottama Jagannath, the
city is known as Niladri, Sri Ksetra, Sankha
Ksetra, Jamnika Ksetra and Martya Baikunth or
the heaven on earth. Purushottama Jagannath is
supposed to be above sectarian considerations
and distinctions of caste and creed. It is a well
known fact that the deity in the Jagannath temple
of Puri has been referred to in the older records,
both literary and epigraphical, as Purushottama.

Purushottama to Jagannath :
A Historical  Analysis

Dr. Janmejay Choudhury

Scholars are of the opinion that Jagannath name
has become popular in later period. Those source
works which have been quoted or referred to
again and again in the Puja manuals of the
Jagannath Temple and are held in high esteem in
this temple in question pertaining to the rituals, viz
the Sarada Tilaka. Kramadipika, Goutamiya
Tantra give detail description regarding the
concept of deity Purushottama as well as the
procedure of mantras for worship. Purushottama
is unconceivable without his consort Laksmi.

Kalidas in his ‘Raghuvamsa’ mentions
the word Purushottama.  This shows that by the

time of Kalidas, Purushottama was a well known
name of Vishnu. Purushottama was worshipped
prior to the 3rd century A.D and incorporated in
to the fold of Vaisnavism. An early reference to
Purushottama is found in the Vamana Purana.
Murari Mishra in his Anargharaghava refers to
the yatra of the God Purushottama. Krsna Misra
in his Prabodha Chandrodaya makes a reference
to temple of Purushottama in the Utkal Desa.
Madala Panji, the palm-leaf chronicle of
Jagannath temple, records that Yayati Kesari, built
a temple for Purushottama at Puri. Till the end of
the 12th Century A.D in all inscriptions, copper
plate grants and in the important literary works
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the name of the presiding deity of the Kshetra
was stated as Sri Purushottama. The Kurmeswar
temple inscription of A.D. 1230 is the first record
to refer to Jagannath as the presiding  deity of the
Kshetra. Shri Kurma inscription clearly refers to
Sri Jagannath as King and Anangabhima Deva as
Raut. Purushottama was declared as Lord of the
Ganga kingdom and the Ganga king himself
became his Raut (deputy) and ruled the kingdom
on behalf of Lord Purushottama. The name was
changed from Purushottama to Jagannath to suit
different sections of religious beliefs such as
Buddists, Jains, Saivas, Vaisnavas and Saktas.
Thus Purushottama became Jagannath during the
reign of Anangabhima Deva III and from this
period the kingship of Jagannath was well known.
Epigraphic sources reveals that the inscriptions
of Bhanudeva II (1306-1328 A.D) of Ganga
dynasty make the first mention of the name,
‘Jagannath’. Whether in literature or in the
inscriptions of the Gajapati period, both the names
of Purushottama and Jagannath are found to
denote the presiding deity of Puri.

Sri Chaitanya describes Jagannath
Purushottama as “jugala Murti” of Radha and
Krsna, and followed “Jugal Gayatri Mantra”.
Moreover Purushottama aspect of Jagannath not
only unites the Laksmi, the Krsna and Kama
aspects of Sarada Tilaka but also consider him
as the king of Odisha. He is the emperor of the
kingdom, the king of Odisha is His Raut. The
popularity of Purushottama Jagannath increased
by the construction of a grand temple by
Chodaganga Deva. According to
Dr. Satyanarayan Rajguru the name of this ksetra
was Purusapura, or Purusa Mandapa and in this

Purusapur, Purushottama was worshipped much
before 4th century A.D. It may be mentioned here
that the Chinese traveler Hiuen Tsang, who visited
Odisha in 638 A.D, does not specially refer to
the deity Purushottama Jagannath. But it is
possible that Purushottama Jagannath existed
during his time. It is thus clear that in the
Upanishads, Purusa is a philosophical term which
is used besides in the usual sense of ‘man’ or
‘person’- in the sense of individual soul, the
highest personal God and the Impersonal
Absolute. The word Purushottama has been used
in the Srimad Bhagavadgita. The Bhagavadgita
says that there are two types of Purusa, the
perishable one and the imperishable one. But the
lord, is beyond both these categories of Purusa.
He is known as Purushottama the highest Purusa
or Paramatman the highest Atman. The
Purusasukta also speaks of two forms of Purusa.
one higher and the other lower. The Universe
emerges out of the different parts of body of this
lower form of Purusa, where as the higher form
of Purusa is the lord of the mortality and the
immortality.

Thus Purushottama aspect of Jagannath
combines Svakiyabhava (as the husband of
Laksmi), the aspect of Kama (Beloved of gopis)
the God of love as well as emperor of the
kingdom. He is the king of kings. His rituals, His
food, His Puja are just not ordinary but of very
high order which deem fit for an emperor.

Dr. Janmejay Choudhury, Lecturer in History,
Sri Jagannath College, Kaipadar, Khordha.
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Odisha is famous for Jagannath Puri and its
annual festival Ratha Yatra. Jagannath Puri

is a place of chaturddhamurtti (Four Deities)
Jagannath, brother Balabhadra, sister Subhadra
and Sudarshana. Puri is also Known as
Purushottam Kshetra and Jagannath is
regarded as Purushottam (Super Soul). The rituals
of Lord Jagannath is a clear reflection of human
life style and related to the daily routine work starts
from brushing of teeth with bitter twig of trees,
bathing, dressing, eating, sleeping etc even disease,
death and rebirth (Naba-kalebora). The Different
facets of human life have emerged with the cult of
Jagannath. Lord Jagannath along with other three

deities came out from temple to Snana Mandapa
for bathing on Snanapurnima ( bathing full moon)
which is the Full moon day of Jyeshtha month
(June –July month). It is felt that out of over
excitement the four deities gone for over bathing
which may create Jvara (Fever). The immunity
power of body (Bala) is naturally low in Summer
season and  there is a significant increase of Vata
dosa. The Fever of four deities is due to over
bathing in naturally low immunity state. Therefore
the primary objective is to increase Bala and
reduce tridosa i.e Vata, Pitta and Kapha. Four
idols of deities are treated like human being and
the servitors perform their duties accordingly with

Fever of Deities of Odisha and Ayurveda

Dr. Ashok Kumar Panda
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proper care. Our deities are very strong and
immune but when their immunity is low then the
rituals are confidential (Gupta Niti) and they
moved for two weeks rest Anasara or Anabasara
period which can be regarded as  two weeks
isolation or quarantine before Ratha Yatra
because they have to face more people in car
festival. As part of Gupta Niti (secret rituals) of
deities written in Hindu scriptures, the servitors
applied Phuluri Tela (Sesame oil with fragrant
flower extracts and other herbs kept buried
underground for one year) provided by Bada
Odia Mutt for Abhyanga  (massage) in  Sree
Anga (sacred body) of lords to increase strength.
The phuluri oil has been applied on the bodies
to lower the temperature, which is
called Swedana. The Osua prepared by Suara
servitors has been served to the lords. The women
members of the Suara families are also engaged
in this Osua lagi rituals (Medication). Osua is a
paste made from jhuna (resin), sesame oil, water
and some other natural products. This paste
hardens after its application on the body of deities.
The old layer of this paste is removed during
‘anasara’, which is named ‘karala’.

After the completion of  Osua rituals, the
deities recover from illness. A khali (dough
prepared from wheat flour, camphor and sandal)
is prepared at three Suaras’ homes to offer to the
deities. The ritual is called Shalisasthika Pinda
Swedana. The Dasamula is brought from the
Vaidya and served to lords following which the
deities attain new youth. After recovering  from
illness, Lord Jagannath, Lord Balabhadra and Devi
Subhadra moved out of the fortnight-long
hibernation and gave darshan to their devotees
on Netra Utsav. The darshan of the deities on
Ratna Bedi after 14 days long illness is

called rejuvenation from illness or   Nabajoubana
Darshana.

Ayurveda is the science of life advocate
the lifestyle and medicine according to day, season
and constitution of an  Individual. It originates with
human life and got information in Rig veda as like
Jagannath.  So if we interpreted the total process
of  Anasara period it can be concluded that two
types of treatments in Ayurveda indoor and
outdoor treatments. The lords undergo only
indoor treatment during Anasara period. They
wear white clothes which signifies the purity. As
the deities suffer from high temperature after sacred
bath on Snana Purnima, the Vaidya attending the
lords provide Sheeta virya  herbal medicines to
lower the temperature in the body. Later, the
deities undergo treatment for other parts of the
body for rejuvenation and provide immunity.

The services are being provided twice a
day inside Anasara house. The phuluri oil has
been applied on the bodies to lower the
temperature, which is called Swedana.
The Osua prepared by Suara servitors has been
served to the lords. Dasamoola stabilises all
tridosa (tridosha samaka). The ritual is
called Shalisasthika Pinda Swedana usually
administrated to rejuvenate the body for Naba
Joubana (renewed youthfulness).  Ayurveda
and human life and culture are interrelated.
The rituals of Jagannath  are also guided by
Ayurveda.

Dr. Ashok Kumar Panda, Senior Research Officer,
Central Ayurveda Research Institute, Bhubaneswar,
Odisha Under CCRAS, M/O AYUSH, GOI, New Delhi,
E-mail : akpanda_06@yahoo.co.in, M-7044081670.
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Kanchi was a small independent state in
faraway south India in  Tamilnadu, from time

immemorial, ruled by Salwa Narasingha Dev.
Kalinga was extended up to border of Kanchi
under the rule of Gajapati King “Kapilendra Dev”.
Both the rulers were in cordial terms with each
other. After the death of Gajapati King Kapilendra
Dev his youngest son Purusottam Dev ascended
the throne and became the ruler of Kalinga. He
was in good terms with king Salwa Narasingha
Dev from his father’s times, specially his beautiful
daughter Rupambika, the Princess of Kanchi was
his attration. Every year in divine month of

How came Kanchi Ganesh, Maa Tarini and
Gopal to Utkala Kingdom !!

Dr. Surendranath Pati

Ashadha the great chariot yatra of Lord Jagannath
is observed at Srikshetra Puri, where lakhs of
people from every nook and corner of India come
to have a holy Darshan of their Lord on the
chariot. One year the idea came to the mind of
King Purusottam Dev to invite King of Kanchi to
Kalinga to attend the great Rath Yatra, along with
his queen, princess and other dignitaries of his
court, which was accepted by the King, without
any hesitation. At the heart of Purusottam Dev, a
small flame was burning to attract the princess to
which she may be aware. The two hearts will come
closer during the brief stay at Srikshetra Puri. In
due course everything happened as expected. On

the great auspicious day, Lord Balabhadra, Maa
Subhadra and Lord Jagannath were brought to
their respective chariots for onward journey. One
ritual was to be performed by the Gajapati King
Purusottam Dev in front of the deities that while
sandal wood paste with water and scented flower
would be sprinkled around the deities on the
chariot, King with his royal uniform would swipe
the space by a golden cleaning stick. By doing
this service King Purusottam Dev, performed the
seva as a “Sweeper or Chandal”. In front of the
eyes of Kanchiraja, this seva was equal to the
service of a Chandal in his Kingdom. They did
not stay for long and in few days left for Kanchi.
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After some months, King Purusottam out of love
and affection for the Princess, sent the marriage
proposal to Kanchi King which was turned down
with defamatory words, such as “The so-callled
King of Utkal is not the son of the previous King,
he serves the Lord as a Chandal, I cannot give
the hands of my daughter to a Chandal King.”
On getting the information in exact vocabulary
Purusottam was infuriated. He could tolerate the
insult thrown up on him, but that was an insult to
his Lord Jagannath. As a result of which he sent
his army to Kanchi but due to his badluck and
unpreparedness, Utkal was defeated. King himself
came back with insult of Lord Jagannath. His heart
was bleeding inside, the Utkal army was being
prepared silently just to regain the prestige and
honour of the Lord. This time the King had the
Darshan in the temple at Srikshetra and prayed
to upkeep the honour of his Kingdom. The vast
army marched towards the Chilika lake and from
there to Kanchi.

This time Lord Jaganath and Lord
Balabhadra marched in the uniform of soldier.
They were thirsty, got curd from a woman named
“Manika” whose business was to feed the passers
by, unable to pay the price, both the Gods handed
over a Royal ring to her and requested her to
show the ring to the King of Utkal, coming behind
them. Every thing became clear to Purusottam

Dev and he could know that the guardian of his
Kingdom is going to fight for him at Kanchi War-
field. Needless to say that Utkal army won the
battle. Salwa Narasingha Dev was severly injured.
Princess Padmabati, Lord Gopal, Lord Ganesh
and  Maa Tarini were brought to Utkal with utmost
respect and honour as war-winner’s property. The
Princess, Padmabati took shelter at the house of
the Rajguru at Puri, with the instruction that she
will be married to a Chandal or Sweeper of Utkal,
in due cause. But as per the wishes of Lord
Jagannath, she was married to the King, on the
Chariot, on the occasion of the Ratha Yatra, that
year. Lord Gopal was kept in the premises of
Srimandira, then at Barabati fort of Cuttack, next
at Khurdhagarh and now all see him at Sakhigopal
temple from Nineteenth Century. The Lord
Ganesh being worshipped in the Bedha of
Srimandira in a special temple, towards the
western side. The then Senapati, Gobinda
Bhanja, took the deity “Maa Tarini” to his
Kingdom of Keonjhar and costructed a temple
for her at Ghatagaon, 200 kms from Cuttack in
1480 AD, where the deity is being worshipped
on “Pratyaksha Devi” till today at Ghatagaon.

Dr. Surendranath Pati, Renuka Enclave, Badasankha,
Puri-2, M-9437494776.
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Nilamadhava Cult at Kantilo

Manas Chandra Behera

Kantilo, a village in Khandapara Tahsil, is
situated 85011’ East, and 20021’ N. It stands

on the bank of the river Mahanadi and is 15 Kms.
far from Khandapara with which it is connected
by road. The road from Cuttack to Sonepur that
runs close to the right bank of the Mahanadi passes
through this village. Kantilo has earned a name
for the manufacture of brass and bell-metal ware.

The temple of Lord Nilamadhava, who
is believed to be the former form of Lord
Jagannath of Puri, stands on a hillock close to the
river Mahanadi. In the same compound of the
Nilamadhava temple which is a miniature of the

Abstract:

Lord Nilamadhava has been rightly regarded as one of the incarnations of Lord Vishnu in the Hindu religious
tradition. Though Lord Vishnu has one thousand names called as “Vishnu Sahashranama”, but out of these
1000 names, 24 names seem to be significant. Lord Nilamadhava is the third name in the chronological order.
The worship of Lord Nilamadhava got immense popularity for about 1000 years commencing from the 4th

century A.D. But the prominent places of Madhava worship were the four river valleys viz. Mahanadi, Prachi,
Baitarani and Rushikulya. Kantilo is situated on the right bank of the river Mahanadi, in the present Nayagarh
district and the undivided Puri district. However, it is merely 33 Kms. far from the district headquarters Nayagarh,
80 Kms. away from the state capital Bhubaneswar, 14 Kms. far from the Khandapada town, (which is the Block,
Tahasil, Police station and name of the Assembly Constituency). Though several Madhava temples are found
in the different parts of the province of Odisha, yet, Lord Nilamadhava at Kantilo, seems to be most significant,
as it’s antiquity, alluringness and sculptural splendour attracts thousands of people from all over the world.
People perceive in their mind that Kantilo is the place of origin of the Madhava cult. Several factors contributed
significantly, to be cited, Kantilo as the  place of origin of the Madhava cult in Odisha. In other words, Kantilo
has been rightly regarded as the “Abode of Lord Nilamadhava”. The reasons are scientifically proved in the
following heads.

Keywords - Madhava cult, Kantilo, Abode of Lord Nilamadhava.
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Jagannath temple of Puri, Siva is also worshipped.
Most of the festivals of Lord Jagannath at Puri
are being observed here out of which the Bhauma
Ekadasi is celebrated on a grand scale. On this
occasion thousands of people congregate to
witness the festival. The magnificent natural
scenery of the place is worthseeing.(1)

It is persistently presumed that there are
about 33 crores of Gods and Goddesses in
Hinduism. These Gods and Goddesses are
broadly divided into three. These are Vaishnava,
Saiva and Shakta. Among them Lord
Nilamadhava belongs to the Vaishnava category.
The cult of Lord Nilamadhava got immense
popularity during the early medieval period,
commencing from the 4th century A.D. till the close
of the 14th century A.D. However, we observe
that, the worship of Lord Nilamadhava,  on the
Mahanadi Valley is a significant study in the history
of Vaishnavism in Odisha because of its antiquity,
spiritual spell and religious ritualistic fanfare.(2)

According to Pandit Antaryamee Sahoo,
(writer of the book  “Nilamadhava”), it is evident
that Lord Nilamadhava was originally worshipped
by the aborigines, ethnic or tribal people called
as  the Savaras or the Sauras.(3) in the Brahmadree
Hillock at Kantilo.(4) However, at Kantilo, there
is the location of the twin Hillocks named as
Brahmadree and Padmadree. While Lord
Nilamadhava is worshipped on the Brahmadree,
Lord Hanuman is worshipped in the
Padmadree.(5)

The Madhava cult has been considered
as one of the manifestations of Vaishnavism. In
Odisha, it has a great relevance as the cult of
Purushottam Jagannath has been closely
associated with the legend of Lord

Nilamadhava.(6) Though it is believed that
Vaishnavism became popular in Odisha during the
period of Guptas, but a close study of the Puranic
records reveal that, Lord Nilamadhava was
worshipped in the Darubrahma Kshetra at
Kantilo. He was worshipped on the Brahmadree
Pahada(7) (mountain) on the river bank of
Mahanadi. But the Guptas were responsible or
accountable for the profuse popularity of
Vaishnavism not only in Kalinga (Odisha) but also
in the whole of the country (India).(8) Vaishnavism
was the latest major Indian religion.(9) The
Madhava cult was very much popular in Orissa
prior to the Gita Govinda of Jayadeva.(10) But
Lord Nilamadhava stands as the first and foremost
in the Vaishnava tradition.  Lord Nilamadhava has
been designated as the Kalpantara Devata(11),
who had killed Namasura and Kamasura in the
age of Satya Yuga(12) on the river bank of
Mahanadi Chitrotpala.(13) He was worshipped by
the Sabaras or the Sauras of the ethnic tribe.(14)

As Madhava is made of “Blue Stone” or Nila
Prastara, hence he has been adored by the people
as Nilamadhaba.(15)  Being worshipped by the
Souras or Sabaras, the ethnic people, on the river
bank of Mahanadi at Kantilo, he has been beheld
as the “Sabara Devata” Nilamadhava(16) and later
he was converted to Lord Jagannath at Srikshetra
Puri.(17) But originally the Lord (Nilamadhaba)
was worshipped by the Sabara who was “Basu”
by name or Biswabasu, was the grandfather of
Jara Sabara in the age of antiquity(18). It can be
further reiterated that, Lord Nilamadhava was the
former form of Lord Jagannath was worshipped
by the Sailodbhabas or the Sabaras(19) in the
Sabarapalli or in the Kaliapalli(20), a Sabara
Village, in the adjoining territory of the village
Kantilo. According to the District Cultural Profile
of Nayagarh District it is explicitly evident that
Nestled atop a scenic hill, on the bank of river
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Mahanadi at Kantilo 33 Kms. from Nayagarh is
the famous temple of Shri Nilamadhava which
constitutes the fascinating anecdote of the origin
of Sri Jagannath. This temple is the miniature form
of Sri Jagannath temple at Puri, and observes
similar rituals.(21) While Lord Jagannath has been
designated as the Daru Devata or the “Wooden
God”, on the contrary, Lord Nilamadhava  has
been perceived by the people as Darubrahma,
Pasana Devata, Sabara Devata, Kalpantara
Devata.(22)

Besides the main shrine dedicated to God
Nilamadhava, we can notice a series of modern
structures within the premises dedicated to the
worship of Jagannath, Lakshmi, Vimala,
Saraswati, Raghunath, Kakachaturbhuja,
Siddhesvar Mahadeva, Nrusingha, Kshetrapal,
Anantasayana, Suryanarayana, Vata Mangala,
Vatesvara, Ganesh, Kasi Viswanath, Patitapavana,
Rasabihari, Vedha Kalika and Hanuman. In
addition, Devasnana mandapa, Roshaghara,
Bhandarghara, Simhadvara Aruna Khamba and
a pedestal for worship of foot prints have also
been erected.

The Nilamadhava temple is  believed to
be built during the pre-Ganga period which is quite
possible as many temples for Madhava worship
were built during that age. Others contemplate
that Visvavasu, the Savara chief worshipped
Nilamadhava at this place. Religious minded
devotees usually consider it to be a highly sacred
place for visit during their life time.

The main Nilamadhava temple is built of
rekha order with a pyramidal Jagamohana in front.
Both the structures are heavily plastered in lime
mortar in a subsequent stage. The outer walls of
the shrine indicate pancharatha projections and

five fold divisions in the bada. The gandi is bereft
of decorative carvings, however, the projecting
lions set at upper most parts of the central raha
pagas of each side. The mastaka consists of the
usual beki, amlakasila, khapuri, kalasa, dhvaja
and ayudha. The Jagamohan on the other hand
represents identical features or a pidha deula of
Odisha. Much weathered figures of Varaha
Vishnu, Trivikram and Narasimha are placed
within raha paga niches of the outer walls of the
shrine and worshipped, as Parsvadevatas. The
residing deity Nilamadhava, fashioned out or a
chlorite slab is firmly fixed to the inner back wall
of the sanctum. It represents identical features of
Vishnu image traditionally worshipped as
Madhava in Odisha. The Nilamadhava image of
Gandharadi too, has iconographic similarity with
this image. Bhudevi and Sridevi are standing on
either sides of the images. Garuda, conventional
mount of Vishnu is found seated in kneeling
position and folded hands on the top edge of the
lotus pedestal. Upper part of the stone slab,
containing the deity, is carved with garland bearing
apsaras. Decorative costumes including the
kiritamukuta and vanamala are greatly weathered
due to constant application of cosmetics. A well
carved brass made torana has been set over the
masonry pedestal on which the image is installed.
Brass idols of Lakshmi, Saraswati and Krushna
have also been kept on the pedestal for worship.
An image of eight-armed Mahisamarddini Durga
has ben preserved in a niche of the jagamohan.
The available hands of this deity represent khadga,
chura, chakra, sula etc. as attributes. Eight-armed
Mahisamarddini Durga images were abundantly
fashioned during the Bhaumakara period of
Odisha history. The month long Bhauma Ekadasi
observed here appears to have some connection
with the Bhaumakara rulers of Orissa(23).
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Likewise the Hindus believe that, Lord
Vishnu has 10 incarnations, which is otherwise
designated as “Dasavatara Visnu”. These 10
incarnations or Avatars or forms of Lord Visnu
are (1) Mina, (2) Kachhapa, (3) Varaha,
(4) Vamana, (5) Narasimha, (6) Rama,
(7) Parasuram, (8) Balarama, (9) Buddha,
(10) Kalki. But Rama, Madhava, Narayana,
Laxmi, Jagannath- these are the most adorable
names which are most often uttered by the
orthodox Hindus.

Madhava is a coined word. The
etymological meaning of the Madhava refers to
Maa means goddess Laxmi and dhava means her
husband/swami i.e. Vishnu or Lord Jagannath.
Hence, the meaning ascertains as Laxmi-
Narayana. Divergent legends, myths, purans,
manuscripts, texts mention that Lord Nilamadhava
was the predecessor of Lord Jagannath, the
customs, conventions and traditions of Madhava
worship was ultimately merged with the Jagannath
cult in the end of 14th Century.

According to the Hindu perception and
Hindu conception, Lord Vishnu has one thousand
names (In Odia it is called Visnu Sahashra name),
out of these 1000 names 24 names seems to be
significant. Then the Patalakhanda of Padma-
Purana, it is revealed that there are 24 forms of
Lord Visnu. Then the Rupamandara also
fantastically furnished the 24 names of Visnu.
Apart from this Skanda Purana, Niladri
Mahodaya, Kapila Sanhita, Madalapanji and the
Bhagavata, persistently, prescribes the 24 names
of Lord Visnu. Viz.-(1) Keshaba,
(2) Narayana, (3) Madhava, (4) Govinda,
(5) Visnu, (6) Madhusudana, (7) Trivikram,
(8) Vamana, (9) Sridhara, (10) Hrusikesh,
(11) Padmanabha, (12) Damodara,

(13) Sankarsana, (14) Vasudeva,
(15) Pradyumna, (16) Anirudha,
(17) Purushottama, (18) Adhokshaja,
(19) Narasimha, (20) Achyuta, (21) Janarddana,
(22) Upendra, (23) Hari, (24) Srikrishna. The
name Madhava is the third nomenclature out of
the 24 names of Lord Visnu. However, there is
also the name or reference of Madhava in the
Brahmavaivartapurana. As the orthodox Hindus
trust in the puranic polytheism, i.e. in the belief of
many gods and goddesses even, the existence of
33 Crores of Gods and Goddesses.24 The
Vidyapati Lalita legend stands as the history of
Lord Nilamadhava.

Kantilo, the abode of Lord Nilamadhava:-

1. Byaghragumpha (The Tiger Cave) as
the place of worship:- Kantilo has  been rightly
regarded as the abode or birth place of Lord
Neelamadhaba . Becuase the Madhava worship
can be found in the four river valleys of Orissa
like (1) Mahanandi,  (2) Baitaranee,
(3) Rushikulya, and the (4) Prachi valley. Out of
these four river valleys, Lord Nilamadhava, is
worshipped on the Mahanadi Valley at Kantilo.
According to Kapilasamhita, it is explicitly evident
that, Lord Nilamadhava was worshipped in the
Byaghragumpha or Tiger’s cave at Brahmadree
Mountain, on the river bank of Mahanadee. In
the east of the Nilamadhava temple, there is the
Singha Dwara(Lion’s Gate), in the west there is
the Byghra Gumpha(Tiger’s Cave), in the north
there is the Hastidwara (Elephant’s Gate), in the
south there is the Aswadwara (Horse’s Gate). But
Lord Nilamadhava was worshipped in the
Byaghragumpha of Brahmadree Mountain.

2. Sabarapalli:- The very name Sabarapalli
has a sacred link with lord Nilamadhava. But now
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it has been de-culturised and renamed as
Kaliapalli. It is now 3 Kms. away from Kantilo.
The antique Sabaras or Saanars reside here and
their prime profession was hunting and gathering
(food collection) and they worshipped the bow
by taking the divine order (Agyanmala) of Lord
Nilamadhaba.

3. Brahmadree:-According to Kapila
Samhita Part-II, verse 32, it is evident that there
was the location of the twin hillocks Brahmadree
(place of worship of Lord Nilamadhava) and
Padmadree (place of worship of Lord Hanuman)
on the river bank of Sukanti or Mahanadi. The
Shloka goes like this Madhabasya Tu Tatsthanam
Supunyam Atimanjulam Giri Brahmadree Namam
Banam Ghanam.

4. Banabhoji or Balichalakhia:- The
Balichalakhia or Banabhoji Yatra  falls 2 days after
the Shamba Dashamee. It is observed exactly on
the Pausha Shukla Paksha  Dwadashee or 12th

day of the bright moon light in commemoration of
Lord  Krishna and Madhava.

5. Bagha Akheda:- The memory and proof
of Byaghra Gumpha (Tiger Cave) is the Bagha
Akheda. It is however located on the eastern gate
of the temple and on the foots of the temple of
Lord Nilamadhava at Kantilo and no where else.

6. Vidyapati Lalita Episode:- The
Vidyapati Lalita legend occurred in the Mahanadi
valley of Kantilo. Because when Vidyapati was
in quest of  Lord Nilamadhava at that time he has
crossed the river Mahanadee which is clearly
corroborated  and confirmed according to the 2nd

hymn (Shloka) of Kapila Samhita. However, this
hymn or sholoka goes as follows:-

Ityukta Sahasa Bipra Samuteejya Mahanadeem.
Shanai Shanai Bineshatha Shabara Dweepakanane

(2nd hymn of Kapilasamhita)

It roughly refers that Vidyapati has crossed the
river Mahanadee in the summer and after crossing
the river Mahanadee he has proceeded to the
Sabarapallee. It was winter and there was less
water in the river Mahanadee.

7. Ganga from the feet of Lord
Nilamadhava:- River Ganga is originated from
the feet  of Lord Vishnu, during the Bamana
Avatara (Incarnation). However, river Ganga is
normally located in the Kamandala of Brahma.
Kamandala means a Copper Pot or Tamra Patra).
In the Bamana incarnation (one of the ten
incarnations of Lord Vishnu). She (Ganga) has
come from the nail of Lord Vishnu. Because in
the Bamana incarnation, Lord Vishnu has received
3 feet area from Bali Raja as an insignia of bequest
(symbol of gift). Lord Vishnu (in the Bamana
Incarnation has kept one step in the sky (1st step),
2nd step on the earth (Mairttya or surface of the
earth, and in the 3rd step he (Lord Vishnu) had
pressed him (Bali Raja) to the Patalapura
(underground). When Lord Vishnu had kept his
feet in the sky, at that time Lord Brahma washed,
Lord Vishnu in the Ganga water. At this time Lord
Nilamadhava kept Ganga in the nail of his left leg.

8. 99 Temples at Kantilo:- In the temple
premises of Lord Nilamadhava, there are 99
temples. But at Puri, there are 100 Parsva
Devatas (subsidiary deities). The one and only
Parsva Deavata lacking at the Nilamadhava
temple premises is Patala Bhairabi. Such an
instance is found nowhere else.

9. Namasura and Kamasura episode In
the Satya Yuga (age of truth):- Lord Vishnu
took the Incartation of Lord Nilamadhava and
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assassinated Namasura and Kamasura (the 2
defamed demons) who were the (symbol) of
torture and tyranny.

10. 7 copper plates (Tamra Phalaka )
explored from Sabarapalli:- During the year
2007-08, 7 copper plates have been explored
so far, from the Sabarapalli or Kaliapalli regions
of the Dhanchangoda Panchayat of the
Khandapada constituency in the Nayagarh district.
Now it has been preserved in the Odisha State
Museum, Bhubaneswar.

11. Sankha, Chakra, Laxmi, Saraswati
(Bhudevee-Dharitree, Sridevee-Laxmi):- In
the upper left hand Lord Nilamadhava holds the
Sankha  (conch), in the right hand (upper side)
Lord Neelamadhava holds the Chakra (wheel).

In the left hand (lower) of Lord
Nilamadhava there is the location of Sridevee or
Laxmi and in the right hand (lower) of Lord
Nilamadhava, there is the location of Bhudevee
or Dharitree (Mother earth). It is mentioned in
the Kapila Samhita.

12. Garuda Stambha, Bhogamandapa
and the image of Biswabasu and Lalita:- In
the temple premises of Lord Nilamadhava and
exactly in the front of Lord Nilamadhava, we can
observe the Garuda Stambha and the
Bhogamandapa. In the middle of the
Bhogamandapa, we can perceive the statue or
image of Biswabasu Sabara and Lalita (the
daughter of Biswabasu). These instances are found
nowhere else.

13. Role of Mali(gardener or flower
seller by caste) in the Siddheswara Temple:-
In the temple premises of Lord Nilamadhava ,
the Mali or the Gardener (as flower seller by caste)
pours water on the head of Lord Siddheswara

(Siva). Then the Brahmin performs the other
routine works of the Lord (Siddheswar). But at
Gandharadi (Boudh) on the Mahanadee valley,
the Mali performs all the duties.

14. Presiding deity and Subsidiary
Deities:- The presiding deity in Nilamadhava
temple at Kantilo is Lord Nilamadhava and the
subsidiary deity is Lord  Siddheswar. But at
Gandharadi, we can discern the reverse or vice-
versa. That means at Gandharadi, we can discern
that, Lord Siddheswar is the presiding deity and
Lord Nilamadhava is the subsidiary deity.

15. Builder of the temple is anonymous
or unknown:- So far as the maker or builder of
the temple of Land Nilamadhava is concerned it
is anonymous or unknown, but in case of
Gandharadi the fabricator or builder of the temple
is Gandhamardan Dev. The temple of Gandharadi
(Lord Nilamadhava at Boudh) is full of history
but the temple of Lord Nilamadhava  at Kantilo
is full of mystery.

16. Sridevee and Bhudevee of Lord
Nilamadhava:- The Sridevee of Lord
Nilamadhava is goddess Narayani and the
Bhudevee of Lord Nilamadhava is Goddess
Bhattarika. Lord Parsuram had established
Bhattarika in the edge of his arrow at Sasanka
village in Bhattarika of Narasinghpur (Cuttack
District) on the right bank of river Mahanadi. But
Goddess Narayanee is the Aradhya Devee of
Gosinga Daitya (a demon). He (Gosingha Daitya)
has established a Jajnakunda for animal sacrifice.
That Jajnakunda has been converted into a pond
and the water of the pond is never used or touched
by any animal like the cows, cattle, buffalos etc.
Every year in the month of Aswina Shuklapaksha
(bright/lunar night) 7th, 8th and 9th day (Saptamee,
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Astamee and Nabamee) the Ratra Bhoga and
Dhanda (flower garlands) is offered.

17. Shodasha Upachara Pooja:-Lord
Nilamadhava is worshipped in the Shodasha
Upachara Pooja which is the implication
(reference) of the worship of 16 varieties of items
offered to the Lord. It is almost synonymous  to
the worship of Lord Jagannath. These 16 items
are (1) Asana, (2) Swagata, (3) Pada-dhua,
(4) Arghya,(5) Asumana or pani pradana,
(6) Madhuparka (puja goods), (7) Achamana,
(8) Snana (9) Basana, (10) Uttareeya or Bedhana,
(11) Sugandh-Chandana,  (12) Sumana,
(13) Dhupa, (14) Deepa, (15) Naibedya,
(16) Bandhana.

18. There is also the interpretation of Pancha
Upachara Puja at Kantilo (worship of Lord
Nilamadhava by 5 items).

19. Prime Yatras (festivals):- The vital
festival of Lord Nilamadhava is the Bhaumya
Ekadashee Yatra (Month of Magha) and the
Chandan Yatra (Bhuanree). Chandan Yatra
continues for 22 days. Lord Nilamadhava moves
from door to door for 22 days and receives the
Bhoga. After 22 days the deities return to the
temple. In the Bimana, 3 sets of deities are moved
to the village in grand processions. They are
(1) Madana Mohana, (2) Laxmi Saraswati
(3) Shiva Parvatee.

20. 18 Gopala Mantra Puja:- Lord
Nilamadhava is worshipped in the Gopala
Mantra. Such as Om Kleem Krishnaya,
Gobindaya, Gopijana Ballabhaya, Shree
Nilamadhavaya Namah which is not prevailed
at anywhere else or at any Madhavapitha. The
Lord is given thrice Annabhoga and takes bath 5
times. He is to be attired (dressed for 5 times a
day).

21. Tribeni Sangama (the amalgamation of
3 rivers, Mahanadee, Kamein and Kuanria at the
Madhava Kshetra, Kantilo.

22. 5 days as holy days:- A person can get
salvation, if he takes a holy dip in the river Mahandi
in the month of Magha ( Jan-Feb from 11th day)
Ekadashee to Poornamee (15th day of Magha).

23. Barunee Snana:- The Barunee Snana
or Holy bath comes in every  8 or 15 years as
per the Panjee (astrologer’s calculation).

25. Images or icons:- Though both Kantilo
(in Nayagarh) and Gandharadee (in  Boudh)   are
popularly designated as the Madhava Kshetras
yet the image or the statue of both the places are
not the same.

25. Raghunath Pitha:- It is explicitly evident
that, Lord Ram in the age of Tretaya (earthly time
is broady classified into 4 parts. Such as Satya,
Treteya, Dwapara and Kali) had erected a hut
called Raghunatha Matha and he (Lord Ram) has
installed Lord Nilamadhava in the hillock
Brahmadree. Lord Rama, Lord Laxman and
Mother Seeta had visited Lord Nilamadhaba at
Kantilo in the age of Treteya.

26. Chandan Yatra:- It is celebrated in the
Baishakha Shuklapaksha Truteeya or Akshaya
Truteeya. It continued for 22 days and in the
evening the deities comes back to the temple.

The Lord moves round the pond for 21
times. It is called 21 Chapas. So 21 x 4= 84 Ghera
Chapa is performed in the pond called Chapa
Pokharee. It is exactly the replica of Puri
Srikshetra.

27. Fairs and festivals of Puri and
Kantilo:- All the fairs and festivals of Srikshetra
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Puri is commemorated here at Kantilo with full of
pomp and pious except the Car Festival or Ratha
Yatra of  Lord  Jagannath. Lord Nilamadhava is
the presiding deity but Lord Jagannath, Balabhadra
and Goddess Subhadra are the Parswa Devatas
or subsidiary deities at Kantilo.

28. Tantra Devata:- Lord Nilamadhava has
been called as the Tantra Devata. Because here
at Kantilo, both Mantra and Tantra are applied in
the worship of Lord Nila Madhava. The Pancha
Upachara Puja is a glaring instance of this. Here,
Pancha Upachara Pooja roughly refers to the five
items in the daily rituals of worship.

The Maithuna is accomplished in the hand of the
priest. The priest gives the symbol of Maithun, in
his hand before the Lord.

29. Mukti Mandapa:- There is the location
of a Mukti Mandapa at the temple premises of
Lord Nilamadhava. The prime and proximate
objective of the fabrication or construction of this
temple is the Shashanee Brahmans or the
Shashanee Brahmanas Pandits sit there and
determine the strategy of the fairs, festivals, yatras,
cow-killing(Go-hatya), Brahmahatya etc.. They
also decide the Madakas (murder), Sutakas
(birth) of divergent issues and solve the problems,
disputes amicably. We can observe all these
activities only in the Jagannath temple at Srikshetra
Puri and Biraja Kshetra (Jajpur) but nowhere else
in the country so far.

30. Pancha Upachara Puja:- One of the
unique features of Lord Nilamadhava is the
prevalent of Pancha Upachara Puja. Here Pancha
Upachara Puja roughly refers to five kinds of
worshipping items which are usually used before
the Lord in the regular custom and tradition. These
items are- (1) Dhupa-Deepa, (2) Karpura-Alati,
(3) Saptanga-Alatee, (4) Gamuchha Luga (Napkin

and cloth), (5) Chandana Bhoga (Sandal). All
these 5 items are customarily rendered before
Lord Nilamadhava. This Pancha Upachara Puja
or worship is no where found except Puri (Lord
Jagannath of Srikshetra.(24)

Conclusion- At last it can be presumed that the
cult of Lord Nilamadhava or the Madhava cult
originated on the river valley of Mahanadi at
Kantilo and Kantilo has been rightly regarded as
the Abode or origin of Lord Nilamadhava.
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After life's sundown
The gate of grand liberation
Opens up tearing through
The womb of darkness.

Here, with the last breath
As a companion
The journey begins
From one world to the other.

Leaving behind
The burnished throne of splendour
The dialogues of kings
His Subjects, Death and Joginis
Smeared in dust
A lifeless spirit indulges in

Swargadwar

Shyam Prakash Senapati
Translated by Bhagaban Jayasingh

Dance of Death
When the soul searches for
The door of liberation
To the heaven of gods.

Here the wind dissolves
Life's unmitigated sighs
Giving rise to a new faith
A scintillating music of life
Plays out here
Which we call heaven
Where life dances around
In various hues.

Shyam Prakash Senapati, Translated by Bhagaban
Jayasingh, Near Achyuta Ashram, Talabania, Puri-2.
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And almost every one when age,
Disease or sorrows strike him.
Inclines to think there is a God.

Or something very like Him.

— Arthur Hugh Clough (1819-61)

Scriptures and legends sing paean of God, narrate
His power and glory. His creation is panoramic
and Kaleidoscopic and of unparalleled beauty.
He is the architect of billions of universes and
blackholes savouring planets and stars. On our
lovely earth the onlookers behold in amazement
the burst of light (violent explosion) in distant
galaxies. What we witness is real, but there might

Jatadhari Brahmin and Bruddha Varddhaki

Parikshit Mishra

be surreal fantasy. Believers maintain it is the work
of God. We’ve a simple answer to a simple
question: Is there God ? The faithful says, “Yes,
there is.” When there is creation there must be a
creator. Thought of God keeps mind cool and
unagitated.

Again what we see before our eyes would
be real, surreal or unreal. But we’ve a veil of
illusion before our eyes called maya in other word.
The ultimate aim of every seeker or believer is
God- realisation. He or she sees God in different
forms in unshakeable concentration. There is
however, only one God who is the absolute

monarch of the cosmos. We see God in idol, in
tree, in air, water and fire to regulate the mind.

In Skanda Puran Purusottam Kshetra
(place of pilgrimage) is the best of all Kshetras.
Vishnu Narayan has taken Darubrahma form to
enact his divine lila like a human being. Nilachal is
His favourite place. Seer Gemini told his followers
that who listened to the virtue of that holy place
evil thought disappeared. The inhabitants of this
sacred place get their sin washed away.

Purusottama Kshetra is free from pralaya
(end of the creation). This sacred land shall never
be drowned in water, burnt in fire or destroyed in
air. It is the blessed place. In Blue Hill or
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Neelaparbat conch, wheel, club and lotus wielding
radiant chlorite stone idol was worshipped in the
south west corner along Rohini tub (kunda). Lord
Brahma visited Srikshetra and meditated. To his
astonishment a thirsty crow took bath in Rohini
Kunda (Rohini tub). It took holy darshan of Lord
Nilamadhav. It then physically transformed into a
conch, wheel, club and lotus holding figure and
settled at Lord Neelamadhav. Gods of heaven
came down to earth to worship Neelamadhav
with dibya padartha (delicious eatables). It was
an everyday practice. Neelachal Kshetra was the
holiest place on earth. According to Neeladri
Mahodayah a thirsty crow strayed into Neelachal.
It could clearly see the reflected image of
Neelamadhav in Rohini Kunda (tub) and to
everyone’s amazement quenched its thirst but
turned into a four handed idol like Lord Vishnu
holding conch, wheel, club and lotus and at last
merged in Him. Such was the power of Kshetra,
Kunda (tub) and Lord Neelmadhav. Sanctity of
the place and holy idols called Brahma Bigraha
or idol of God was unquestionable. Neelachal was
the chosen place of Lord Jagannath where he
vowed never to desert.

King Indradyumna of Malab estate and
Abanti city was virtuous, truthful and brave who
cared uttermost for his subjects like his own
children. He was a staunch devotee of Lord
Vishnu and served the cause of the Brahmins with
deference. He had the highest reputation and
honour as a king.

Once he was worshipping Lord Vishnu
amid Brahmin priests and erudites. It was spiritual
environment. Now God took the form of Brahmin
monk and appeared on the scene to cast a spell
on his ardent devotee King Indradyumna. The
king welcomed the monk with utmost reverence
and urged him to kindly spell out the cause of his

visit. He was given a seat of honour and shown
befitting hospitality of a godman.

“You’ve done a great favour to us in
visiting this pious place. Kindly tell us what service
we shall render” the king said meekly.

The Brahmin Jatadhari spoke out
elaborately in the conclave. He harangued about
sanctity, purity and divinity of Purusottam Kshetra.
Here Lord Neelamadhav (blackist chlorite and
resplendent) idol of four hands holding conch,
wheel, club and lotus was worshipped by Gods
of heaven in the night with delicacies and
ornament of aromatic flowers.

Jatadhari Brahmin said, “Oh King ! I was
there for one year. I took bath in Rohini Kunda
and had holy darshan of Neelamadhav, the giver
of comfort and moksha (deliverance). I’ve seen
Gods of heaven worshipping Lord Neelamadhav
with unstinted love and devotion. The scene was
memorable.”

Brahmin Jatadhari gave out a garland of
flowers to the king and briefed out about holy
Purusottam Kshetra in Odra desh (country or
land). There was a huge batabruksha (banyan tree)
called Kalpabata. One would be redeemed on
having a glimpse of the radiant Neelamadhav.

The Jatadhari Brahmin spoke highly of
the Purusottam Kshetra and said, “Sinners get
rid of their sins. You’re a devoted Vaishnav. You
go and settle there. This Kshetra is the holiest
and most wonderful place on earth.” It was a
surprise that the Jatadhari Brahmin disappeared
before the eyes of the distinguished gathering. It
was the beginning of expression of revelation of
the Jagannath cult. Who was he and where from
he came remained unknown. The Jatadhari set a
new religious trend.
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Several chapters were written hereafter.
Royal representatives were deputed to four sides,
but only Vidyapati, younger brother of royal priest
came out successful. He had located the
Purusottam Kshetra and was fortunate to have
holy darshan of Lord Neelamadhav. He gave
detailed information to the king.

The king set out for the Purusottam
Kshetra with some trusted subjects, security
personnel, priests and  Debarshi Narad after giving
charges of his kingdom to his son Biravadra. It
was a long and arduous journey on difficult terrain.
On the way they visited places of pilgrimage like
Ekamrakanan, Lord Lingaraj, Kapoteswar, Lord
Ananta Basudev and other places of worship and
importance. They came across rivers, streams,
dykes, valleys, hills, dry-lands, grasslands, farm-
lands and wetlands. They had also faced rowdy
and un-social elements.

No sooner had they reached Purusottam
Kshetra than they were told about the
disappearance of Lord Neelamadhav last night
in a severe sandstorm. The shocked king lost his
sense. Devarshi Narada consoled him after he
recovered and advised him to conduct 1000
Aswamedha Yajna (horse-sacrifice rituals).

The king visited Neelakandar, the holy
abode of Lord Vishnu, where Lord Neelamadhav
had disappeared. The king on the advice of
Debarshi Narada built a temple in four days and
established Lord Nrusingha on the jewel altar
ceremonially. Everyone prayed and sought boon.
The Aswamedha Yajna came to end on offering
of purnahuti (completion of ghee-offering to the
fire).

It was a thrilling moment. All worshippers
sang devotional song. Priests recited immortal
verses of the Vedas.

The following morning the king and the
Debarshi went for bath in Mahodadhi. They
spotted holy daru (log of wood) in sea-shore
afloat. It was brought in grand procession to the
construction site altar. There was joy and
excitement. But it was a testing time for the
carpenters. They could not make a head-way for
the construction of holy idols. It was a worrying
moment for the king and the Devarshi. But to
everyone’s astonishinent an old carpenter
(Bruddha Varddhaki) descended from nowhere.
He was unsteady and could hardly stand on the
ground. But he was assertive and set conditions.
The old carpenter was none other than
Viswakarma Bhagaban (Lord Viswakarma)
himself. The Bruddha Varddhaki accomplished
his job in closed door temple in fifteen days. He
was nowhere seen as the doors of the construction
temple were opened. But there stood the sparkling
Brahma murty (Daru Brahma) idols.

It was a joyous moment. Everyone
prostrated and chanted holy name of God.

(The whole episode was executed on basis of
divine voice in the sky and projection in the dream
of the king and Devarshi.)

Jay Jagannath.
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The Somavamsis were great devotees of Siva.
Therefore, by their accession to power in

coastal Odisha, the ancient Saiva kshetra of
Bhubaneswar was benefitted most and it became
the religious centre of an increasingly prosperous
kingdom and was embellished with temples like
Muktesvara, Râjarânî, Brahmesvara and
Lingarâja which became unequalled in the whole
of Eastern India. In spite of their close association
with Saivism, the Somavamsis also patronised
Vaisnavism and constructed a temple for
Purusottama at Purî. However, during the period
of more than 160 years (C.950-1112 AD) of their
rule in Odisha, neither Purusottama temple nor
any other Visnu temple was ever mentioned in

The only available tradition of the
patronisation of the Somavamsis to early
Purusottama cult by renewing the images and
constructing a temple for him at Purî is the
legendary account recorded in the Mâdalâpâñji,
the temple chronicle of Purî. The story as related
in the temple chronicle runs thus2: “In the eleventh
anka of his reign Yayâti asked the Sannyâsis,
the Brahmacâris and Brâhmanas, “where is Srî
Jagannâtha Mahâprabhu, the Lord of Odisha ?”
They replied that on account of the invasion of
the Mughals (=Muslims) the ocean advanced (into
Purî Town) signaling bad days. So Lord
Jagannâtha was carried to Sunupura (=Sonepur)
and buried underground in a place not known to

their copper plate grants and other inscriptions.
Yet such a temple existed in their kingdom at Purî
at least in the 11th century AD, and it was widely
known in different parts of India. Although some
scholars agree with the existence of such a temple
in their kingdom at Purî,1 they have failed to
identify the remnants of this temple. After perusal
of the tradition recorded in the Mâdalâpâñji, and
on the basis of the inscriptional, literary and
archaeological evidences, an attempt has been
made in this chapter not only to prove the
existence of the Purusottama temple of
Somavamsi period at Purî but also to find out the
remnants of such a temple satisfactorily.

us. On hearing this, the king proceeded to
Sonepur. There he enquired from the Khandâitas
(where was Lord Jagannâtha secreted ?). They
replied that they were not aware, but had heard
their fathers and grand fathers saying: this is the
dianvara (=the holy banyan tree) beneath which
the holy idols were buried. Having heard this, the
king summoned the Kâturiâ Brâhmanas
(Brahmin tree-cutters) and with their help dug up
the ground after cutting down the tree. Finally
Paramesvara was retrieved. The images were
worn out by soil. He (=the king) wrapped the
images with cloth and put them inside a bag which
was then sealed. Thereafter he called for daitâs

The Purusottama Temple of Somavamsi
Period at Purî

Dr. Nanda Kishor Swain
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and patis. At the time the daitâs were at
Virivandha and patis were on the border of
Ratanpur. He summoned them to that place and
made splendid idols of Paramesvara from the logs
as per ritualistic prescription. When the work of
making of images was in progress, the king put
more sevakas (within the enclosure for this work).
Five Kâturiâ Brâhmanas, engaged in cutting
trees, belonged to Vatsasa gotra. The gotra of
daitâs was Uluka. The King recruited ten
sevakas for five Kâturiâ Brâhmanas, six for
eleven patis, and eight for eight parichâs. Thus
the sum total of these servants was twenty four.
The King built a temple of thirty eight cubits height
in the Sankhanâbhimandala of Srî Purusottama
kshetra, consecrated it, and installed the images
of Paramesvara. On the 25th day of the solar
month of Kakadâ (=Karkata or Cancer), in the
13th anka of this king, the deities were installed
on the simhâsana. On this auspicious day he laid
the foundation of the Bhuvanesvara (=Lingarâja)
temple.”3

That there existed a famous Purusottama
temple in Purî during the Somavamsi rule and the
reputation of Purî as the seat of Purusottama was
well established by the 10th – 11th century AD far
beyond the limits of Odisha is attested by a
number of inscriptional and literary references,
mostly from outside Odisha.

Among the inscriptions, the undoubtful
reference to Purusottama comes from the
Sâradâdevî temple inscription of Maihar4 in the
Satna district of Madhya Pradesh. The inscription
is incised on a stone slab lying in the Sâradâdevî
temple which stands on a hill in Maihar. The
inscription is not dated but on palaeographical
grounds it has been assigned by D.C. Sircar and
V.S. Subhrahmanyam to the middle of the 10th

century AD which is not free from doubt. The

inscription narrates the story relating to the
antecedents of a Brâhmana boy Dâmodar who
was originally the son of the goddess Sarasvatî
and was living in Brahma-loka along with the
preceptor of the gods (Brhaspati) and that once
there was as Sâstric dispute between the two, in
which Brhaspati was defeated by the young boy.
Being angry at his defeat, the preceptor of the
gods cursed the boy to be born on the earth. The
boy’s mother Sarasvatî then appeased Brhaspati
who consoled her by predicting that her young
son would be born in a family of pious
Brâhmanas and would become a great scholar
and would not live long on the earth. Verse 35 of
the inscription puts the following words in the
tongue of Brhaspati which are very significant from
our point of view.

Samudramajjanânnunamodresu Purusottamam I
Drstvâ tavantike bhûyah purâgacchatyam sisuh  II5

sl.35

“Verily, this child will again come back to
you as a result of being drowned in (the waters
of) the sea after having seen Purusottama in the
Odra country”.

The inscription further describes
Dâmodara’s career on the earth. He was born as
the son of one Devadhara on the earth. As
predicted by the preceptor of the gods, he stayed
in his father’s house till he became sixteen years
old. Then Dâmodara left his parents, friends and
relations and, resolving to set out on pilgrimage,
reached, in due course, the sea-shore where he
saw the god Purusottama and comes subsequently
world of Brahma-loka and thus re-united with
his mother, the goddess Sarasvatî.

tatasca ganitaireva divasairdevadurlabhah I

prâptavânjaladhestîram drstasca
Purusottamah  II sl.39
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tenaiva gacchata bhûyah paramam
Brâhmanah padam I  sl.40

As indicated by the prediction in verse
35, he must have lost his life while bathing in the
waters of the Bay of Bengal near the temple of
Purusottama in Odisha. The earthly father of the
boy, called Devadhara, is, however, so mortified
at the depart of his son that he constructed the
temple of Sarasvatî in his memory.

In the conclusion of the inscription Sircar
and Subhramanyam has remarked that, “the
reference to Dâmodara’s pilgrimage to Purî is very
interesting … It is now clear from the present
record that the god was enjoying the same
celebrity as early as the middle of the tenth century
and probably sometime earlier.”6

Purusottama mentioned in the inscription
is no other than the deity of Purî, who was so
famous in such a distant region as Maihar in the
middle of the 10th century AD so that the people
undertook long and perilous journeys to see him.

In the copper plate grants of eastern
Câlukya King Râjarâja-I (11th century AD)
discovered from Korumelli7 (in Rajamundri
District), Nandapundi8 and Kalidindi9 (in Krsnâ
district), the introductory verse describes Brahmâ
as born from the lotus which grows from the navel
of the great lord Nârâyana Purusottama at
Srîdhâma.

Srîdhâmnah Purusottamasya mahato
Nârâyanasya prabhornnâbhî pamkaruhâd
babhu (va jagata)s srastâ (swayam)bhûs
tata(h) I

The god Purusottama of the charters
possibly refers to Purusottama of Purî.

The Nâgpur stone inscription10 of the
Paramâras of Mâlwa dated in Vikram Samvat
1161 = 1104 AD refers among other things to a

military campaign which the Paramâra King
Laksmadeva led towards eastern India. In this
connection it states in verse 44 that wise men on
the eastern ocean cleverly praised the king by
comparing him to Purusottama.

The Pujâripali inscrition11 of the
Gopâladeva mentions Purusottama as an
important tirtha of India. The inscription is
undated. But the Boramdeo temple inscription12

written in Kalacuri era 840=1088 AD was also
issued by one Gopâladeva. If the two Gopâlas
are identical, the Pujâripali inscription could be
assigned to the end of the 11th century AD.

We find the mention of this sacred place
in the Govindpur stone inscription (Gayâ district,
Bihar) of poet Gangâdhara13 of the court of King
Rudramâna of Gayâ region which was written in
the Saka year 1059 = 1137 AD. Verse 12 of the
inscription states that Manoratha, the father of poet
Gangâdhara came on a pilgrimage to Purusottama.
“Pleasing with his good fortune and youth, and a
person of good renown, Manoratha went to the
sacred Purusottama, and on the noisy shore of
the sea gave away his wealth in charity at the time
of an eclipse of the bright moon; (and) gladdening
his ancestors with the water thrown from his hands,
he for a moment obtained the fellowship of the
moon, eclipsed at full-moon day”. This proves
the popularity of Purusottama as a tirtha in Bihar
region.

Besides these, undoubtful reference of
Purusottama is also made in some literary works
of 10th and 11th century AD. The first definite
reference to the deity Purusottama on the sea
shore and his ‘yâtrâ’ is found in the
Anargharâghava of the dramatist Murârî.14 The
date of Murârî is controversial. Some scholars
place him around middle of 9th century AD.15 S.N.
Dasgupta and S.K. De in their History of
Sanskrit Literature give reasons for placing him
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at the end of 9th or beginning of the 10th century.16

M. Winternitz, following Bhattanâtha Svâmin had
placed Murârî between 1050 and 1135 AD17 and
this was accepted by D.C. Sircar.18 H.V.
Stietencron after analyzing the archaeological
data, places Murârî after the middle of the 11th

century AD.19 The date of Murârî prior to the
11th century is unlikely.

Murârî refers to Purusottama of dark blue
body colour resembling blue sapphire, residing
on the shore of the salt-ocean and sporting with
Kamalâ by drawing patterns on her breast with
the paste of musk:

Nândyante sutradharah : Alamativistarena
bho bho lavanoda-velâ-vanâli-tamâlataru-
kandalasya
tribhuvanamauli-mandana-mahânilamaneh
kamalâ-kuca-kalasa-keli-kastûrikâ-
patrânkurasya bhagavatah Purusottamasya
yâtrâyâm upasthâniye-sabhâsadah…|

the prastâvanâ in the anka I immediately after
nândîpatha.

The mention of Purusottama on the sea
shore in whose yâtrâ a number of people
assemble, seems to be a clear reference to the
god Purusottama of Purî, who must have been
well known throughout India by the time of
Murârî.20

The existence of a temple of Purusottama
prior to the construction of the present temple by
the Ganga monarch Codaganga Deva is clearly
and definitely proved by the mention of the
devâyatanam of god Purusottama in the well
known drama Prabodha Candrodaya by Krsna
Misra who flourished in the court of the Candella
king Kirtivarman in Kâliñjara and wrote this work
sometime between 1060-1070 AD.21 In the Act
II of this allegorical drama, between sl. 27 and
28, one reads the following lines:

(tatah pravisati patrahastah purucah)

Purusah – hagge ukkaladesado âgodo mhi  I
atthi tottha sâalatîlasannivese
pulisottamasanniam devadâadanam … II
Mahâmohah – Kuto bhavân  I
Purusah – hagge pulisottamâdo âgado mhi  I22

This passage clearly mentions the temple
of Purusottama which is situated on the sea shore
in the country of Utkala (Ukkaladesa). It is
interesting that on the question of Mahâmoha from
where he is coming, the messenger answers that
he is coming from “Purusottama”.

The deplastering of Nrsimha temple (Pls.
1 and 2) by Archaeological survey of India has
exposed more than 60 inscriptions (Pls. 14 and
15) which provide valuable information on the
existence of a famous Purusottama temple at Purî
during the pre-Codaganga era. These inscriptions
are incised within the reigning periods of
Codaganga Deva and Anangbhîma Deva III within
which period seven Ganga monarchs have ruled.
Most of these epigraphs are bilingual written in
Sanskrit and Telugu languages. S.N. Rajaguru23

and S. Tripathy24 edited these epigraphs in
volumes entitled ‘Inscriptions of the Temple of
Purî and Origin of Srî Purusottama
Jagannâtha’ (2 Vols) and ‘Descriptive
Topographical Catalogue of Orissan
Inscriptions’ respectively. But, due to the
damaged condition of most of these records and
as the inscribed slabs are not fully exposed, the
texts furnished by these scholars are not without
errors. Here an attempt has been made to present
the gist of the contents of the inscriptions as
furnished by S. Tripathy25 in her above mentioned
book. They are as follows:

– A bilingual Sanskrit and Telugu inscription is
engraved on two stone slabs, one below the
other on the right side wall of the main entrance
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to the Nrsimha temple. The inscription, dated
in Saka era 1035 (=1113 AD) apparently
registers the gift of a perpetual lamp to be
burnt before the god Purusottama by a certain
Narahari (or Nârâyana) for the increase of
his own religious merit, on the occasion of
Mahâdvâdasî day. He is also stated to have
donated five nickas to the treasury of the
temple of Purusottama. The gift was entrusted
with the Kâmpus (?) for supply of oil in order
to continue the burning of the said perpetual
lamp.

– A bilingual Sanskrit and Telugu inscription is
engraved on two slabs below the above
inscription, on the right side wall of the main
entrance to the Nrsimha temple. The
inscription, dated in Saka era 1035 (=1113
AD) states that during the reign of Codaganga
Deva, the gift of a perpetual lamp along with
clarified butter was made by the
Mahâdandâdhikârin Nârâyana on the
occasion of Mahâdvâdasî in favour of god
Purusottama. He is also stated to have
deposited an amount of five niskas in the
treasury of god Purusottama for the
maintenance of the said lamp. The gift was
entrusted with the Kâmpus for the supply of
clarified butter to continue burning of lamp.

– A bilingual Sanskrit and Telugu inscription is
engraved on two slabs placed below the
above inscription on the right wall of the main
entrance to the Nrsimha temple. The
inscription, dated in Saka era 1035 (=1113
AD) registers the gift of a perpetual lamp in
favour of the god Purusottama by a lady
named Kalingâmmâ, the wife of Nârâyana on
the occasion of Mahâdvâdasî. She is also
stated to have donated to the temple treasury
an amount of five niskas (mâda in Telugu)
and have entrusted to a family of florist for

the maintenance of the gift lamp and for supply
of garland of flowers daily to the temple for
the worship of the god Purusottama.

– A Sanskrit inscription in Telugu script is
placed on the left side wall of the Nrsimha
temple. The inscription dated in Saka era
1041 (=1119 AD) records the gift of a
perpetual lamp in favour of god Purusottama
by a certain Govinda. He apparently
deposited some kârsapana for the
maintenance of the gift lamp.

– A bilingual Sanskrit and Telugu inscription is
inscribed slab fixed on the right door-jamb in
front of the Nrsimha temple. Dated in Saka
era 1047 (=1125 AD), it records the gift of
one hundred kârsapanas in favour of the god
Purusottama for burning of a perpetual lamp
by Govinda, designated as Sandhivigrahin
during the reign of the king of the Ganga family.

– A bilingual Sanskrit and Telugu inscription is
engraved on the left side wall of the main
entrance of the Nrsimha temple. Dated in
Saka era 1049 (=1127 AD), the inscription
seems to record the gift of a perpetual lamp
in favour of god Purusottama by a certain
Vâluna, son of Mankunânâyaka belonging to
Kâsyapa gotra.

– A bilingual Sanskrit and Telugu inscribed slab
is found on the left side wall of the main
entrance of the Nrsimha temple. Dated in
Saka era 1049 (=1127 AD), the inscription
registers the gift of a perpetual lamp in favour
of god Purusottama by a certain Sommânâ,
son of Vankunânâyaka, belonging to Kâsyapa
gotra for his own prosperity. He is apparently
stated to be a resident of Srî-Khimada.

– A Sanskrit inscribed slab is fixed on the left
side wall of the main entrance to the Nrsimha
temple. The inscription is badly damaged and
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its purport is not clear. It apparently mentions
a visaya or district called Pascimagada and
records the gift of a perpetual lamp in favour
of god Purusottama by a certain Sommâna,
son of Vankunânâyaka of the Kâsyapa gotra.

– A Sanskrit inscription is found engraved on
the southern wall at the right door-jamb of
the Nrsimha temple. Dated in Saka era 1049
(=1127 AD), the inscription records the gift
of five niskas by a certain Potâyâ Lenkâ, son
of Vikkalla Sura for making provision of a
perpetual lamp in the temple of god
Purusottama during the reign of Anantavarman
(Codaganga Deva). The gift is stated to have
been entrusted to the resident-householders
of Madopura in the Puvvadhrvadi.

– A Sanskrit inscription of the time of
Codaganga Deva is fixed on the right side
wall on the northern side of the main entrance
to the Nrsimha temple. The record is an
eulogy, in praise of Codaganga Deva, who
has been endowed with epithets of
Paramamâhesvara, Paramabhattâraka,
Ganga-kula-tilaka and Trikalingâdhipati.
The record also mentions an epithet of
Prativâdi-varana-kesari, apparently for a
different person who seems to have donated
eight niskas (of gold) for making provision
of a perpetual lamp to be burnt before the
god Purusottama during the victorious reign
of illustrious Codaganga Deva. The money
seems to have been deposited in the temple
treasury and a certain Vâsavapati Lenkâ was
entrusted with the maintenance of the said gift
by supplying clarified butter every month from
the cowherd men.

– An undated fragmentary Sanskrit inscription
is incised on the right door-jamb of the
Nrsimha temple. It apparently records the

donation of the five niskas (of gold) to the
treasury of the temple of Purusottama.

– An undated Sanskrit inscription is engraved
on a slab at the right side of the right door-
jamb of the Nrsimha temple. It seems to
record five niskas of gold by the resident of
a locality (name is lost) for burning a perpetual
lamp before the god Purusottama.

– An undated fragmentary and worn out
Sanskrit inscription is engraved on the left side
of the right door-jamb of the Nrsimha temple.
It apparently records the gift of a perpetual
lamp along with provision of oil and paddy
for its maintenance, in favour of the god
Purusottama.

– An undated Sanskrit and Telugu inscription
is engraved on the front side of the right door-
jamb. It records the gift of a certain amount
of mâdas (of gold) for making provision for
a perpetual lamp in the temple of Purusottama.

– A Sanskrit inscription of the time of
Codaganga Deva is found at the left side wall
of the entrance to the Nrsimha temple. It
apparently records the gift of a perpetual
lamp to the deity Krsna by one Râyana along
with his wife Ratnâmmâ who hailed from the
village called Mandâ-grâma of Vengidesa,
during the reign of Codaganga Deva for the
increase of religious merit. He is stated to have
donated five mâdas of gold to the temple
treasury for the maintenance of the gift lamp.

–  A Sanskrit inscription, dated in the 53 (?)
regnal year of Codaganga Deva is stated to
have been engraved on the wall of the
Nrsimha temple. The record states that
Codaganga Deva made a gift of 3 (30) cows
in favour of the temple of god Purusottama
which were entrusted with the mâlâkâra (the
garland maker) of the village called Purana-
grâma for their maintenance.
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– A Sanskrit inscription of about twelfth century
AD is engraved on the left side of the right
door-jamb of Nrsimha temple. It apparently
records the gift of certain amount of niskas
(of gold) by a person (name lost) and the
florist (mâlâkâra) Jayarâja who was
entrusted with the duty of supplying garlands
to the deities Purusottama, Balabhadra and
Subhadrâ.

– A Sanskrit inscription of the time of
Codaganga Deva is engraved on the right side
wall of the main entrance of the Nrsimha
temple. Dated in Saka year 1053 (=1131
AD), the inscription records the gift of a
perpetual lamp in favour of god Purusottama
by the Srîkarana Bhimanâtha of Arasâvalli
for accruing religious merit during the fifty-
seventh year of Codaganga Deva of the
Ganga family.

– A Telugu inscribed slab is fixed on the right
side of the main entrance to the Nrsimha
temple. Dated in Saka year 1053 (=1131
AD), it records the gift of 100 gold coins (?)
in favour of god Purusottama by Bhimanâtha
designated as Srîkarana who hailed from
Arasâvalli. The gift is stated to have been
entrusted with the Kâmpus of the village
headed by one Jayarâja, apparently for
making provision and maintenance of a
perpetual lamp in the temple of the said deity.

– A Sanskrit inscription of about 12th century
AD is fixed on right side wall of the main
entrance to the Nrsimha temple. It seems to
record the gift of a perpetual lamp in favour
of the god Purusottama by a certain
Bhimanâtha.

– A Sanskrit inscription, dated in the 58 (?)
anka year of Codaganga Deva, is engraved
on a slab fixed at the eastern side wall of the

Nrsimha temple.25 The inscription records the
grant of five mâdas (of gold) by the reigning
king Codaganga Deva during his 58 (?) regnal
year in favour of the temple of god
Purusottama for making provision of a
perpetual lamp to be burnt before the god.
The money was entrusted with the residents
of Maluda-grâma attached to the Jalakhanda
visaya for supply of oil for burning of the said
land.

– A Sanskrit inscription is engraved on the
northern wall facing east in the Nrsimha
temple. Dated in the Saka year 1058 (=1136
AD) and anka year 61 of Codaganga Deva,
the inscription records the gift of a perpetual
lamp in the shrine of the god Krsna to be burnt
before the god Cakrin by a certain Mânkani,
daughter of Âmmâni, during the 61 regnal year
of Codaganga Deva during his presence in
the holy place of the god Purusottama. An
amount of five mâdas of gold was deposited
in the temple for the maintenance and
continuation of the burning of the said lamp.
The gift was entrusted with one Sivadâsa for
supervision.

– A Sanskrit inscription is engraved on the
northern wall facing west near the image of
pârsva-devatâ Trivikrama of the Nrsimha
temple. Dated in Saka year 1058 (=1136
AD), it records the gift of five niskas for
making provision of a perpetual lamp in favour
of god Purusottama by a certain Govinda
during the victorious sixty-one regnal year of
Codaganga Deva of the Ganga family. The
gift is stated to have been entrusted to a
certain Kâmadeva with five niskas for the
maintenance of the said lamp.

– A Sanskrit inscription is fixed on the outer
wall of the northern side of the Nrsimha
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temple near the image of Namarâja facing
west. The inscription records the gift of a
perpetual lamp with wicks to the god
Purucottama by a royal officer named
Lollapa, designated as Gajasâdhanika, who
was the son of a minister during the
seventeenth regnal year of Codaganga Deva
of the Ganga family. He also made an
endowment of some amount of mâdas of
gold in favour of the temple in order to make
provision for the maintenance of the gift which
was entrusted with Sivadâsa, the mâlâkâra
(the florist) and one Vâsudeva for supervision.

– A Sanskrit inscription is engraved on the
outer wall of the southern side of the Nrsimha
shrine. The inscription records an endowment
of three mâdas of gold and thirty-two mânas
of land, situated in the village of Madhupura
for the maintenance of a perpetual lamp,
donated in favour of the god Purusottama by
a certain Surapotâ of the Bharadvâja gotra
along with his wife during the fifth regnal year
of Kâmârnava Deva of Ganga family. The gift
was entrusted with one Jayarâja who was the
head of the guild of garland-makers
(mâlâkâra-sresthin) for its supervision and
maintenance.

– An Odiâ inscription, with a slight admixture
of Sanskrit, dated of about 13th century AD
is found on the southern wall of Nrsimha
shrine on the lotus base facing east near the
Varâha image. Dated in the 31st regnal year
of Anangbhîma Deva, the inscription records
the grant of two plots of land situated in a
village under the visaya Andhavara by
Mahâmandalika, Srîkarana Suru (Senâpati)
in favour of the deities Balabhadra and
Kamalâksa (Krsna or Purusottama-
Jagannâtha) for making provision for offering
(amrta-manohi) to the said deities.

– A Sanskrit inscription of about 13th century
AD is found on the eastern wall of the Nrsimha
shrine. It apparently records the gift of three
mâdas of gold in favour of the temple of
Purusottama.

– A Sanskrit inscription of about 13th century
AD is inscribed on the southern wall of
Nrsimha shrine near the Varâha image. It
seems to record the gift of five niskas of gold
for the maintenance of a perpetual lamp in
the temple of god Purusottama. The donor
seems to be a certain Singarasena.

Thus the historical tradition as recorded in
the Mâdalâpâñji which credits Yayâti with the
construction of an earlier temple of Purusottama
in Purî is based on fact: it is not in conflict with the
archaeological, epigraphical and literary
references. None of these inscriptions and literary
works refer to the present Jagannâtha temple, the
construction of which is attributed to the Ganga
monarch Codaganga Deva. Therefore,
Mâdalâpâñji’s tradition that Yayâti built a temple
of 38 cubits height at Purusottama ksetra,
consecrated it and installed the images rests on
solid ground.

If there existed a famous Purusottama
temple at Purî during the Somavamsî rule then
the next logical question that comes to mind is
that where does exist the remnant of this temple ?
The available archaeological evidences, as
indicated below, are sufficient enough to conclude
that the so-called Nrsimha temple (Pls. 1 and 2)
located to the south of the Jagannâtha temple
within Kûrmavedhâ is originally the early
Purusottama temple of the Somavamsîs.

Firstly, the Mâdalâpâñji states that the
height of Purusottama temple that was constructed
by Yayâti Kesarî is of 38 hâta (cubits). Hâta
(cubit) is not a standard unit of measurement in
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modern times as it may vary from person to
person depending upon their physical growth. If
we convert 38 cubits into meters it may vary
between 18 to 20 meters. The physical verification
and survey of temples within the Jagannâtha temple
complex reveal that there are three temples which
can be safely dated to pre-Ganga period. They
are the Nrsimha temple of 19m high, the
Pâtâlesvara temple of 11.15 m high and the
Îsânesvara temple of 9.45m high.26 So far as the
physical dimension of the early Purusottama temple
of the Somavamsîs is concerned, the descriptions
of the Mâdalâpâñji fits into the so-called
Nrsimha temple.

Secondly, the pedestal of the presiding
deity within the sanctum of so-called Nrsimha
temple is unusually bigger than the presently
installed image of Nrsimha. It indicates that
originally the pedestal was meant for some other
deities and when they were shifted from the
present temple to another location, the temple was
converted into a Nrsimha shrine by installing a
small image on the existing pedestal.

Thirdly, the sculptural embellishments and
iconographic details on the outer surface of the
so-called Nrsimha temple (Pls. 1 and 2) reveal
that it is a full fledged Visnu temple rather being
meant for Nrsimha, the fourth incarnation of Visnu.
The temple is richly embellished with secular and
religious motifs. Our main purport here is to
underline the religious motifs that are associated
with a Visnu temple. The khâkharâ-mundi niches
of the kanikapâgas of the tala-janghâ are
depicted with the ten incarnations (dasâvatâras)
of Visnu, viz, Matsya (south east corner facing
east) (Pl.6), Kûrma (south east corner facing
south) (Pl. 7), Varâha (south west corner facing
south) (Pl. 8), Nrsimha (south west corner facing
west), Vâmana (north west corner facing west)
(Pl. 9), Balarâma (north west corner facing north),

Buddha (north east corner facing north) (Pl. 10)
and Kalkî (north east corner facing east). The
Matsya, Kûrma and Varâha incarnations are
depicted in their zoomorphic forms. The
khâkharâ-mundi  niches in the anurathapâga
of tata-janghâ contain different forms of Visnu
and Krsnalîlâ scenes. The niches of pidhâ-
mundis in the anurathapâgas of upara-janghâ
contain the episodes from the life of Krsna like
Visvarupadarsana, Sakatâbhañjana (Pl.11),
Yâmalârjuna (Pl.12), Putanâvadha, and
different forms of Visnu (Pl. 13) and Trivikrama.
The râhâpâgas of the bâda contain projecting

Pl. 1: Nrsimha temple alias Purusottama temple of
Somavamsi period at Purî (View from North)
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niches housing the chlorite
images of pârsva-devatâs,
Varâha in the south (Pl. 3),
Balarâma/Sesadeva in the west
(Pl. 4) and Trivikrama in the
north (Pl. 5). Similarly, the
central niches of the miniature
rekha temples (angasikhara)
in the rahapaga of gandi also
house Varâha in the south,
Balarama / Sesadeva in the
west and Trivikrama in the
north. The front râhâ of the
gandi on the east side contains
an image of Nrsimha. All these
evidences of religious motifs
clearly indicate that the temple
was dedicated to Visnu. On the
other hand, Nrsimha being one
of the offspring of Visnu, cannot
be taken as the principal deity
of the same temple where his
figure has been shown in the
wall as the fourth incarnation of
Visnu.

Fourthly, in addition to these indirect
evidences, there are direct evidences about the
identification of the temple as that of the
Purusottama temple of the Somavamsi period. As
has been discussed above the deplastering of the
Nrsimha temple by ASI during 1987-88 has
brought to light more than 60 inscriptions in
Sanskrit and Telugu which are votive in nature
and records the gift of perpetual lamps in favour
of god Purusottama. Even one inscription records
the gift of certain amount of niskas to a florist
(mâlâkâra) named Jayarâja who was entrusted
with the duty of supplying garlands to the deities
Purusottama, Balabhadra and Subhadrâ. No
other temple of Odisha has revealed such large

number of votive records,
which indicates the importance
of the present temple. After
studying an inscription belonging
to the time of Codaganga Deva
and referring to the god
Purusottama at the entrance of
the Nrsimha temple, A. Joshi in
1961 made an attempt to
identify the temple with the
original Purusottama temple.27

But by that time other
inscriptions were not brought
to light.

A custom which
implicitly followed in temples is
that while making gift of
perpetual lamps in name of a
deity and if that dedication is
expressly recorded through an
inscription being fixed in the
temple, then the temple must

have been
dedicated to that
deity only. No
inscription is
attached in the
name of one
deity in a temple
of another deity.
This rule was
strictly followed
without deviation
during ancient
days. Therefore,
how can we
believe that in

Pl. 2: Nrsimha temple alias
Purusottama temple of Somavamsi
period at Purî (View from South)

Pl.3: Varâha, the southern
pârúva-devatâ  of Nrsimha

temple.
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this case grants of
perpetual lamps
were made in the
name of god
Purusottama at the
temple of
N r s i m h a ?
Moreover, there is
not even a single
epigraph in which
the name of
Nrsimha is
mentioned.

The above
d i s c u s s i o n ,
therefore, leads
reasonably to
conclude that the

so-called Nrsimha temple is originally the
Purusottama temple of Somavamsîs as recorded
in the tradition of Mâdalâpâñji and in the
inscriptions.

The Purusottama temple of the
Somavamsîs is located a few meters away to the
south of the Jagannâtha temple of the Ganga
period. There are reasons to believe that during
the digging of the huge foundation of the
Jagannâtha temple, the Purusottama temple
cannot survive in such a close location. Moreover,
doubts come to the mind that how this Somavamsi
temple could be erected on a common platform
of Ganga period within the Kûrmavedhâ ? All
the three surviving Somavamsi temples, viz., the
Pâtâlesvara temple and Îsânesvara temple
including the Purusottama temple must have been
located in the same level and in close proximity
to each other. The level must be below the
Kûrmavedhâ and on the same surrounding road
level as is the case with Pâtâlesvara and

Îsânesvara temples. On the other hand, some of
the architectural members and inscribed slabs of
the Purusottama temple are placed awkwardly
inside the temple walls suggesting some major
intervention during subsequent period of its
construction. All these evidences reasonably
indicate that the early Purusottama temple was
not originally constructed at its present location.
It has been transplanted here in the past due to
some requirements which are not clear to us.
Most probably the temple was originally located
somewhere near nâta-mandira or bhoga-
mandapa of Jagannâtha temple in the same lower
level as that of the Pâtâlesvara and Îsânesvara
temples. During the time of construction of the
nâta-mandira/bhoga-mandapa the temple
might have been translocated to the present
location and converted into Nrsimha shrine as the
temple was empty due to shifting of deities to the
present Jagannâtha temple. During the
transplantation some inscribed slabs are inserted
a w k w a r d l y
inside the temple
walls (Pls.16and
17). However,
the hypothesis is
subject to
modification in
the light of further
research.

The next
p e r t i n e n t
question that
comes to mind is
the name of the
Somavamsi ruler
who did build this
e a r l y
Pu ru so t t am a
temple at Purî.

Pl.4: Balarâma/Sesadeva, the
western pârúva-devatâ  of

Nrsimha temple.

Pl.5: Trivikrama, the northern
pârúva-devatâ  of Nrsimha

temple.
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The historical
tradition of the
M â d a l â p â ñ j i
refers to Yayâti
Kesarî as the
builder of the
temple of
Purusottama. In the
S o m a v a m s i
dynasty, there are
two rulers bearing
the name Yayâti :
Mahâsivagupta-I
Yayâti (AD 920-
955) and

Mahâsivagupta-III Yayâti-II (AD 1022-1040).
It appears that the Mâdalâpâñji confused the two
rulers as one. However, considering the stylistic
evolution of the Purusottama temple and other
corroborative evidences, Yayâti-II may be
regarded as the builder of this temple.

The inscription, dated 1113 AD by the
Ganga king Codaganga Deva evidently sets the
terminus antequem of the date of the temple.
Hence, the temple existed by 1113 AD and it can
be regarded as a Somavamsi monument. The
architecture, sculptures and iconography of the
temple has striking affinity with the
Manibhadresvara and Brahmesvara temples at
Bhubaneswar. The Brahmesvara temple was built
by Queen Kolâvatî Devî, the mother of
Somavamsi king Uddyota Kesarî (AD 1040-
1065) during the second half of the 11th century
AD. K.S. Behera has doubts while placing the
Nrsimha temple in the second half of the 11th

century AD. He even suggests a slightly earlier
date for the temple.28 We agree with K.S. Behera
in placing the temple to an early date, i.e. during
the reign of Yayâti II (AD 1022-1040).

The statement of Mâdalâpâñji that on
the 25th day of the solar month of Kakadâ
(=Karkata or Cancer), in the 13th anka of Yayâti,
the deities were installed in the simhâsana of the
Purusottama temple and on this auspicious day
he laid the foundation of the Bhuvanesvara
(Lingarâja) temple29 is based on fact. K.S. Behera
reasonably states Yayâti-II as the founder of the
Lingarâja temple and his successor Uddyota
Kesarî completed this temple.30 Therefore, it is
reasonable to assume Yayâti II, the founder of
the Lingarâja temple, as the builder of the early
Purusottama temple at Purî.

Though a devout Saiva like his
predecessors, Yayâti-II was a broad-minded ruler
who supported the Jainas at Udayagiri and
Khandagiri, and patronised Vaisnavism.
Therefore, Mahâbhava-gupta Uddyota Kesarî in
his Narasimhapur plates, dated in his 4th regnal
year praises his father Yayâti II by referring him
as Pratinidhir Madhusudanasya (the
representative or likeness of Madhusudana.)31

A brief reference to the historical context
of the period may be helpful to understand the
construction of
the Purusottama
temple of the
Somavamsîs. It
is very likely
that the
conquest of
coastal Odisha
by the
Somavamsîs
was a long and
gradual process
till it was finally
united by Yayâti
II in the first half
of the eleventh

Pl.6: Matsya on south east
corner facing east of

Nrsimha temple.

Pl.7: Kûrma on south east corner
facing south of Nrsimha temple.
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century with his
homeland in
Daksina Kosala.
In two inscriptions
it is clearly stated
that Yayâti II was
elected by the
war-lords and
m i n i s t e r s
respectively as
king of both
(dvaya and
u b h a y a )
kingdoms (rastra)
Kosala and
Utkala.32 The
explicit mention of
the term rastra
both for Kosala

and Utkala makes it highly probable that till Yayâti
II, both states were autonomous parts of the
Somavamsi kingdom. After unifying the both
kingdoms, in order to strengthen and legitimate
his rule in coastal Odisha particularly in Purî region
and at the same time to unify it ritually with his
homeland in western Odisha, Yayâti II must have
planned to construct the first historically known
Purusottama temple in Purî.

By constructing the first Purusottama
temple in Purî, Yayâti II established for the first
time a strong and influential relationship between
western Odisha and the Purusottama cult of Purî.
Highlighting the legendary account of the
Mâdalâpâñji about ‘Yayâti Kesarî’ as of great
importance for the study of the political aspect of
the Jagannâtha cult, H. Kulke has rightly pointed
out that, “noteworthy in the Mâdalâpâñji tradition
is in this respect specially the strong relationship
of Jagannâtha cult with western Orissa — written
down in a text compiled around AD 1600 when

the knowledge about the origin of the Somavamsîs
from south Kosala of western Orissa had already
become very faint. The alleged ‘rediscovery’ of
Jagannâth’s images and priests might, therefore,
well reveal an even stronger influence of the
Somavamsîs on the early Jagannâtha cult in Purî
than usually assumed”.33

Though the deeds of Yayâti Kesarî is
praised in the legends of Mâdalâpâñji and he
constructed the first Purusottama temple in Purî,
it is certain that under none of the Somavamsîs
the god Purusottama of Purî played the role of
family deity (kuladevatâ) or even of a state deity
(rastra-devatâ). All of the Somavamsi rulers were
strong minded Saivas who left the testimonies of
their devotion in their ambitious building activities
in the Saiva ksetras, especially in Bhubaneswar.
Purusottama became only a subsidiary state deity
of the Somavamsi kingdom.34

The inscriptions discovered from this
early Purusottama temple throws valuable light
on the presiding deity of this temple which was
Purusot tama/
Jagannâtha triad
made out of
wood. Hence, it
would not be out
of context to
discuss on the
aspect of the
temple and cult.

In an
article published
in the Journal of
the Royal Asiatic
Society, London,
1981, H. Kulke
held the view that
only Purusottama
and his consort

Pl.8: Varâha on south west
corner facing south of Nrsimha

temple.

Pl.9: Vâmana on north west
corner facing west of Nrsimha

temple.
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Laksmî were
worshipped in
the temple
d u r i n g
C o d a g a n g a
Deva’s time and
that the worship
of Jagannâtha,
Balabhadra and
Subhadrâ was
introduced by
Anangbhîma
Deva III in
1230 AD.35

The theory was
based on the
assumption that

inscriptions of Gangas particularly the Dâsgobâ
copper plate inscription of Codaganga Deva’s
grandson, Râjarâja III (AD 1198-1211) states
about the existence of Purusottama who resides
in his ksetra together with Kamalâ or Laksmî.36

Murârî describes in his  Anargharâghava the
yâtrâ of the god Purusottama being worshipped
at the sea-shore together with his consort Kamalâ,
sitting on his lap. For the first time the inscriptions
of Anangbhîma Deva III in Pâtâlesvara temple,
Purî dated 1237 AD mentioned Halin
(Balabhadra), Cakrin (Krsna) and Subhadrâ.37

This important conclusion of H. Kulke has
been rejected by K. S. Behera in view of the fact
that even earlier to Anangbhîma Deva III,
references are found to the Jagannâtha trinity.38

The undated Edilpur inscription of king
Kesavasena claims that his father Laksmanasena
(AD 1179-1206) erected pillars of victory and
sacrificial posts “on the coast of southern sea near
the vedi, the abode of Musaladhara (Balabhadra)
and Gadâpâni (Krsna)” (velayam daksinabher
Musaladhara-Gadâpâni-samvasa-vedyam).39

It is clear from the above reference that even half
century before the 1230 AD Balabhadra and
Krsna were worshipped at Purî.40

The most important evidence about the
existence and the worship of the Jagannâtha trinity
during the reign of Codaganga Deva and before
comes from an inscription found on the base of
the so called Nrsimha temple on the south side of
the Jagannâtha temple. While several other
inscriptions of the temple refer to Purusottama,
this inscription records the gift of niskas to a florist
(mâlâkâra) Jayarâja who was entrusted with the
duty of supplying garlands to the Purusottama,
Balabhadra and Subhadrâ.41 The inscription,
which evidently belongs to the time of Codaganga
Deva, conclusively proves the worship of the
Trinity at Purusottama temple during his time or
even prior to him. This is perhaps the earliest
epigraphical evidence relating to the three principal
divinities of the temple.42 On the basis of literary
texts like Hayasirsa Pañcharâtra (Circa 800
AD) and Kriyâyogasâra (written towards the end
of the 9th or the beginning of 10th century AD)
which refer to the worship of Purusottama
a l o n g w i t h
Balabhadra and
Subhadrâ, K.S.
Behera states
that the worship
of Jagannâtha
trinity was well
known in the
Purusottama
Ksetra in the
p r e - G a n g a
period.43

E v e n
the evolution of
the Jagannâtha
triad can be

Pl.10: Buddha on north east
corner facing north of Nrsimha

temple.

Pl.11: Sakamâbhañjana, Nrsimha
temple.
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traced by
assuming that the
wooden triad
was at the centre
of the
Purusottama cult
of Purî from the
very beginning.
The assumption is
mainly based on
considerations
regarding the
continuity of the
cult and its rituals.
From a ritualistic
point of view, the

assumption that an exchange of crude wooden
images for an earlier Brahmanical stone image of
Visnu/Purusottama might have taken place at any
time by any Ganga monarch in the cult’s history,
seems extreme difficult. By acknowledging a
locally or regionally worshipped god and by
raising him to the rank of a state deity, the king
receives legitimation for his rule and assumes the
submission and loyal support of the god’s
devotees.44 On the other hand, the king would
never venture to interfere with the rituals of the
conquered zone by replacing a finer image of
Purusottama with crude wooden images of
Jagannâtha trinity inviting the wrath of the subjects
and protest from the priestly community. Hence,
we can conclude that long before the construction
of the present Jagannâtha temple at Purî by
Codaganga Deva, the wooden trinity consisting
of Purusottama, Balabhadra and Subhadrâ had
been in existence at earlier Purusottama temple
in Purî.

Thus the so called Nrsimha temple, its
inscriptions and the historical tradition recorded
in Mâdalâpâñji throw new light on the early
Purusottama temple of Somavamsi period.

To resume, the above discussion is
intended to establish the following conclusion:

— The Somavamsi king Mahasiva-gupta III
Yayâti II (AD 1022 – 1040) constructed
the early Purusottama temple at Purî.

— The so called Nrsimha temple is originally
the early Purusottama temple of Somavamsi
king Yayâti II.

— The wooden images of Purusottama,
Balabhadra and Subhadrâ were under
worship in this early Purusottama temple
during the Somavamsi and early Ganga
p e r i o d s
also.

— The so
c a l l e d
N r s i m h a
temple is a
transplanted
monument
during the
period of
Sûryavamsî
Gajapatis.

— A f t e r
shifting of
the deities,
the empty
Purusottama
temple was
converted to Nrsimha shrine.
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I

The antiquity of Sri Purushottama Kshetra, the
sacred dhama of Darurupi Jagannatha Trinity

is still shrouded in mystery though copious sources
present the significance of it. Besides Sanskrit
Puranas and Sthala Puranas, vernacular Odia texts
we have several epigraphic records on it. They
are still not sufficient for a comprehensive study
on Jagannatha Cult. Anthropological studies are
also given importance in this respect. But there is
still a scope for a reinterpretation of traditional
narratives found to be incorporated in Odia epic
of Sarala Das which is Mahabharata. In this article
we have directed the attention of the Jagannatha
scholars to a fresh study of Vana  and Musali

Yamanika Tirtha and  the First Darurupa in
Sri Purushottama Kshetra

Kailash Chandra Dash

Parvas of Sarola Mahabharata  locating  the
antiquity of Purushottama Kshetra and for
interpreting  the wooden shape of the Four-fold
images (Jagannatha, Balabhadra, Subhadra and
Sudarshana) in the sacred  centre of Sri
Purushottama.

II

In the extant text of Sarola Mahabharata
(in the edited volumes by Arttaballabh Mohanty
the term is Sarola which is also known as Sarala)
there is ample scope for a fresh study of the
mysterious Jagannatha Cult. (Mohanty,

1970:171-230; 1-120) The poet Sarola Das was
a contemporary of the Suryavamshi king
Kapilendra Deva who had the reigning period
from 1435 to 1470 which is supported from his
version in Sarola Vandana of Adi Parva.
(Mohanty, 1965:4) He had given an elaborate
study of the origin and progress of Sri
Purushottama Kshetra, the seat of Daru-rupi
Jagannatha Trinity on the basis of his thorough
knowledge of the traditional local narratives. The
first important aspect of the antiquity of
Purushottama Kshetra, the so-called
Nilasundaragiri on the sea-shore of Utkala
according to Sarola Das is Yamanika Tirtha. This
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Yamanika Tirtha has been presented both in Vana
Parva and Musali Parva of his Mahabharata.
According to the poet Yamanika Tirtha was also
known as Yameswar Pitha where Yameswar Linga
was present. The term Yamanika Tirtha is very
significant for the study of the antiquity of
Purushottama Dhama which is entirely absent in
epigraphic sources and even in several Sthala
Puranas like Purushottama Khanda of Skanda
Purana where we find only the name Yameswar.
First of all Sarola Das in his Vana Parva described
the origin of Yamanika Tirtha which contained
Purushottama Kshetra or the popular Nilagiri.
(Mohanty, 1970:108-109) In this section of Vana
Parva Yamanika Tirtha on the sea-shore has also
been described as Yambeswar Mukta
Mahalinga. Yamanika has been described as a
son of Brahma and as such a Maharshi. Once
this Yamanika using the Marala (Swan) vehicle of
Brahma travelled seven earths (Sapta
Brahmanda). Brahma wanted his vehicle Swan
to visit Heaven and was informed that Yamanika
was going to Patala (Low Land) in his Swan
vehicle. Brahma who was described as Vedavyas
cursed his son not to return and he would stay
where he was moving. At that time Yamanika was
in the north side of Baranidhi (Sea). He remained
there as  stone like Mahasambhu. Thus there came
into being Yamanika Tirtha where Yameswar, son
of Brahma was called Yameswar Mahalinga. At
the end of this Tirtha was Nilasundaragiri.

This version of Sarola Das indicates a
new aspect of Yama. In the Puranas Yama has
been described as a son of Surya (Dharma), but
Sarola Das accepted him as a son of Brahma.
Yamanika Tirtha contains Nilasundaragiri which
was also known as Sri Purushottama Kshetra.
Yameswar is still popular in Purushottama
Kshetra. But Sarola Das who was conscious of

this Saiva centre Yameswar accepted Yamanika
as the son of Brahma, the progenitor of the Vedas.
Yamanika was not Yama, but  a disobedient and
cursed   child of Brahma in this section of Odia
Mahabharata. There is an indirect  indication in
this story of Yamanika that  the  centre of
Purushottama was  earlier  famous as a Vajrajani
Tantric centre. The peculiar name Yamanika
signifies the name of a  famous  Vajrajana deity
called Yamantaka. Yamanika was probably a
distorted   form of Yamantaka  used by the local
people who also  accepted him as Yameswar
which means lord of Yama, a form superior to
Yama.In Vajrajani Tantric form of worship
Yamantaka was also called Mahakala and
destroyer of Death.(Donaldson, 2001:227-230)
On the basis of this interpretation we may state
here that Sarola Das in this section of Mahabharata
presented the fact that  Vajrajana as a form of
religion was latent in Vedic ideas, but the Buddhists
used it differently and the famous Vajrajani deity
Yamantaka was worshipped in the seashore of
Odisha which is now called Purushottama
Kshetra. Even in the border of Puri near Konarka
in Kuruma Buddhist Vihara there was the worship
of Yamantaka for which the site is also called
Yama-dharma Pitha.(Donaldson, 2001:83-84)
There is corroborative evidence on the  presence
of Tantric element in Purushottama Kshetra before
it was a full centre of Vishnu.  Sakta cult was a
predominant aspect of Purushottama Kshetra in
the early medieval phase. Sakta influence in the
temple ritual of Lord Jagannatha can be clearly
traced. (Dash, 1963:281: Mishra, 1991:44-45)
In Tantra Chudamani, a tantric text of later date
the association of Bhairava-Jagannatha with
Goddess Bhairavi-Vimala has been emphasized.
It indicates that the main centre of Purushottama
was dominated by Bhairava, Vimala for which
Vimala was accepted as the Pitheswari of Puri.
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Most probably the tantric elements were
completely eliminated during the period of
Chodaganga who occupied the entire centre of
the tantric deities in Purushottama Kshetra for
constructing the present huge structure for Vishnu-
Purushottama. According to Rajabhoga of
Madalapanji, this Ganga king Chodaganga
imprisoned the Tantric deities which indicates his
interference in the Tantric dominated
Purushottama Kshetra. In the Ganga period when
Chaturddha-murtti(Daru-rupi images) were
worshipped in the stupendous temple of
Purushottama the Buddhist priests were in large
number and they were eliminated in a gradual
process during the Ganga-Suryavamshi phase
which is supported by the version of Rajabhoga
in Madalapanji. Even Sarola Das in the
Mahabharata described Jagannatha Trinity as
Buddha which indicates the predominance of
Tantric Buddhism in that centre before it became
known as Purushottama Kshetra. Hence
Yamantaka was also a famous deity in that area
before it became known as Purushottma Kshetra.
In course of time Yamantaka was corrupted as
Yamanika and afterwards Yameswar which is still
predominant. As Yameswar was a significant part
of the Purushottama Kshetra in the medieval
phase Puri was also famous as Swarga-
dwara.The people call it Swarga-dwara because
this centre during the rising phase of Vajrayana-
Sahajayana of Buddhism could give considerable
attention to the    road to salvation. Several Tantric
practices with Yamantaka as the chief deity in this
centre were forgotten but the idea of salvation
persisted in popular memory which made the
centre the so called famous Swargadwara.  The
early Tantric aspect of Yamantaka was deleted
from the popular memory and Yameswar
remained as a fragmented memory of that  grand

phase of Vajrayana-Sahajayana in the centre and
dominated Purushottama Kshetra.

III

A significant aspect of the cult of Jagannatha is
the daru-rupa or wooden shape of the deities.
Though the famous Jagannatha Trinity and
Sudarshana worshipped in the present
Purushottama Kshetra were wooden shaped and
it was well known from the phase of
Anangabhima III, the wooden nature of Sri
Purushottama in the pre-Ganga period has not
been clearly established. The epigraphic records
only mention the worship of Purushottama in the
pre-Ganga period on the sea-shore of Odisha
called Purushottama Kshetra, but these records
are entirely silent on the nature and shape of this
image. The existence of a temple for
Sri Purushottama on the sea-shore of Utkala in
the pre-Ganga phase  has been confirmed by
several epigraphic and literary texts. The famous
Indradyumna traditional narrative only presents a
study on the huge temple of Purushottama-
Jagannatha and the development of the worship
of the wooden images. The Indradyumna tradition
as described in Purushottama Kshetra Mahatmya
was silent on the worship of Purushottama in a
different temple before the construction of a huge
temple for the worship of wooden images.
Rajabhoga  and Deshkhanja of Madalapanji
appreciate the authenticity of the Indradyumna
legend and present the development of the
Kshetra of Purushottama in the post-Indradyumna
phase. Indradyumna traditional narrative was
invented in the 14th century to justify the necessity
of the  worship of wooden images in the
stupendous temple for Visnhu. Despite all
contraditions in  Madalapanji (both Rajabhoga
and Deshkhanja) it refers to the existence of a
small temple in Purushottama Kshetra in the 10th
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to 11th century A.D. According to this version
Yajati Keshari constructed a temple having 38
feet for the gods in Purushottama Kshetra as the
temple of Indradyumna was dilapidated and
outworn. If the versions of Madalapanji are
correct the temple of Yajati Keshari was different
from the huge temple now in existence. One can
accept the versions of Madalapanji on the small
temple of Yajati as invented; but why did  the
compilers of Madalapanji invented   the
construction of a small temple by Yajati ? The
construction of a huge temple for Purushottama
after the old temple was dilapidated is justified
and  has been accepted on the basis of several
authentic documents.The existence of a  temple
for Vishnu Purushottama between 10th and 12th

century A.D.  has been confirmed by epigraphic
and literary sources. Still there is no reference of
such a temple for the worship of Vishnu
Purushottama in the records of the Bhaumakara
and Somavamshi kings. The Somavamshis had
no doubt assiduous patronage for Saiva cult but
this does not deter them to entirely neglect the
worship of Vishnu in their areas. In the
Narasimhapur copper plate grant of Udyotakesari
of the Somavamshi family there is a reference to
Yayati II as a Pratinidhi (Representative) of
Vishnu-Madhusudana which indicates that the
Somavamshi kings were not indifferent to the
worship of Vishnu. With all these arguments we
can state that the worship of Vishnu Purushottama
was not entirely neglected during the phase of the
Somavamshis. But there is no definite evidence
on the arrangements for the worship of Vishnu
Purushottama during the phase of the
Somavamshis as their epigraphic records are silent
on this aspect. The phase of Yajati I and Yajati II
of the Somavamshi family represented an
important stage of state formation and power
legitimation through ritual reorganization. This ritual

reorganization  for power legitimation required
political patronage of religious centres. Hence
though the Somavamshi kings were not officially
attributed with the religious epithet Parama
Vaishnava they might have taken considerable
steps for the spread of Vishnu worship by
constructing a structure for Vishnu-Purushottama
on the sea-shore zone of Odisha which was
possibly demanded  as a centre of Vishnu in the
all India sphere. By way of reference we may
state that though the Ganga king Narasimha I was
not officially attributed with the title of Parama
Saura he could construct a huge structure for Sun
in Konarka zone which could also legitimize
Ganga rule in Odisha and parts of
Bengal(threatened by Muslim rulers). From that
point of view the construction of a temple for
Vishnu Purushottama on the sea-shore of Puri
during the phase of the Somavamshis was almost
possible and real. By 11th century on the basis of
the literary references in Rajamarttanda,
Naisadhiya Charita, Prabodha Chandrodaya and
Anargha Raghava Nataka the cult and temple of
Purushottama were well-known in India. But there
was not a huge temple for Purushottama during
this phase which is supported by the references
in Rajabhoga and Deshkhanja sections of
Madalapanji.

In the initial stage before the period of
the Somavamshi kings the so-called Purushottama
Kshetra on the sea-shore zone was purified as a
Brahmanic centre of worship which is supported
by an analysis of Indradyumna traditional
narratives. Again a part of this zone was already
covered with sea for centuries and after the sea
water receded and was emptied during the post-
Gupta phase (as is presented in Deshkhanja of
Madalapanji) there was an attempt to convert it
into a centre of Vishnu-Purushottama as Vishnu
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was connected with the sea on the basis of the
Puranic sources.In Harsha Charita of Bana Bhatta
of 7th century A.D. Purushottama got Lakshmi
after the churning of the Ocean and had
established his authority over the Ocean which
indirectly justified that Purushottama Kshetra
became known in all India sphere in 7th century
A.D.But there was no temple for Vishnu then.
Only the site was taken as a centre for Vishnu
Purushottama. Thus the first temple for Vishnu-
Purushottama was constructed in this zone
between 7th to 10th century A.D. During this phase
this sea zone came under the direct control of the
Buddhists who had the experiments of Vajrajana
and Sahajajana practices. Also during this phase
the Saivas and Saktas became powerful over a
part of this Kshetra which prevented Vishnu
worship. There is however  the possibility that a
part of this Kshetra was accepted as the centre
of Vishnu Purushottama despite the spread of
Tantric sects and Saiva-Sakta cult in a large
portion of this centre.

In Odia Sarola Mahabharata (both in
Vana and Musali Parvas) the first phase of
Purushottama worship in this zone has been
presented. In these sections there were
constructions on the phase of Purushottma
worship before the erection of a huge temple in
the 12th century A.D. Sarola Das made some
revisions in the well-known Indradyumna
traditional narrative of the Purushottama Kshetra
Mahatmya. According to his version as presented
in  Musali Parva in  the Nilasundara hill included
in Yamanika Tirtha Yama had set up the dead body
of Krushna. This aspect of the burial of the dead
body of Krushna by Yama in the Nilasundaragiri
contains an interesting point. It indicates that
Yamanika Tirtha was the seat of Krushna worship
in early phase. But Sarala Das suggested that the

dead body of Krushna in stone form was
worshipped in a temple. The temple was
constructed by Galamadhava of Haihaya dynasty.
This Haihaya dynasty was also known as
Kalachuri dynasty which was also powerful in
South Kosala during and after the Somavamshi
phase. Hence by using Haihaya king as a builder
of the temple for Vishnu Sarala Das possibly
indicated that  the early temple of Purushottama
was constructed by Somavamshi Yajati I who was
a contemporary of the Haihaya Kalachuri family
having control over South Kosala, though the
name of Yajati was not used and the name was
Galamadhava. Sarala Das found Galamadhava
in the famous Puranic Indradyumna tradition and
altered the context in his Musali Parva. In the
Puranic tradition Galamadhava occupied the
Kshetra when Indradyumna went to heaven to
invite Brahma for the inaugural ceremony of the
temple. But Sarola Das stated that Galamadhava
constructed a temple for the worship of strone
image in Nilasundaragiri and also suggested that
the burnt body of Krushna in the form of stone
was worshipped in the temple of Galamadhava.
He also imagined that this stone Madhava (which
was the burnt body of Krushna kept by Yama in
Nilasundara hill) was earlier  worshipped by the
Sabaras there. Galamadhava deprived the
Sabaras for worshipping the dead body of
Krushna  by worshipping the image in a temple
and consequently their rights over the dead body
of Krushna were not accepted. So Lord
Madhava cursed Galamadhava for ignoring the
claim of the Sabaras there and consequently  his
clan was extinct and Madhava worship was ended
there. After many centuries Indradyumna came
and constructed another temple for Krushna which
became the centre of the worship of   Daru-rupi
Chaturddhamurtti. This version of Sarola Das
indicated that there was a temple for Vishnu
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Purushottama on the sea-shore zone of Puri in
the pre-Ganga phase. By the time of Sarola Das
there was possibly a tradition on the worship of
Vishnu in a small temple in Puri  before the great
temple for Vishnu was constructed in the 12th

century A.D.

In Musali Parva Sarola Das presented an
interesting fact of the worship of Vishnu which
according to his version was earlier worshipped
by the Sabaras and which was the deadbody of
Krushna set up by Yama. Sarola Das called this
image as Pasana Madhava(Madhava in stone
form). From the surface one will think that a stone
image of Vishnu was worshipped in a small temple
in Purushottama Kshetra before the worship of
Daru-rupi Chaturddha-murtti in a huge temple.
But this stone Madhava was nothing but the dead
body of Krushna set up by Yama in
Nilasundaragiri and it was under the possession
of the Sabaras there. This version of Musali Parva
requires an explanation.Sarola Das was aware
of the worship of wooden gods in Puri and the
change of the life-substance at interval of several
years which was known as Nabakalevara. In his
Musali Parva he stated about the incorporation
of the remains of the deadbody of Krushna in a
form which was originally stone in the pre-
Indradyumna phase, that is, the period of
Galamadhava. But he also stated that in the period
of Indradyumna the wooden gods were
worshipped. In fact on the surface study one will
think that there was the worship of a stone image
of Vishnu in the pre-Ganga phase in Puri, but  the
worship of the deadbody of Krushna in a stone
form called Madhava was not approved by the
Sabaras who were in possession of the deadbody
of Krushna before him. Ignoring the claim of the
Sabaras on their object of worship by
Galamadhava led to the end of his dynasty and

the end of the worship of Madhava. In this
episode Sarola Das admitted that Puri was
originally a centre of the worship of the Sabaras
(Un-Aryan people)  and the image in wooden
form contains an object which was considered
the deadbody of Krushna. Possibly Rajabhoga
and Deshkhanja sections of Madalapanji were
influenced by this version of Sarola Das. In
Deshkhanja and Rajabhoga Yajati recovered the
remains of the wooden gods of Puri in Sonepur-
Baud area which were hidden there. But Sarola
Dasa stated that the remains of the deadbody of
Krushna were hidden by Yama in Yamanika
Kshetra of Puri near the seashore which were
recovered by Galamadhava in pre-Indradyumna
phase. The version of Sarola Das indicated that
Yamanika Kshetra of Puri was also a centre of
the Sabaras who were in control of the deadbody
of Krushna which was kept hidden by Yama. Thus
Sarola Das presented the unique fact of the
worship of the wooden god containing the
Brahma or the remains of the deadbody of
Krushna in pre-Ganga phase. His primary aim
like that of the Purushottama Kshetra Mahatmya's
Indradyumna traditional narrative was to deny the
worship of stone image of Vishnu in the pre-
Ganga and post-Ganga phase. As a matter of fact
there was no regard for Vishnu worship of
Purushottama Kshetra in Odisha  during the two
centuries from the phase of Yajati I though in the
all India level the centre of Purushottama was well
appreciated as is stated in the literary and
epigraphic records of the 10th and 11th century
A.D. In Odisha there was no reference to the
deity Purushottama  in the literary and epigraphic
records between 10th and 11th century A.D. Had
Purushottama possessed the usual iconography
of Vishnu in stone it would have been well
appreciated by the people and devotees in Odisha.
But it was different and so the centre of
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Purushottama was neglected. Purushottama
became famous only with the construction of the
huge temple in Puri from the reigning phase of
Chodaganga. Odisha became famous for
Vajrayana and Sahajayana forms of Buddhism
during the 10th and 11th century A.D. while
Purushottama Vishnu was neglected. Yajati I of
the Somavamshi family in the 10th century A.D.
constructed a temple for Vishnu-Purushottama on
the sea-shore of Utkala  and he possibly allowed
the worship of wooden image containing secret
object under the possession of the Sabaras
(which was popularly called the deadbody of
Krushna by Sarola Das). This worship was under
the Brahmana priests and even then Buddhists
were powerful in that zone. The purpose was to
unify both eastern Odisha and Western Odisha
by this process of power legitimation and ritual
reorganization. From the version of Sarola Das it
is clear that   the rights of the  Sabaras were
ignored in this phase as is evident from the rift
between the Sabaras and king Galamadhava. It
was only when the wooden gods or
Chaturddhamurtti incorporating  secret elements
(Brahma Padartha) were worshipped in the huge
temple of Purushottama during the Ganga phase
the rights of the Sabaras were duly considered as
we find Daitas as the tribal priests were very active
in this mode of worship. But in the pre-Ganga
phase possibly the claim of the Sabara priests
were not properly considered and so ignored. The
nature of the image in worship was peculiar to
the people and devotees of Vishnu in this phase.
Therefore in the Ganga period Indradyumna
legend was invented to justify that the wooden
gods worshipped in Purushottama Kshetra
represented Krushna and his associates
Krushnaization of the wooden deities was
necessary for the legitimation of the worship of
wooden deities in Puri.

 The first  centre of Purushottama in Puri,
the so called Nilasundaragiri needs a thorough
investigation. Most of the writers on the antiquity
of Purushottama-Jagannatha consider the present
site as the only centre of Purushottama. But a
careful study of the version of the Ganga copper
plate grants on Chodaganga confirm that in pre-
Chodaganga phase Purushottama was
worshipped in a site near the seashore and that a
different  site was utilised by Chodaganga for the
construction of a palace for Sri Purushottama. On
the basis of this version we presume that the first
Purushottama temple was built in a different site
connected with the seashore. In all probability this
site was the surrounding areas of Gundicha zone
in Puri, because in Puranic sources it is described
as Adipitha. Several explanations have been given
on the meaning of Gundicha, but most of the
advanced studies in this respect take “That Gandi”
as the meaning. Gundicha was well known in
Odisha in the 13th-14th century A.D. We are yet
to find it in Sanskrit or Odia sources of the 11th

century 12th century A.D. Most likely Gundicha
had another name conveying” that Gandi” in this
early phase.In one sense Gundicha mandapa with
its connected zone was the centre of worship of
Purushottma in the pre-Ganga phase. When the
huge temple for Vishnu Purushottama was built
during the Ganga phase and wooden gods were
worshipped in the new temple, the old site was
called Gundicha meaning the centre of the daru
image and later on in the Ganga phase Gundicha
Jatra was celebrated in the month of Asadha to
connect the old site of Vishnu Purushottama (Daru
image) with the new site of the Chaturddhamurtti
(Four fold wooden deities).This Gundicha zone
is also called Sundarajega which reminds us of
the existence of Sundaragiri or Nilasundaragiri of
Sarola Mahabharata.The entire area covering
Gundicha Kshetra to the present Purushottama
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Kshetra was described as Nilasundaragiri in
Sarola Mahabharata.
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Introduction

Management is a purposive activity which
directs group efforts towards the attainment of
certain pre-determined goals. It is an art of
creating an environment in which people can
perform and co-operate towards attainment of
group goal. Management is the knowledge of
what to do, when to do, and how to do to achieve
the chief and best in time. Management has five
functions these are (i) Planning (ii) Organizing
(iii) Commanding (iv) Controlling and
(v) Co-coordinating.1 Modern management Gurus

Abstract
Jagannath Dham, Puri is one of the Chaturdhams of Hinduism and Sri Jagannath is the divine face of
Pluralism, worshipped there as the lord of universe. It is a very sacred and sensitive institution for the Hindus.
It needs special care and attention. Any deviation will hurt the sentiment of the Hindus and will create havoc.
Lord Jagannath is the Rastra Devata (state deity) of Odisha. All Socio-political-cultural and religious activities
of Odisha are centered around the Lord.  A new culture has originated from there and is popular as Jagannath
Culture in the globe. Irrespective of caste, creed, colour and faith Lord Jagannath is accepted as the supreme
head of the universe. He is Mahabishnu for Baishnavas, Bhairaba for Saivites, Shakti for Shaktas, Sri Ganesh
for Gaanapatyas, Buddha for Buddhists and Rishavanath for Jains. Tribal and regional (Dravid and Arya)
cultural interface is also there.  Every year fifty above festivals are observed in Srimandir, Deities are decorated
and dressed into thirty two types of Vesas in different festive occasions and multiple daily routine services
(seva) are also offered. This is the multi faceted nature of Jagannath culture. So the management of Jagannath
Temple was also very difficult and challenging task for Odisha Gajapaties. The multifaceted management
system related to the socio-cultural-religious-political and economic activities of Srimandir is the matter of
discussion of this study.
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and experts gave their theories and principles in
different ways but our ancient epics, traditions and
culture has given us the idea of the ancient nature
of the management. Management is an ancient
system exists with the human society. Srimad
Bhagabat Geeta, the Ramayan and the
Mahabharat give us lessons on management
theory.

Jaddaaru Brahmamuti Pranab tanudhara
Sarbabedaanta saaram

Bhaktaanaam Kalpabruksham bhabajala tarani
Sarba tatwanutatwam

Joginam hamsatatwam Hari Hara nimitam

Sripatirbaishnavaanaam
Saivanm Bhairabaksham Pasupati ritih

Jo Saakta tatwa ch Saktih
Bouddhaanam Buddah rupam Rishabha jatibaram

Jaina siddhaanta saaram
Saa deba paatu nityam kalikula guharam

Sri Nilasailaadhinaatham

Above sloka shows the multi faceted
nature and the pluralism of Jagannath culture. If
we keenly observe the very nature of this culture,
we can imagine the greatness and grandeur of
Odia race. We not only named our Rastradevata
as Jagannath (lord of Universe) but we manage
to handle all the responsibilities and make us able
to provide him the royal status, what a world
master needs indeed. The image of the deities has
made so cunningly that it does not have
resemblance with any other creature of the world
but it is accepted by all sects. Ancient and medieval
rulers of Odisha tried to pay utmost care and
attention for smooth management of Srimandir
activities (Jagannath temple of Puri).

Review of Literature: - A number of research
works have published on Lord Jagannath,
Jagannath Temple and Jagannath culture in
different languages. But all works are confined
within the history and culture of Lord Jagannath

and Srimandir. No work has done on
management system/ management theory of
Jagannath temple as like the study of management
on the Ramayan and the Mahabharat done by
some Indian writers. “Startup secrets from the
Ramayan” by Prachi Garg, “Ramayana through
the Ages” by Avadhesh Kumar Singh, “Ramayan
A critical Appraisal” by Ramendra Narayan
Sanyal, “Ramayan-Unravelled, Logics and
Lessons” by M. D. Mudhra and “leadership
secrets from the Mahabharat” by Meera Uberoi
etc. are some of the examples of modern research
study on ancient scriptures and cultures.

Methodology:- The limitation of this work of
which I am quite conscious are two folds (1) to
find out required information and data from the
available primary sources and (2) an analytical
study of the published secondary sources has also
caused the formulation of my thoughts to a little
extent.

Purpose of the study: - The main purpose of
the study is to unveil the curtain on the
management principles of the rulers of ancient and
medieval Odisha applied in the Socio-Economic-
Cultural-Religious and Political sphere of
Srimandir, Puri and to focus a ray of hope on
new trend of research activity.

Study

Management system is a set of policies,
processes and procedures used by an organization
to ensure that it can fulfill the tasks required to
achieve its objects. These objectives cover many
aspects of the organization’s operations.2 There
are three categories of managements: Autocratic,
Democratic and laissez-faire.3 But Odishan Rulers
adopted democratic form of the management
system in Srimandir. Following are the different
functions of the Srimandir management.
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Planning: - (Particulars of Organization and
Servitors)

King Anangabhima Dev of 13th century
engaged 36 categories of Sevakas (servitors)
popularly known as Chhatisaa Nijog and the
number of sevaka categories increased gradually
and a new ritual service records were introduced
in 17th century. In the part -3 of the Record of
Rights of Shree Jagannath temple, Puri, there is a
list of 119 categories of Servitors and other
employees connected with the rituals and
management of the temple. Subsequently one
sevaka was added and make it 120 by temple
authority.4 As there was no ample use of token
currency in that period, all these Servitors were
provided with tax free cultivable lands as salary
to maintain their livelihood and for smooth
performance of their Seva for the Lord of
Universe. Different duties were distributed among
the servitors and authorities were also engaged
for proper monitoring. Now day’s two
government bodies (Central and State Govt.) and
three important administrations (Gajapati
Maharaajaa and his unit, Srimandira Prasasan
and Puri District Administration) are devotedly
providing their service to Lord Jagannath in
different festive occasions. Volunteers of different
organizations like YRC, NCC, NSS, Scout and
Guide along with medical department and fire
service department of state government have been
providing their services to the pilgrim. Apart from
this, numbers of Mathas were allowed to establish
their permanent establishment by different saints
and Dharmasaalaas (Rest houses) were
established by some native rulers to provide
accommodation to pilgrims (Ghumsar
Dharmasaalaa, Dharakot Dharamasaalaa,
Boiraani Dharmasaalaa etc.). These mathas are
voluntarily providing their services to Lord

Jagannath from the very ancient days. A number
of Akhadaa saala (martial training centres) were
established in different sahis (lane) around the
Jagannath temple for its protection. Brahmin
Sasans were established around Puri city to
perform different Vedic rituals related to
Jagannath temple. They are also allowed to sit on
the Mukti Mandap to bless the pilgrims and to
solve different ritualistic doubts by their scriptural
knowledge. Devadaasies were engaged to sing
and dance in front of the deities and Bahaar
Gaanies (singer) were engaged to sing and dance
during different festivals outside the temple. This
tradition was banned now in Srimandir.

Organizing: - (functions and duties)

Time schedule of different Nitis and
distribution of duties are very cunningly handled
by the Kings of Odisha. Decentralization of
Powers and responsibilities are well organized for
smooth running of the temple. The first Niti begins
with Dwaraphitaa (opening of Singhadwaar or
Jaya- Vijaya Dwara) early in the morning. The
Bhitarchu Mahapatra accompanied by Paliaa
Mekap, Pratihaari Mekap and Muduli
examined the sealed lock made by Talicha
Mahaapaatra on the previous night. If the seal is
intact, he breaks it and opens the door.5 The duty
of locking the door and opening the door has not
given to a single servitor. This responsibility has
given to two different servitors to avoid any
defilement to the temple. Then Mangala Alati,
Abakaas Niti (cleaning of teeth, bathing and
dressing), Sahan Melaa, Rosa homo, Surya
Pujaa, Dwarapala Pujaa, Gopal ballava
(breakfast), Raj Bhogo or Sakala Dhupa,
Bhogamandap (offering of food by different
mathas and servitors to sale in Ananda
Bazaar), Madhynna Dhup (Lunch), Arati and
Pahada, Sandhya Arati, Sandhya Dhupa,
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Chandana Laagi, Badasinghar Besa,
Badasinghara bhoga, Binaa Laagi, Khataseja
Laagi, Puspanjali, Pahuda, Muda and sodha
niti follows one after another up to 11.30 p.m.6

In between servitors changes the dress and
decorates the Lord for seven times. Apart from
this the Lord has decorated with 32 special Vesas
in different festive occasions.7 More than 52
special festivals are observed in the Srimandir in
a year.8

Commanding:- Skanda Puran, Bamadev
Samhita, Niladri Mahodaya, Madala Panji, the
chronicle of the temple, Record of Rights, temple
Administration records, Sarala Mahabharat,
Deulatola, Laxmi Puran, Abhinav Rajaniti (7th

& 8th century), Purusottam Karmangi (16th

Century), the report of C. Gromes, the then
collector of Puri to British Government in 1805
and Shree Jagannath Temple Act 1952 provides
references to the sevakas with their duties and
responsibilities fixed by different commanding
authorities of the temple for smooth running of
the temple.9

Controlling:  Spiritualization of Politics by Ganga
and Gajapati Kings emotionally attached them
with the subjects. Kings declared themselves as
Rautas or Sevakas of Lord Jagannath and Lord
Jagannath was declared as the real King of
Odisha. By this declaration they got the
unconditional support of their subject and
established internal peace in the kingdom. Any
deviation of duties by any servitor would be
condemned by the people. So the servitors are
well conscious of their duties. They were also
sanctioned permanent land grants for their seva
to maintain their livelihood. Allowing tribal origin
Daitapatis to serve Lord Jagannath during the
grand festival Srigundichaa Jaatraa kings

established tribal and non-tribal interface in the
kingdom.

Coordinating:- Coordination among multiple
workers is highly essential for successful
execution of plans. All functions, ceremonies and
rituals related to Lord Jagannath and Srimandir
are observed on specific time of specific days.
So all are time bound jobs. Each and every
function, ceremony and ritual needs multiple
servitors according to their right. Negligence and
late performance of a servitor will delay the entire
procedure. So a time based plan will be prepared
through a preparatory meeting before each
function, ceremony and ritual. Rath Yatra is one
of the best examples of coordination of the
servitors i.e. multiple people working well together
to achieve a common goal in time.  Liability will
be fixed against the servitor for any deviation.

Chief aims and objectives of the
organization are to ensure proper performance
of seva- puja and of the daily periodical nitis of
the temple as per the Record of Rights, to provide
facilities for proper performances of worship by
the pilgrims, to ensure safe custody of the funds
and valuables and preservation and management
of properties vested in temple, to maintain proper
discipline and proper hygienic condition in the
temple and ensure proper standard of cleanliness
and purity in the offerings10 etc.

Conclusion:-

1) One of the top most management
principles is to motivate the team. Lord Jagannath
has declared as the real King of Odisha, he is
Lord not God and kings declared themselves as
his Routas (sevaks). We express our grievances
to him like his subjects and he is accessible to the
common people. The gap between common
people and God has been minimized in Jagannath
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culture. Sevakas were motivated to work
dedicatedly by saying that it is a golden
opportunity to serve the Lord of universe Sri
Jagannath and fortunate only get this opportunity
and gains a lot of punya (religious benefit). In
return they were granted tax free lands to maintain
their livelihood for generation together and it
became a hereditary right for them. It created a
sense of pride in their mind as a sevaka of Lord
Jagannath.

2)  A leader should create more leaders, so
that they can make their own decisions. King, as
the leader of the organization, created leaders of
each category of Sevakas and honoured them
with turban (sadhi bandha sevak) at the beginning
of the seva. They handle, guide and engage their
subordinates in proper manner as a leader of the
team to achieve the goal.

3) Good manager’s responsibility is to listen
to his Subordinates and also give proper value to
their words. Ganga and Gajapati kings of Odisha
had always given equal importance to all types of
seva and sevaks. Even Kudua (earthen pot)
supplier, palm leave bhoga (basket) supplier and
mali (gardener) are also have their own respect
and voice. Another important point to be discussed
is the Dwarapala Puja, which is observed daily
before offering of breakfast to the principal deities.
This tradition also says about the care, importance
and value given to the subordinate sevaks.

4) A good manager always welcomes the
reformative ideas and introduces it in the field of
work. So also Odishan kings abolished caste
discrimination inside the temple and pilgrims from
all castes are allowed to enter into the temple and
eat Mahaprasad or Abadha in Ananda Bazaar.
It created a feeling of social equality and obligation
to the Rastra Nayak, Rastra, and Rastra
Devata (king, kingdom and Lord Jagannath).

5) Spiritualization of politics, decentralization
of responsibilities, written law and duty chart,
proper planning and coordination, advice and
guidance of the learned pandits of Mukti
Mandap and Sri Sankaracharya of Gobardhan
Pitha, Pluralism and multi faceted nature of
Jagannath culture and Tribal and non-tribal
interface are the successful steps taken by the
Kings of Odisha for smooth management of
Srimandir.

6) Kings donated war butis they collected
from the defeated kingdoms and made ornaments
for deities. A special and  multiple chambered
Ratna Bhandar  (Store house of jewelry) with
proper security locks has already made to place
all gems and ornaments of Lord Jagannath.

7) Srimandir, Puri had been invaded
eighteen times by the bigots either to plunder the
wealth of the temple or to destroy the importance
of the Jagannath cult and the deities, the ultimate
sovereign of Odisha. But almost every time the
idols were taken away to different safe places for
safety and security and brought back to
Ratnasinghasan after disappearance of the cloud
of danger.

8) Figure of the deities-no resemblance with
any creature but accepted by all sects.

9) Use of Eco friendly utensils inside the
temple like earthen pot, plate, cup (kudua) and
palm leave baskets (talapatra bhoga) etc. saves
the temple premises from different infections and
creates a healthy and hygienic atmosphere.

10)  Use of “tanka torani” (sour rice water
drink) as immunity buster inside the temple to save
pilgrims from sun stroke.

11)  Use of ‘tithi’ (Hindu lunar calendar
days) friendly vegetables for preparation of
‘Mahaprasad’ to save from food poisoning.
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12) Preparation of non-oil healthy food for
bhoga in the Roshasala (kitchen).

13)  Traditional way of cooking viz. “mati
handi and Katha chuli rosei” (earthen pot and
wooden stove cooking) with the use of traditional
local produced vegetables and offering of
swadeshi (Odia) foods to Lord Jagannath is
maintained strictly. Due Importance to Odia
culture and tradition have been given.

14)  Surplus ‘Anna Prasad’ (cooked rice)
are dried in the sun light and prepared ‘Nirmalya’
for Bhaktas.

15)  Human treatment to Lord Jagannath
creates a homely love and affection in the
minds of Bhaktas and bridged the gap
between God and men. By this, Lord
Jagannath becomes some one’s Jaga, my
Kanha, your Kalia and our Manima, Swami
and Prabhu. A family member, a symbol of
unity and integrity.

All above important points may helpful
for present day management study. Hope this
paper will be the first step towards further study
on management and will provide ample scope and
opportunity for future scholars.
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Glory of Lord Jagannath

   Bhagaban Mahapatra

Lord Jagannath, of Puri who is the
manifestation of Lord Vishnu, the

Supreme Being  who is the Presiding
Deity of the people of Odisha dwelling
inside the temple on the Blue Mountain
on the charming golden shore of the
great sea (Bay of Bengal) is very well
known all over the world because of the
annual car festival held at Puri, where
all the  four deities (Chaturddha Murtti)
Lord Jagannath, Lord Balabhadra,
goddess Subhadra and Lord Sudarshan
on the three Chariots go on a grand
festive procession along with the Grand
Road of Puri (Bada Danda). Lakhs of

people from all parts of the world assemble there
to witness the car festival and to have a rare unique
view of the Lord, as it has been stated in the
scripture that by seeing the Adorable Lord Vaman
(Jagannath)  present on the chariot, there is no
rebirth : -

Rathe tu bamanam drustwa punarjanm n
bidwyate

In this present days i.e Kali Yuga, because of the
Divine presence of the Lord, PURI is taken as
one of the four most important abodes (dhamas)
of the Supreme Being in India, the others being
Badrinath, Dwaraka and Rameswaram.

There is mention of Lord Jagannath in the
Rig Veda, the Supreme Being,  in wooden form
on the coast of sea,  which shows that Lord Sri
Jaganath Mahaprabhu is there from Vedic times
and has been accepted by the Veda as Supreme
Being Himself. The Veda announces also to take
shelter in Him to get abstinence from worldly
existence with His help and instructions.

The Skanda Maha Purana of sage Vyas
gives a detailed  and authentic account of
Purusottam (Lord Jagannath) kshetra Mahatmya
describing why and how Lord Vishnu manifested
as Lord Jagannath alongwith others in wooden
form and also other facts of sacred places of
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Purusottam i.e Puri, the different connected
festivals with Lord Jagannath etc. The glories of
Lord Jagannath  have been described very clearly
in this Purana. It is a dialogue between Sage
Jaimini and the other sages who wish to have a
detailed idea about Lord Jagannath and his sacred
abode Purusottam. Jaimini says that formerly the
story of Lord Jagannath was narrated by Lord
Skand  after hearing from Lord Siva which  he
heard it from Skand  and narrates what he had
heard.

According to Purana, after bringing about
the creation, Lord Brahma is oppressed by its
burden and wants to to get rid of further. He
therefore, prays to Lord Vishnu for a solution to
this. Lord Vishnu directs him to the place of
Purusottam  where He is present in the form of
Nilamadhab. This Purusottam is known as the best
of all the holy places that are there on the earth.
Those, who stay here, do not grieve even on
account of old age, birth or death. On hearing
this Brahma came to Purusottam kshetra and
could see Lord Vishnu in the form of  Nilamadhab
as heared from HIM. While praying Vishnu there,
in front of Brahma a crow comes somewhere,
has a dip in the  water of Rohini tank nearby to
quench his thirst, rolls on the ground and rolls
before Nilamadhab and is liberated. It is thus
implied that whoever sees Lord Nilamadhab and
comes in contact of the water of Rohini Kunda
freed from sins and attains liberation. (Ch.2 of
11-13) This tank is called  Rohini tank which
remains full with primeval water which grants
release from the bondages by mere touch. (Ch
4-(18-19).

In Satya Yuga, Indradyumna was the king
of Malava of Sun dynasty, 5th genetic race of Lord
Brahma, with Avanti as the capital. He was an
ardent devotee of Lord Vishnu. He was an ideal
king with a man of excellent conduct. One day he
asked his learned Pundits to know where one can

see the Lord of the Universe Vishnu in the physical
eye itself. In answer a wise man answered about
the sacred place of Purusottam where the Lord
of the universe is present in Sapphire. Hearing
this, the  king made up his mind to dwell there
permanently with all his subjects. For this purpose
Vidyapati,  brother of the priest (Pandit) was sent
to get the information. Vidyapati, in the course of
his search met  Viswabasu, a Sabar Chief of the
tribal clan who was worshipping Lord
Nilamadhab. Vidyapati met Biswabasu and made
friendship with him  and requested him to see Lord
Purusottam, he was worshipping. In reply
Biswabasu informed that Lord is there secretly
and the moment he is seen by anybody He would
be vanished and no longer be visible to men. Since
Bidyapati  insisted the Sabar King Biswabasu,
he showed him the Lord and thereafter Lord was
vanished by the cause of a sand storm. Then
Bidyapati returned and informed the situation to
King Indradyumna.The king was deepely
aggrieved. The king then went to Purusottam with
celestial sage Narada as per the advice of Lord
Brahma who advised to perform  one  thousand
horse sacrifice (Yajna) known as Aswamedha
Yajna for the manifestation of the Lord. At the
end of that Yajna a Divine tree is seen in the sea
which was the incarnation of Lord Vishnu as
explained by Narada. The divine tree  was
brought to the shore as per instructions of  a
heavenly voice. It was kept in a closed chamber
for making of the images by the Divine Carpenter
who arrived there for the purpose. On the 15th

day the images of the Lord in four wooden forms
of Jagannath, Balavadra, Subhadra and
Sudarshan as carved  from the  Divine tree by the
Divine Carpenter. The king Indradyumna then
constructed a temple for the deities and went to
Brahmaloka alongwith Narada for inviting
Brahma for installation of deities and accordingly
the installation ceremony was performed. In this
manner Lord Vishnu who was there previously
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as Nilamadhab is now present in Purusottam in
wooden form four-fold as Jagannath, Balavadra,
Subhadra and Sudarshan. Jaimini said, O sages,
thus having granted  boon to Indradyumna, the
Lord Vishnu who had a smiling face looking like
a blown lotus, spoke to Lord  Brahma, O Brahma,
I have brought about everything for your
satisfaction. Your wish is indeed My wish only. It
is certain that between us there is no difference.
As you had previously prayed to ME when I was
in the form of MADHAB, only as a result of that
I have taken this  incarnation. (Ch.29/53-55
Skanda Mahapuran)

The Lord  Jagannath who is the Lord of
the world is Lord Vishnu Himself physically
present at Puri (Purusottam Kshetra) His other
name is Purusottam (Supreme Being).  Srikshetra,
the other name is Puri in Utkal Pradesh  is HIS
place of Dwelling and HIS own Body and as per
HIS name PURUSOTTAM.

The Lord is such that he who sees Him
either in the temple or during car festival in the
chariot he gets such devotional  pleasure that
cannot be expressed in words by the devotees
and confers the benefits of all holy places. (Ch.
1/3 of Sk.Puran).  One also gets liberation in the
event of death anywhere within the sacred
place,(Ch. 4/35). The Lord destroys the pains of
the world and grants undeceiving happiness. (Ch
4/72-73) One should not think HIM a mere
wooden image. HE is the Manifestation of
Supreme Real God. The king Indradyumn was
informed that HE is the final goal and is the sole
refuge of the distressed and helpless and is the
boat for crossing ocean of worldly existence. HE
is Lord Narayan, the origin of the world, and the
cause of creation and dissolution. He frees from

all sins and removes all calamities. He projects all
divine glories and is sought by all Yogis. HE is the
destroyer of all evil doers. HE is the Lord Vishnu
who has  Niladri as HIS abode. O Sages, seek
refuge in HIM. (Ch.4/ 78). The God while giving
boon Indradyumna the LORD gives detailed
instructions about different festivals to be
performed, the car festivals which was the most
important. (Ch. 29/52) The food offered to the
Lord is verily nectar and eating the food-leavings
of the Lord destroys all sins and is the means for
liberation.(CH.38/48). In the same manner,
NIRMALYA which means any of the articles like
dried foods of Mahaprasad, flowers sandal pastes
taken from different parts of Lords  body for use
destroys  the multitude sins of the man. (Ch. 38/
104). In addition there is  a strong belief in the
mind of the devotees that only by virtue  a little
remembrance of Lord's  image or name in
whatever state and position, prayer gives him quite
protection and support at the instant  place. The
example is Gaja-Uddharan story and
Mrudguni=Stuti. The Purana also  serves as a
sacred scripture throwing valuable lights on the
methods of spiritual practice for attaining the higher
values namely God realization and supreme
liberation and at same time glories of Lord.
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Mahabahu! Listen to the heartfelt agony of a poor and downtrodden.
Day by day, my condition is worsening and deteriorating.
Oh ! Lord, I am hard-pressed by the worries and the vicissitudes of life.
Please, shower Your limitless mercy and kindness on this parched heart.

Oh ! Lord, I have unflinching faith in You.
You are the only anchorage and guiding light.
I will lose my identity and basis without Your support.
My survival is an impossibility without Your loving kindness.

Oh ! The redeemer of the fallen,
why are You so indifferent and callous?
I am clueless about Your disinterestedness and apathy.
I am perplexed and befuddled by Your motive, Oh!
The ocean of divinity and grace.
Have mercy upon me, Oh !  Lord, the supreme personality of Godhead.

I am astounded by Your Maya and illusion.
I have made my faltering heart stronger and
humbler to receive Your infinite grace and blessings.
You may or may not listen to the saga of my misfortune and endless sufferings.
Oh ! Almighty, I have surrendered myself totally under Your lotus feet.

Prabhudutt Dash, Plot No: 307, Haladipadia, Sarala Nagar, Laxmisagar, Bhubaneswar-751006.

Mahabahu : A Prayer
Prabhudutt Dash
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The Chariot Festival :
Evidence of Oneness of Mankind

Dr. Ajit Kumar Mahapatra

The temple at Puri of “Shri Jagannath”,
To etymologize, “The Lord of the universe”,
Located on the shore of Bay of Bengal,
at latitude 19o18’17" North;
longitude 85o5’39" East,
“Chodoganga Dev” built during the first half
Of twelfth century AD, occupies a pivotal
Position in the religious history of India,
Which demonstrates, heralds dire need of
Unification of mankind; coexistence of religions.

The annual sojourn of the universal deity,
In three large chariots with his siblings,
Three resplendent chariots made anew every year,
The ceremonial stepout of the deities
From inside temple to chariots on Grandroad,
Where millions eagerly await to pay obeisance.

The Gajapati king of Puri sweeps each chariot,
Offers his obeisance to the seated deities;
The sojourn - being both a festival and a journey
Held in numerous places in Odisha, India,
In several countries across the world.

The universal deity moves with the crowd,
The crowd of million onlookers, moves with Him,
All unite together by bond of universal love,
Shedding distinctions of caste, creed, religion,
Devotees with loving devotion, with great fervour,
Pull the chariots to the “Gundicha” temple,
Demonstrating vividly the aspiration of mankind,
Coexistence of different religions.

This global event, an ongoing universal fest,
pointing towards universal oneness of mankind.
The most powerful force that governs
Every operating phenomenon in the universe,
Albert Einstein has said, is love;
Love acts as appropriate, effective energy
Having capacity to heal the whole universe.
Love attracts, binds and consolidates,
Generating the feeling of oneness.
In loving oneness, there is neither
A winner, nor a loser; all are winners.

When one starts living in a loving manner,
Life begins to move lovefully,
Towards, fulfillment of aspiration.
And, in the end, Journey of life succeeds,
Human instinctual drive
is a search for avenues of togetherness
Humans are connected at subatomic level,
And, all are exposed to the same
Energy, and the same consciousness.
It is a rational scientific truth.
It is, at the core of all religions.
Worldly activities are drifting the nations states
Towards the universal oneness of mankind,
Following the footsteps of “Lord of the universe”,
The most powerful energy sustains.

Dr. Ajit Kumar Mahapatra, Pubasasan,
Kaushalyaganga, Bhubaneswar, Mob. : 9861041150.
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Like a mighty elephant Oh! Blue Hill God,
You kindly destroy my lotus forest of anxiety with a nod.

The king of elephants prayed you inside the water
And quickly you sent the whirling cutting wheel
To kill the alligator thereafter.

The helpless dear was trapped in great danger inside the forest
You saved her from all four enemies challenging the worst.

Inside the full congregation of Kourav durbar
You saved the dignity of ‘Draupadi’ with utmost care.

Bibhisana brother of cruel Ravana surrendered before You
And you honoured him making him king of Srilanka in due.

Prahallad’s wicked and merciless father
Was killed when You appeared from within the pillar.

I, Salabega the fallen one though belong to Muslim
I pray before the pink feet of my Lord supreme.

Dr. Rama Chandra Rout, Director, Health Intelligence &VS and Chief Registrar,

Births & Deaths, Odisha, 2nd Floor, HoD Buildings, Bhubaneswar.

Oh ! Blue Hill God
(Devotional poem by Salabega)

Dr. Rama Chandra Rout
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Jagannath consciousness  is void of
discrimination, secularism at all
It is a matchless, Unique consciousness.
preaching integrity, love universal.

No discrimination of caste, sect,  creed  from
Adibasi to Brahmin.
All participate rituals throughout year
All accepted Them to be their own.

Innumerable religious preachers came
 to flood with their advocacies but none
could dominate over Lord Jagannath
Rather mingled with vast ocean.

All discovered their religions in Darubrahma.
Marvellous amalgamation
Adorable by Hindus, Sikhas, Buddhists,
Jains without break or interruption.

Sudra, Baishya, Kshatriya, Brahmin
Serve daily in shrine without bigotry
Carpenters, tailors, artists, Bhoi seven
Servitors of Jagannath, A great mystery !

Panchadeva upasana is going on
Ratnasinghasan day and night
Jagannath alone is worshipped as Panchadeva
Thanks to Saiba, Sakta, Ganapatya,
Vaishnavite.

"Vasudhaiba kutumbakam"  sermons Lord
All are mine own, people of my world
Belong to one family. Don’t you feel !
So be vast, oceanic and broad.

Generally rivers flow towards ocean
In car festival, ocean flows to rivers
with stretched arms, lips smiling
without discrimination, all rehearse !

It is a mass culture of Sabaras,
Dravidians, Aryans, blended together
It embraces Salbeg, Dasia, Balaram
Jajpur- Bandhu Mohanty and all.

Trinity are beloved sons & daughter
of this poet, tied with fatherly affection
Poet feels himself fortunate enough
to partake Mahaprasad, darshan.

Er. Raghunath Patra, Brundaban Dham, Lokanath Road,
(Patnahat Sahi Chhak), P.O / Dist - Puri - 752001.

Jagannath Cult :
A Matchless Mass Consciousness

Er. Raghunath Patra
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Oh ! Lord Jagannath
God of Universe
You are God
Known as Daru Bramha
Your Daily life
Rituals (Niti, Seva)
and  Festivals are conducted
In a way, like a human.

Your Car Festival
is also known as
Janakpuri Yatra
You Never forget
Your Janmabedi (Birth Place)
You remember it
and without fail, visit it
Every year.

Along with your brother and sister
You go to your Janmabedi
and Stay there for sometime
Making Devotees ecstatic.

Your Car Festival is
Mysterious and  a symbol
of Peace, Pleasure,
Love, Harmony
Duty, Sacrifice
and many unspoken
feelings to everyone
who visit it and join it.

Sadasiba Mishra, Editor 'Sulekha',
Bimanbadu Sahi, Puri-752001,
M-6370174199.

Mysterious Car Festival

Sadasiba Mishra
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Among all the Hindu festivals observed within a year,
The Rathayatra is more significant from all the others.
In Ashadha month the Rathayatra usually does occur.
That is the second day of bright fortnight every year.

In the shrine place of Jagannath the lord of the universe,
He comes out too from the temple and meets us on earth.
In chariots with his elder brother and younger sister,
He starts his journey to Gundicha in a routine visit proper.

In Grandroad of Puri it takes place as a large grand festival,
Peoples throughout the world are to gather here very well.
In Nandighosh lord Jagannath becomes us all well visible,
In Taladhwaj Balaram, Subhadra in Devadalan are joyful.

With rituals of all dignities and as usual observed traditions,
This is observed in every year with full of all the devotions.
As a very great bond of human being with the almighty God,
Every year festival is being very glamorously observed.

Millions of peoples do assemble here on this holy occasion,
They offer their prayers to the God in a very pleasant motion.
Being obstructed by the crowd or bad weather conditions,
They care nothing also for any kind of difficult situations.

The reverse of this journey too is told as the Bahudayatra,
It occurs on bright tenth day of Ashadha in entire Odisha.
The human tendency of God is to be seen very well here,
This is a unique festival of the peoples to be cheerful more.

Dr. Bhubaneswar Pradhan, Asst. Teacher, Kangaon High School,
Dist.- Bargarh- 768033, E-mail : padhanbhubaneswar @gmail.com.

Ratha Yatra

Dr. Bhubaneswar Pradhan


